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'fhe receiver applies for a number of orders. l'he main

[l]
funcls

on hand to the various

previous

ly

authorizpd.

partie

issue is the rnethod

s who have filed claims pursuant to a

of

distribr"rting

claims process

)
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l2]

Peopleclge conducted business as

benefrts services.

It

-

a provider of payroll

processing, ltuman resouroes and

servioed 152 Canadian customers and eight I-JS customers.

-l'he

estirnated

number of ernployees paid through its services was9,926 in Canada and 482 iu tlrc US.

13]

Customers delivered funding

for payrolls to Peopledge as well as payroll processing

;:.ì)

fees

j

ri-,;

by Peopledge. Payroll funds were deposited into a "Canadian Consolidated Accounf'
held with BMO to administer payrolls 1òr customers with Canadian ernployees and a "US
Consolidated Accoulrf' held with BMO Harris lJank in the US to adnrilrister payolls for

earned

(.1
r::!1

ö.1
'\.

L.)
{.})
.,:1.

customers with LJS employees,

t¡j
a.-i
i).1

l:,41

'fhere were no separate or designated trust accouffs for deposits on a orstomer-by-

crstomer basis. 1hus when

a customer

deposited payroll fi"urds, thcy were oo-mingled with all

othel funds held in the partioular Consolidated Accot-ltit, inoluding funds which had been
deposited by other r:ustomers and with all {Lrnds 1i'om ploccssing fecs earned by Peopledge.
Payroll paynents were fypioalþ disbursed within three days. Payroll tax and other deductions
coulcl remain in the Consolidated Account for r-rp to 45 days before being disbursed. Payroll
processing foes earned

by Peopledge and

interest earned on the funds in the Consolidated

Acoouds were transferred to other corporate bank accounts held by Peopledge with BMO.

[5.1

'l'he following clains relevant to this motion have been reoeived by the reoeiver
(a)

Customer Deposit Clairrs (estimated aggregate claim amount
Canadian Customers and $180,000

to

Peopledge

for the purpose of

of $5,714,718 for

for US Customers): clains lol

funding payroll services

amounts paid

lor which Peopledge did

not oomplete the payroll or remittance processing and paynent in whole or

in

paÉ, certain of which Customers have assçúed trust entitlement in lespect of their
Customer Deposit Claims.

(b)

Lìrnployee Clairru ($106,669.10 with possible priority claim
reoeiver is aware that

l8

of $52,342.18):

the

former employces are owod a total of $106,669.10 based

on thc employees' WIIPPA clains. Of tlis amount,
comprise a possible $52,342.1 8.

ernployee prioriry olairns

-Page3(c)

CRA Clains (aggregate claim amount of $59,359.37): CRA has made a
deduction claim and

a HST against

source

Peopledge, and as against 1624452 Ontario

Limited lor arrears ollHST of $5,644.63.

(d)

Seoured Clains: Ilonnie Cr.unnirrgs filed

a

claim on

a

sccure<J

and

basis agairrst all Debtors in the amount of' $64,217.76 wrth respect

r:.)'

utrsecured

to

j

llli

oertain

prolessional fees fùndecl in connection with the receivership.l

1.1

f'
i!i
(..)

(e)

General Claims (estimated aggregate claim amount

of

of

$2,005,000): the majorifl'

general clairns were filed onþ as against Peopledge and are comprised of

supplier, equity clairns and Customer damage

Genelal olaim

of

clairrs. Included in such claims is a

$488,641.22 {tled by Peopledge's former landlord. There

are

also certain general claims filcd with unspecified claim amounts.

16l

The rcceiver has determined that Peopledge's records and accounting practices make it

dillìcLllt

to

identify and tracc the clairns

of specific Pcopledge

Customers. I-lowever.

the

Iìeoeivcr has been able to determine the following:

(a)

it appears all or a portion of payroll lunds delivered to Peopledge by its Canadian
Customers and its IJS Customers werc intended by the respective Customer to be
reoeived and held

by Peopledge segregated fi'orn other Peopledge funds and

used

to fund the respeotive Customer's payroll and govelmnental remittances;

(b)

l

tnst or segrcgated accounts for all or a poúion
of its Customers, Peopledge did not segregate fi;nds reoeived lì'om any one
Cnstomer, although Peopleclge did maintain two distinct, but co-mingled, payroll

despite its obligations

to

maintain

Duringargumelttlexplessedthcviewthattheclaimol'IlonnieCunimingsshouldbepaiclinthesalrewaythatthe

other prol'essional 1èes were to be paicl pursuallt to thc lequest l-olpayment in this motion fi¡rthe reasons oontained
in hel alIìdavit o1'ApLil 25,2013 and the supplement to the lòurth lcporl o1'thc leociver. It was agl'ecd that counsel

Iblthcleoeivelandlbl'Ms,Cummings

u,ouldworkoutthelnechanicsof'hel'claim tobepaidnow.

)7.:

t.)
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fbr its Canadian Customers and US Customers by way of the

Canadian

Consolidatçd Account and the IJS Consolidated Aooount;
(o)

(d)

all funds received Ii'om Canadian Customers and US Customers were oo-mingled
in eitlier the Canadian Consolidated Acoount or the US Consoliclated Acoount;

-...]

the co-mingling of lunds within each of the Canadian Consolidated Aooount and

ût:

the ì.JS Consolidated Acoourrt may be a breach of trust or a brcaclr o1'Peopledge's

'\.

a\.,1

.:.1

)

oontractual obligations to somc or all of its Crstomers;
(e)

tlie reporting ledgers and records of Pcopledge did not track speoilìo payrnents
rece ivecl fì'om

and made on bchall'of Customers by Peopleclge on a custotner-by-

customer basis;
(Ð

funds were continualþ moved behrieen the Canadian Consolidated Account, the

US Consolidated Account

ancl the other accounts maintained

by Peopledge in

the

operation of its business;
(e)

the movement of funds between aocounts also may be a breach of trust or
breach of'Peopledge's contractual obligations to some orall of its Custorrrers,

(h)

tþe receiver's initial review of the bool<s and records of
aocounts

of the

a

Peopledge and the

Debtors has revealed signifìcant movement of' funds from

Peopledge's accourts

to the accounts of

related companies

or other

unl<nown

accounts, the majority ol'which funds have not been located; and
(D

the depletion of

funcJs

ÍÌom the Canadian Consolidated Accounl and the

Consolidated Accouurt also nray be

US

a breach of trust or a breach o{' Peopledge's

contractual obligations to some or all of its Custorners.

l7l

Certain Customers have advised the receiver that they assert trust entitlements to funds in

tho receiver's possession.

i.j
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tS] Based on the receiver''s review of a small sample of Customer colrtracts in its possession,
it appears that a Customer's arrangement with Peopledge will likeþ fall into one of thlee
categories:

(a)

Customers having writlen contracts

with Peopledge that

expressly

rec¡uire

' ,.j
t..

l(\

Peopledge to hold the Customer's payroll funds in trust;

i,l
i'.Ì:i

(b)

l'-

Customers having written contracts

the payroll funds

with Peopledge that do not expressþ recluire

to be held in trust but neveúheless require Peopledge

maintain somc level

of

segregation

of the payroll funds Íiom other

a\,r
,:"..;

tL

to

Peopledge

'iÌ:1..

{.1
i:,r'

t\

Lrnds; or

(c)

Customers who

did not have any wrilten oontract governing thcir

relationship

with Peoplcdge.

l9l

Ihe

reoeivcr and its oounsel have determined that there are sigrifioant factual and legal

issr¡cs surrounding any express trust claims which would require signilicant costs

to be incurrcd

by the estates to review aru) analyzc whether any parlicular estate lunds are held in trust for

any

particr"rlar claimant or Custorner, inoluding:
(a)

assuming

the existence of a writlen Customer

individual Customer contract with Pcopledge

to

agreement, reviewing eaoh

determine whether payroll lunds

delivered by the respeotive Customer were to be held in trust

br

the beneff of

such Customer;

(b)

detelmining whether tliere could

be

differenocs between individual Customcr

contracts in respect of tlie scope of 'trL¡st" entitlements created;
(c)

dctormining whether,

as between the Canadian Customers, there are

priority

issues between alry trust Claims to the Canadian Customer account funds;

(d)

determining whether,

as between the US Customers, there are priority

between arry trust Clains to the US Customer account funds;

issr"res

-Page6determining whether there are prioriry issues as between oon-rpeting trust clairns

(e)

befiveen Canadian Customers and US Customers

to the funds in the

Canadian

Customer aooourt funds and the LJS Customer aocount fuuds;
detelrnining whether there are traceable trust claims

(f)

of

Customers

to

atry other

:.t::
',-",1

!:.ì.

$t

pool of funds held by the Receiver; and

t,)
(iì

(g)

priority issues as between trust olairns and any of the

deterrnining

potential

{ \.j
'",

i.)

priority olaims.
a1)

[10] It is clear that there will be insuflicient funds in the estate to satisfy all of the clairns in
lull and insuficient funds lì'orn the Canadian Customer account funds and tlrc US
aooor-urt fi¡nds to satisfy the Customer deposit claims in full. There are accepted
of $5.7 million

clcposit olairru

agairrst available funds

in the estate net of

Customer
Customer

reoeivership costs

of

$2,9 million.

Analysis

[11]

'l'here are two main issues. Tre first is whether the Canadian and LJS Customer clairns

represent tlust claims entitled
Customer acooLrrìt funds

or

clainrants would be entitled

to the entire

Canadian Customer acoount funds ancl the

LJS

whether they are unsecurcd clairrrs lil<e the other olaimants so that all

to these Customer

account funds along with the other corporate bank

acoount balances. 'l-he second is what method should be used

to pay the Customer

Customers in

the event that they are to be treated as trust claimants. A third issue is the proper method of
allocating receivership costs.

(a)
[12] I

Are the Customer claims to be treated as trust claims?

thinl(

it

clear that

payroll lunds doposited
Peopledge.
funcJs

to

it was never intendecl that Peopledge

by a

It is the receiver's

Poopledge on

a

same

had any entitlernent to

the

Customer other than the payroll processing fees earnecl by
view, which

or

I

accept, that all Customers provided their payroll

similar "flow-though" basis regardless o1 the specific terms

of

their written contra<;t, il'any, with Peopledge. Payroll funds were deposited with I'}eopledge for

a

(:.1

-Page7 specilic and lirnited purpose, being the payrnent of ernployee wages and governmental and other
remittances on behalf of the Customer.

tl3]

In these

circumstances,

it would

appear

to be

inequitable

to permit the general creditors

of Peopledge other than the Customers who provided the funds to now be paid their claims lì'om
those funds. It was never intended that Peopledge or its creditors would have arry benefir:ial
interest in these funds. 'fhe issue is whether thcre is a basis in law to achieve this result. In my
view there

"..,..'

'

''';
t_
Lil

(,"1

l,'.)

t'

a\,j

i:,.i
(./)

is.

,tl(..

Il4l

Mr. Ilall

submits that the proper legal fìamework lor this case is that of a Quistclose trust.

Funds were advancecJ to Peopledge for a specifìo purpose and a trust should be imposed in equity
impresscd

to ensure that the funds are r"rsed solely for that

advanced the funds.

purpose or returned to the parlies who

Tliis princþle is based on the case of llcu'clays llank I'td.

v

Quislclose

Investntents Ltd., [1970] AC 567 GIL).

l15l
used

ln Quistclose, a

to

lender lent money

to a company on the oondition that the loan was to be

pay a dividend. T'he lender's ohec¡ue was paid into a separate bank account at Barclays

who knew the money was borrowed and who agreed the account would be used onþ to pay a
ciividend and

for no other purpose. Ilelòre the

dividend was paid, the compatty went into

It was held by Lord Wilberbrce that the arrangetneds gave rise to a relationship of a
fiduoiary character or tn-lst in lavour of the lender who on the advancement of the loan had
lic¡uidation.

an equitable right to see that it was applicd lor the desigrated purpose, I-orcJ
Wilberforce relied on authority that held that money advanced lor a speoific purpose did not

aoc¡uired

become parl of the banlcrupt's estate. What was important was that it was the mutual irfention

the parties that the payments to the oompaÍìy, as here, were not intended to be

inclr"ldecJ

o1'

in the

company's assets, Lord Wilberforce stated:

'fhese cases have the sr"rpporl

of longevþ, authority, consistenoy and, I

wor-rld

adcì, good sense.

tl6] If

any partioular Customer

Qr,tistclose type

of

Peopledge had

of trust would not be necessary to

a trust agreen'ìent with I'eopledge,
impress

this

the payroll funds advanoed

to

)

(:.)

-Page8Peopledge with

a trust. Ir-or any Customer of

Peopledge without an express trust agreement, I

accept tlrat a trust as in Quistciose shoulcJ be recognized.

l17l

'Ihis result is oonsistent with modern Canadian authoriry such as Soulos v. Korkontzilas,

U997)

2

S.C.R. 217.

lt

Soulos, Mclachlin J. (as she then was) stated

at para.34 lhat a

.::...:'

..,i
t::..

(")

constructive trust may be imposed where good conscience so requires. She stated:

a::

l\.

34. It thus emerges that a constructive trust may be imposed where good

{..)

conscience so requires, The inquiry into good conscienoe is infonned by the
situations where construotive trusts have been recognized in the past. It is also
infonned by the dual reasons ñr whioh constructive trusts have traditionalþ been
irnposed: to do justice between the parties and to rnaintain the integrity of

t.i

(v)
t.,)

on trust-like relationships. Finalþ, it is informed by the
oÍ an indication that a constructive trust would have an r"rnfail or unjust
eflect on the defendarrt or third parties, matters which equþ has always talcen
institr-¡tions dependent

absenoe

into acoount. Equiøble remedies are flexible; their award is based on what is just
in all the oircumstanoes of tho case.

[ 8l

Under the unrbrella of goocJ oonscience, constructive trusts are reoognized

urrjust enrichnrent and corresponding deprivation. See McLaohlin

In tliis oase, Peopledge ancl its general creditors would be

to

remedy

J. in Souk¡s af para.20 and 43.

enriche<J

by having the ability to access

the payroll funds advanced by Customers to Peopledge. The Ctstomers, and their employees,
would be deprived by not having the funds paid to thern and there would be no juristic reason for
this

to

ocour.

It was never intended that Peopledge, or its creditors, would have

any benelicial

interest in the payroll funds acJvanced by Customers,

tlg.l

Accordingþ,

I

conclude that the Canadian Consolidated Account should be treated as

trust account for the Canaclian Customers who advanced payroll deposits to Peopledge and
LJS Consolidated Account should be treated as
advanced payroll deposits

to

Peopledge.

It is clear that Peopledge

accounls for its Canadian and US Customers.

(b)

a trust account for the US

Appropriatc distribution method

)

{.:

a

the

Customers who

purposeþ used separate

-Page9-

l:20')

Despite its obligations

to

maintain trust

or

segregated accounts

for all or a portion of

its

did not segregate funds reoeived fiom any ouc Customer, although
Peopledge did maintain two distinct, but oo-mingled, payroll accounts for its Canadian
Customers and US Customers by way of the Canadian Consolidated Account and tlrc US
Consolidated Account. All funds received lì'om Canadian Customers and IJS Customers were

Customers, Peopledge

oo-mingled in either the Canadian Consolidated Account or the IJS Consolidated Account,

ril

û'l
(..1

121'l

The Reoeiver is of the view that a distribution methodology should be selected which best

balanoes the relative benefits and prejudices

princþled approach

to

to the Claimants, applies a

Clairnants' distribution and seeks

to

reduoe fi.rther professional cost to

The receiver proposes an interirn distribution rnethodology which

acoornplishes those goals irr

it

believes best

the circumstances. hi particular, the receiver has reconurended

the

following:
(a)

that the rcceivership costs be allocated on a pro rala basis against all properly of

the debtors irr the

possession

of the receiver,

inch"rding

the Canadian Customer

account funds, the US Customer accollnt funds and the general estate funds),
subject to two clualilìcations:
(D

fìrst, the receivership costs should first bc paid liorn the Ceridian refèrral
fee prior to allocation to and payment fiom the other estate properly;

(ii)

second, in accordance with paragraph 17 of the claim process order, the

receiver will continue

tracl< all tirne incurred in reviewing, validating

with each of the clairnants on an
and thus, if deemed appropriate by the Coul at the time

and resolving any
individual basis

to

disorepancies

based upon the final reoonciliation by the receiver, the specifio fecs and
disbursements associated

with such review and resolution of

olairs can be allocated to and payable li'om any future final
to suoh olairnant;

'.i:..

reasonably justified

the greatest eKent possible to maximize Claimants' recovery.

l]2)

{.1

individual

distributions

{.)
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(b)

that onþ those claimants with proven Canadian Customer deposit clairs receive

a

distribution liom the Canadian Customer account funds which distributions be

on a pro rata basis, subject to prior payment of the allocated porlion of

the

receivership costs;

::-:
''.'.,i

í..

(c)

that onþ those claimants with proven US Customer deposit clairru receive a
distribution fì'om the

røta basis, subject

US Customer account funds which distributions be on a ¡rro

to prior

payment

of the allooated portion of the receivership

costs;

{ì)

1...

f\ì

L)
r./)

{.)
r., ì)

(d)

that the 162 IIST clairn, if and to the exlerrt proven, be paid fiorn the funds of 162

in priority to all other proven general claims but subject to plior payment of

the

allocated portion of the reoeivership costs;
(e)

that the potential priority clainæ (other than the 162 I-IST clairn),

if

arrcJ

to

extent provon, be paid 1ì'orn the Peopledge genoral account fì.rnds in priority

to

the

all

other proven general clairns but subject to prior payment of the allocatcd portion

oftlie
(Ð

receivership costs; and

that any olairnants with proven general olairns (including the deficiency porlion of
any proven Canadian Customer deposit clairns and proven US Customer deposit
olainrs) receive

a distribution fi'o¡n the remaining balance of the general acçount

funds whioh distribution be on a

pro relct

basis subjeot

potential priority claims and the prior payrnent

to

payrnent

of any

proven

of the allocated portion of the

rcoeivership costs.

l23l

'l'he receiver has reviewed a number o[ possible scenarios for disfibuting 1he lunds

on

hand. In coming to his recommended soenario, the receiver has had regard to the following:
(a)

given the facts

in this case, including the

consolidated payroll accolrnts,

no

co-mingled nature

single Customer

of

Peopledge's

will likeþ be able to

-Pagellsuccessfulþ establish that any parlicular dollar

in the estate is subject to

an

express trust in favour of such Customer;

(b)

similarþ,

it is unlikeþ that any Customer would be able to successlÌrlly

establish

that it can trace any funds held in trust (if so established) into Peopledge's general

:::'
_-i
ri1

i-)

accounts or the related companies' accouuts;
(c)

tlrc tirne and expense that would be assooiated with reviewing, assessing
potentialþ litigating competing express trust clairns is lil<eþ

and

to be oonsiderable

and may be unwarranted given the number of Customers tliat have filed oustomer

f.. .
f'.1

l..i
{^1)
,t:.4..

i.l
(::j

a.(

deposit clairns (79 Customers for a total of $5,714,718) and the total trnds in the
estate ($2,914,148.09 after inourred and estimated continuing receivership costs);

(d)

as with the potential express trust olaims, the time and oxpense that would

be

associated with reviewing, assessing and poterrtially litigating suoh olaims and

is

remedies

lil<ely

to be considerable and may be unwarrantecl in the

ciroumstances;
(e)

it appears that all

given that
Peopledge

tenns

Customers would have provided their payroll funds to

on the salne or similar "flow-tlrouglr" basis

ol their writlen oontract, if

expensc that would be required

regardless

of the specific

any, with Peopledge and given the tilne

for the receiver to review arñ

Customer contracts (inclucling seeking

analyze

ancl

all ofl the

to obtain oopies of any oontracts not found

in Peopledge's records), it appears that a detailed review of all Customer contracts
is also not be warranted in thc circurnstances;
(Ð

Claimants
clairnants

with general clainx should not

uncfi"rly benefit

to the detriment of

with Custorner deposit clainx fiorn Peopleclge's breacli of its trust or

other obligations to the Custorners;

-

(g)
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converseþ, the general estate funds were not established by Peopledge to hold the

payroll funds, and thus Claimants with general <;lairns should not be unduþ
prejudiced by extending any Customer trust to the gcneral estate funds;
(h)

the Customer deposit olairns represent approxinrately 8l% of all claims filed and,
together with the general olairns

of

Customers as filed, the Cr¡stomers represent

approximately 89% of all clairns filed;

,...
.

"r

1."

l\1

Li
i.:,:
a\,1

(.)
(jl

(r)

as between the Customers claiming against the Canadian Customer accor"rnt fùrrds

;i:.

or the US Customer acoount funds, as applicable, given the poor accounting
practices of Peopledge it would likeþ be very time consuming and costly, if not
impossible, to detennine Custonrer entitlement based on acoounting principles

(v;

such as "fìrst in, first out" or the "lowest intermediate balance rule" which

the

reoeiver understands has been applied irr oertain co-mingled trust cases (which
may have different lactual basis than the case at hand); and
ú)

the rcoeiver also notes that applying such accounting principles may urrduþ
bcnefit

or detriment any particular Customer simply

basecl on the date selected for

deterrnination.

l24l

There have been several cases in Ontario dealing with the rnethod

clistributing money that was

to be used in

to be held in trust but co-rningled into an acoount lì'om whioh money

was improperþ tal<en and not used for the plrrposes for which the rnoney was advanced
claimants. The receiver points out that there have been

two

by

possible methods recentþ used in

Cornneroial List cases. One method is referred to as lhe pari passu ex posÍ Jacto

pro

ratct

or the'opro rala" method,'lhe other is referred to as the l-owcst Intcrmcdiate lJalance
Iìule ("LIBI{), In rny view the pro rqta method recommended by the reoeiver is the appropriate
metlrod,

rnethod

to use in this case. It is to be notecl that no one who

appeared contended for the I-IBR

nrethod to be used.

Í25J

'fl'rc

pari passu ex post ./'acto pro rata approach is a pro rata distribution to

based on the amount of their original contribution

to a fund,

regaldless

clairnants

of when the l-und was co-

{:tr
(..1

a.'i
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mingled. Under the LIBR approach, a claimant to a mixed fund r:annot assert a
intçrest in the lund ilr exccss

of the

smallest balanoe

original contribr¡tion and the time when
against

proprietary

in the fund during the interval between

a claim with respect to that

the

contribution is being made

the furrd. With the LIBR niethod, a clainrant's pro rata distribution li'orn the fund

therefore based on the "lowest balance"

is

of their original contribution, whioh, depending on the

(.:
r\.\

(,:r

flux of intervals, can be deemed as

$0.

The method to be applied can have signilìcant 1ìnancial
i!

(\¡

consequences for the parties,

{;
I.i.)

-it

1,26) 'l'he appropriate method

of allocating

funds in

a

mingled trust fund was deah with by

Morclcn J.A. in Onlctrio Securities CommÌssion v. Grqtmctc Credit Corp. (1986),55 OIì(2d) 673

(CA), afld 59 OIì (2d) 480 (SCC), 'fhat case stands lor the proposition that the [.lBIì
shoulcl be use<J if'the anaþsis can be done.

mcthod

ln lloughner v. Greyhav,k EquÌty Partners Limiled

I)ctrtnership (Millenium) [20131 O.J. No. 231 (C.A',) the Court of Appeal aflìrmed tliat
general rule enunciated

in Greymac

conlrnr"red

to be the

the

appropriate method, absent an inabitity

to uncJortake a tracing. The Court in Boughner stated:

'['he general rule. and the pleferred allocation method, in cases like this is, per
Greyntac, the I-IBR rnethod. In some oases, as n Law Society, this method will
not be appropriate because, as Blair J.A. (ad hoc) said at para, 33, "it is rnanilestþ
more cornplicated and more diflìouh to apply." Thus the law in Ontario is as
expressed by Morden J.A. in Greymac alpara. 46:

While it rnight, possibþ, be appropriate in some oircumstanoes to
recognizr clairns on the basis of a clairnant's original oontribution .., I do
not thinl< that it is appropriate where the contribr.úiolls to the rnixed fun<J
can be simply traced, as in the present case.

l27l

ln Law Society of Upper Canada v. Torontr¡-Dominir¡n llank (1998), 42 OR (3d)

(CA), leave to appeal to Supreme Court of Canada dismissed

119991, S.C.C.A.

257

No. 77, the Courl

of Appeal applied lhe puri passu ex posl facto pro ratq melhod in distributing money h a mixed
trust account. In that case, Blair J. (ad hr¡c at the time) detormined that it was not praoticable to
oon<Juot a

LIIIR

cxeroise.

í¡:
l\j

-

f28l
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Brown J. applied the pro rats ex post .facto pro rata method in a very sirnilar case to the

belore nre irr T.D. Ilank

v. 2026277 Ontario Inc., l20l2l O.J. No, 2369. I

agree with this

approach.

l29l

it is praoticalþ possible to mal<e LIIIR
Based on the repoú of the reoeiver, the contributions to the mlxcd lund likeþ

tlnlil<e Boughner, this is not a case in which

oalcr¡lations.

:-..'
....t

ii;

i..l
r.Ì)

cannot be traced arrd the expense in atternpting to do so would not be warranted.

f

...

(..)

[30] I

(/)

am satisfied that the appropriate method of deterrnining paynents to Customers for

rl)

payroll fund clairs is the pro rala ex postJacto pro rala method.

(c)

I3ll

()

Allocation of receivership costs

'l'he receiver recornrrends that the receivership costs shall be allocated on a pro rala basis

againsl all proporly

of the debtors in the possession ol'the rcceiver, inoluding the Canadian

Customer account funds, the US Customer aooor"urt lunds and the gerreral estate funds, subject to
trvo qualifications:
(a)

first the leceivership costs should first be paicl liom the Ceridian refcrral fee prior
to allocation to and payment fi'om the other estate properfy;

(b)

second, in accordance with paragraph

lT of the Claim Process

Order, the receiver

to track all time incurred in reviewing, validating and resolving any
discrepancies with each of the Clairnants on an individual basis and thus, il'

will

continue

deerned appropriate by the Court at the time based upon the linal reconoiliation by

the I{eceiver, the speoihc fees and disbursements associated with such revicw and
resolution

of

individual Claims can

be allooated to and payable liom any

1iúure

1ìnal distributions to such Clairnant.

132)

The Ceridian refèrral lèe arose pursuant to an agreement made behveen the receiver

Ceridian Canada Ltd,, under which 72 customer payrolls were transferred

to

and

Ceridian, resulting

irr a net refèrral fee to the receiver of $461,055.26 for the benelit of the receivership estate. ln
fonnulating the proposed distribution scenario

(l

the receiver has not treated the Ceridian

referral

- Page 15 -

fee as an estate asset fòr distribution purposes but has assumed the full utilization
receivership costs incurred with the balance

of the

of it to pay

reoeivership costs being allooatecJ pro rala

against the ploperly.

|33]
asset

'fhe lìeceiver has approa<;hed it on this basis given that the Ceridian referral lee is not an

of the

Peopledge estate that existed pre -reoeivershþ but is instead an asset that has been

:::.

-

::i
{:

t'ú

{..}

created soleþ as a result of the receivership and the agreement entered into between the rcceiver

ix¡

and Ceridian. 'l-hus, the Ceridian relerral fee oan logicalþ be fir'st fully utilized to

(".)

reoeivership costs before the pre-existing propeúy of the estate is allocated

costs,

It

to satisly

pay

receivership

does, however, result in the recovery for general claims, which include any Customer's

general claims,

to be 5.4%o lower than if the

Ceridian relerral lee were included as an asset ol'the

cstate.

|34]1 In rny view, tho allooation of the receivership oosts as proposed by the receiver

is

reasonable, and it is approved.

C)thor maften

[35]

-fhe other heads of relief sought are slraightforward and are approved, inoluding

the

approval of the conc1uot and activities of' the receiver set out in its third and fourtli reports. The
fèes and disbursements of the rcceiver and its counsel are reasonable and approved.

Nowbould
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the interests of the principal.t', As it was put by Brodeur I. in
stahl v.
Miller,l3a the agent must do his best for the priícipal. This
requires an
agent to act with fideliry, in good faith and with honèsf.

$4.31 Therefore, an agent is obliged to make a full disclosure of all
material circumstances relating to the performance of the
undertaking.t3s
The duty to disclose requires discloiure of everything which, to
the
agent's knowledge, might affect the principal,s judgment.
The test of
what is relevant is objective: it is based upon wtreih"å r"urooable
agent
in the agent's situation would consider the information rikely to influJnce
prilrgipal's behaviour, as it did in Biggs v. London Loan
and savings
fhe
co. of canadar36 where the principal would not have acted as he
did if
tt'

Phtiltp, v. R.D. Reartv Ltd., trgg6)o.J. No. 3074, 30 o.R. (3d)
r58 (onr. c.A.); Berton
seeds co. v. sementi Douo s.p.A.,
tr996l o.J. No. lztl,lo ó.p.n. (3d) 54 lclt.
Div'); Aaron Acceptance corp. v. Adam,llggTl B.c.J. No. lsz,lì
o.r.n.'¡+tn¡
(B.c.c.A.); Trophy Foods Inc. v. scott,-lt994l N.s.J. No. g+,
tzg l.{.s.il. <rit>

l

cen.
rii
,
(N.S.S.C.); patinko (patinka) u. Bower,ttgT'la
i
No 585, [1976] 4 w.w.R. rra lartu.
s.c-); cymar Leasing Ltd. v. cross couitry nuauy lta.,¡tsl't1A.J.
No. 610, 5 Alta. L.R.
Qd) 238 (Alta. Dist. ct.); Tombilr Gord Mines tta. i.-Hamirtor,lr954l o.J. No. 571,
o.R. B7t (onr.
afrd
[1?14]

[1956] S'C'J'No
9L
and Moran, [1955]

i
i

c.a.¡,

:

[les5] _ol.No eoz,¡toss1o.n. sb¡ loot.
S.C.R' s58 (S.c.C.) lwith wiúìh contrast sinctair v. Ridout

!.C.¡.),

l?síl
N:

.

547,

ugssl9,1

ráz'

to",. n.c.¡j; Bodnar

9 I.
councir of British corumbia,lr9g4l
e.c.¡. No. zì+2, +E

Keerer v. Jack's Reql Estate

n.pl.

v. Rear

(2d) 113

:

i

Estate

i

Cg.C.c;j;

,

Ltd.,ug1gls.J. No. 424, I sask. R +a+
1s^t. c.A.); Gerco
N.S.J. No. 507,4g N.s.n. Qd) 54r (N.S.T.D.). For cases
where there was no conflict of interest see, e.g., Marasco
i. po. Bend Trailer park Ltd.,
[1982] A.J. No. 805, 36A.R. 54 (Alta. q.ø.¡:, oyrt woag" nlolnrtute Ltd.,[r980]
s.J.
services Lid. v-

,.o

"'

Io.

Aston,llg8ll

94, 2 Sask R.424 (Sask. e.B.).

[1918] s.c.J. No. g,56

;

¡

".

:

s.c.R 3r2 at32r (s.c.c.); see arso Bankof (Jpper canadav.
-rr-' "i'eq "

.__ Bradshow (1867), L,R. I p.C.479.
As in crescent Restaurants Ltd. v. ICR Brokerage Inc.,
[200g] S.J.
112 (Sask. Q.B.), revd on different gro'nd¡

'"

No. 63z,322sask. R
tzóro] s.l. No. +rs,322 D.L.R. (4th) 2gg
(sask. c.A.); Atlanta Industriql sales Ltd- ,. nmu"t¿
uorig"*"rt and Realty Ltd.,
[2006] A.J. No.624,.399 A:R. l (Alta. e.B.), Trophy Foods Iíc. v. scott,[1994]
N.s.J.
No' 94, 129 N.S.R' (2d) I (N.S.S.C.); Investors Slmdicate Ltd. v.
Versatile Investments
Inc., [19831O.J. N9,
192!,-42 O.R. (2d) 3g7 (Ont. C.A.); Advanced Reatty nunding
corp. v. Bannink, tr979l
o.J. No. 4483, 706 D.L.R. (a¡ w (ont. c.A.); cecir
MacManus Reatty
,
Bray,lt970l
N.B.J. No. S¡, t+b.L.n. (:à) SO+
!rd,
N.f.CAi;
ocean citv Reartv Ltd, v. & M Hotdngs Ltd.,
No. 5g3,36 D.L.R. (4th)
[rg'ilB.c.J.
!
94 (B'C'C.A.)' See also the decision oithe Suprem" cou.t
of Canada tn Mcleod v.
U9441S.C-J. No. s,Ilg44l2 D.L.R. t+s 1s.c.c.¡, in which it *u"n"l¿inãitrr"
duty to disclose information continued to bind the ageni'after
the termination of the
agency' with the result that the agent was. accountablã
for profits made from asbestos
mining claims concealed
the pnncipal. compare cin"pt"r-oa"on corp. v. Drabinsþ' [1990] O'J' No.. 591, {9m
30 C.P.R. (3di 370 lOnt. H.C.l.¡. Fait,re ro perform rhis dufy

:

:

.

i

i

I

I

\

would p-ermit the principal to set aside a transaction
entered into- by
--'- agent
-J the
---^'^^
-o---- and claim
the agent

may have obtained from such fransaction.
-,,.
'-" Tl-p_r_ofit
[933] S.c.J. No. tt, Lrg33) 3 D.L.R. r6l (s.c.c.) , affd, Brickenden v. London Loan

,j
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the material facts had been disclosed. This may entail that the agent advise the principal about something relevant to the sale of the principal's
property.l3t But there will be no conflict of interest and duty, that is no
breach of fîduciary duty, if the agent fails to disclose facts which would
reveal the improvidence of the transaction authorized by the principal.l38
In Lin v. Leung,l" however, the agent was guilty of non-disclosure that
was a breach of fiduciary duty when he failed to disclose to the principal
that the property the principal intended to buy could not be developed
profitably as proposed, so the agent diverted the funds provided by the
principal for the agent's own purposes.toO

$4.32 An important illustration of the agent's obligation to make full

disclosure is provided by the situation that arises when the agent purports
to purchase for himselfat the properfy he is engaged to sell on the principal's behalf.la2 In such situations the agent is obliged to make a full and

& Søvings Co. of Canadø,11934) 3 D.L.R. 465 (P.C.).
Morton v. Francis, [994] O.J. No. 1664, 40 R.P.R. Qd) 234 (Ont. Gen. Div.)' Such as
the existence of an offer to pwchase at a higher price than the party to whom the agent
eventually affanges to sell the property: Yorkland Real Estate Lid. v. Dale,ll987l O.J.
No. 2634, 60 O.R. (2d) 460 (Ont. Div. Ct.).
ttr R.H. Deacon & Co. v. Varga,ll972l O.J.No. 1966, 30 D.L.R. (3d) 653 (Ont. C.A')' But
in Weitzman v. Hendin, [1986] O.J. No. 882, 56 O.R. Qd) 445 (Ont. H.C.J.), affd [1989]
O.J. No. 1419, 6I D.L.R. (4th) 525 (Ont. C.A.), a solicitor was liable for breach of fiduciary d.uty when he failed to inform a client of the risk involved with her investrnent of
monéy with and through him. But no breach of fiduciary duty will occur if the risk not

137

tt'

disclosed was known by the principal: Longshøu v. Houghton, U993] B.C.J. No. 40, 29
R.P.R. (2d) 190 (B.C.S.C.). See also above, para.4.15.

¡tssz1B.c.J. No. 3r3,64 B.c.L.R. (zd) 226 (B.c.s.c.).
S"" also Rankin v. Menzies, 120021O.J. No. 5I, 47 R.P.R. (3d) 265 (Ont. S.C.J.),
failure to make inquiries from tax department of city; Krasniuk v. Gabbs, [2002] M.J.
No. 13, 1200213 w.W.R.364 (Man. Q.B.).
tot
O. his father: Dyck v. Nodge Real Estate Ltd., llgS}l S.J. No. 94, 2 Sask. R. 424
(Sask. Q.B.). Or his wife Soulos v. Korkontzilas, ll997l S.C'J. No' 52, l|991l2
too

S.C.R. 217 (S.C.C.). Or a company of which he is an owner: G.L. Black Holdings Ltd.

v. Peddle, [998] A.J. No. 1488,226 4.R.302 (Alta. Q.B.), affd'[1999] A.J. No.
1083,73 Alta. L.R. (3d) 389 (Alta. C.A.).
142
Ed*ord, Real Estate Ltd. v. Bamtar Holdings Ltd.,[Ig78) A.J. No. 601, 7 Alta. L.R.
(2d) 52 (Alta. Dist. Ct.); Palinko (Palinka) v. Bower,11976) A.J. No. 585, U9761 4
W.W.R. 118 (Alta. S.C.); Wood v. St. Jules,U976l O.J. No. 2142,69 D.L.R. (3d) 481
(Ont. C.A.); Karst v. Selinger, t19801 S.J. No. 8l'1, 4 Sask. R. 113 (Sask. C.A.); Lilly
v. Corynthian Restaurant Ltd.,ll980l S.J. No. 408,7 Sask. R. 110 (Sask. Q.B.); Galaxy Realtors Inc. v. Outlook Agro Ltd., [1935] S.J. No. 679, 48 Sask. R. 215 (Sask.
C.A.); Lavigne v. Robern, [9S4] O.J. No. 3443, 18 D.L.R. (4th) 759 (Ont. C.A.);
Guttman v. Vaillancourt,119961O.J. No. 2428,3 R.P.R. (3d) 265 (Ont. C.J.); Keeler
v. Jack's Real Estate Ltd.,ll919l S.J. No. 424, 1 Sask. R. 444 (Sask. C.A.); D'Atri v.
Chilcott, F9751 O.J. No. 2208,55 D.L.R. (3d) 30 (Ont. H.C.J.). Or the agent is actually the party lending money to the principal under a mortgage, while at the same time
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lmplemented
April 1 5,2002

Amendments Pre-November 2003

July 15, 2002, November 25,2002, March 31, 2003

Amendments Post-November 2003
1

Amendments

to reflect consistency with the new CPA

approved by the Board November

27

Payment ltems and ACSS By-law,

, 2003, effective January 27 , 2004.

Amendments made to Appendix lll approved by the Board November 27,2003, effective January

26,2004.
3

a result of a holistic review of the entire Rule by the Special Purpose
Working Group on Pre-Authorized Debits, approved by the Board February 21, 2008 and
effective June 20,2008. There will be a grace period which shall end on February 28, 2010, in

Amendments made as

order to effect all of the changes necessary to comply with the new Rule.
4

Minor amendments consistent with the holistic review of the entire Rule by the Special Purpose
Working Group on Pre-Authorized Debits, approved by the Board June 12, 2008, effective July

12,2008.
5

6

7

Amendment to section 3 to add reference to Rule A1 and addition of note to subsection 17(b),
Approved by the Board June 12, 2008, effective September 2,2008.
Amendments to accommodate the elimination of RIV's in the clearing and to allow for the
retention of Reimbursement Claim forms by the Drawee, approved by the Board October 1'l ,
2007, effective October 20,2008.

Amendments to provide clarification surrounding the processing of Notice
transactions, Approved by the Board June 16, 2010, effective August 16, 2010.
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H1

Part | - General

General - lntroduction
This Rule outlines the procedures for the Exchange for the purpose of Clearing and Settlement of
every Pre-Authorized Debit. There are four categories of PADs:
Business PAD,
Cash Management PAD,
Funds Transfer PAD, and
Personal PAD.

General - Scope
2

This Rule applies to Payment ltems that are supported by an ongoing agreemeni from a Payor
and/or a Payee, as applicable, in the form of a Payor's PAD Agreement and/or a Payee Letter of
Undertaking, as applicable.

This Rule and the Appendices to this Rule are subject to any and all applicable laws including,
without limitation, any and all applicable laws relating to consumer protection.
All provisions of this revised Rule H'l are in effect as of June 20,2008; however, this revised Rule
will not be enforced until the exprry of a grace period which shall end on February 28, 2010.
Payor's PAD Agreements in effect and Authorized before February 28,2010 need not be updated
or revised.
PADs may be for fixed or variable amounts and recurring at Set lntervals or may be Sporadic.

PADs that are Sporadic must have the necessary Authorization for each and every PAD
transaction.

Any debit issued by a Payee that is not supported by a Payor's PAD Agreement and/or a Payee
Letter of Undertaking, as applicable, is not permitted under this Rule'

General - References

3.

This Rule shall be read in conjunction with the following Rules, Standards and guidelines:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

lntroduction to the Rules Manual;
Rule A1:
Rule A4, except as otherwise provided in this Rule or in Rule A4;

Section "F" of the Rules Manual,
Standard 005;
Standard 006; and
any guidelines relating to PADs published by the Canadian Payments Association on its
website from time to time.

General - Appendices

4.

The provisions of each of Appendices I, ll, lll, lV, V and Vl form part of this Rule and are
incorporated by reference herein.

Rule H1
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General - Definitions

5.

ln this Rule,

(a)

"Authorization" means signing, execution or similar adoption by a Payor, including but not
limited to the use of a user id / password combination or other Commercially Reasonable
method, for the purpose of signifying the consent and/or agreement of the Payor in
accordance with applicable laws and "Authorized" has a corresponding meaning;

(b)

"Business" means any commercial entity including, but not limited to, any corporation,
partnership, sole proprietorship, trust, franchise, association, government entity, venture
or enterprise;

(c)

"Business PAD" means a PAD drawn on the account of a Payor for the payment of goods
or services related to a Business or commercial activity of the Payor, including, but not
limited to, payments between franchisees and franchisors, distributors and suppliers, and
dealers and manufacturers that has been identified as a Business PAD "transaction type"
in accordance with section 'l 7 below;

(d)

"Cash Management PAD" means a PAD drawn on the account of a Payor for the purpose
of transferring, consolidating or repositioning funds between their account at one Member

to their account at another

Member,

for the same

Business

or

closely-affiliated

Businesses (e.9. transfers between a parent company and its subsidiary);
(e)

"Commercially Reasonable" is a term used to describe certain security procedures,
specifically, the verification of a person's identity; the reasonableness of which, ultimately
can be determined by a courl of law in light of the purposes of the procedure and the
commercial circumstances at the time the procedure was used, including, but not limited
to:

i.

¡i.
iii.
iv.

v.

the nature of the particular business;
the amount of the particular transaction;
the Payee's volume of payments;
the sophistication of the parties;
the availability of alternatives offered to but rejected by either of the parties;
the cost of alternative procedures,

vi.
vii. the procedures in general use for similar types of business
viii.

and payment

applications; and,
whether there is an existing business relationship between the parties.

Some examples of Commercially Reasonable methods of verification include, but are not
limited to:

requesting several forms

of

identifying information and conftrming that

information from customer databases;

obtaining information from credit bureau or third party databases and
subsequently requiring the Payor to answer specific questions derived from
same;
ilt.

iv.

sending the Payor a specific piece of information to an independently vertfied
address either on-line or off-line and subsequently requiring the Payor to verify
that information;
the use of caller identification; and,
the use of biometric methods such as voice recognition.

The above examples can be used individually, in combination, or with other methods to
form a Commercially Reasonable procedure, subject to an assessment of the commercial

Rule H1
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circumstances set out above
(f)

"Confirmation" means the mandatory Written notice from the Payee to the Payor prior to
the first PAD wherein the details agreed to by the Payor in setting up an Electronic
Agreement with the Payee are communicated in accordance with Appendix lV;

(s)

"Electronic Agreement" means a Payor's PAD Agreement that is not a Paper Agreement
and that has been Authorized in accordance with this Rule by way of telephone, lnternet,
e-mail or other electronic means;

(h)

"Funds Transfer PAD" means, where the Payor and the Payee are the same individual, a
PAD drawn on the account of a Payor for the purpose of transferring funds from their
account at one Member to their account at another Member, including, but not limited to,
registered savings plan, mutual funds, segregated funds, annuities, deposit accounts,
cash accounts, and investments accounts;

(i)

"Member Payee" means a Member who is also a Payee;

û)

"Paper Agreement" means a Payor's PAD Agreement that has been Authorized in
accordance with this Rule on paper and exchanged in person or by mail, courier,
facsimile transmission, e-mailed scan or any other method by which a paper instrument
may be exchanged between persons, and does not include Confirmation received by the
Payor subsequent to entering into an Electronic Agreement;

(k)

"Payee" means a person whose account at a Member is to be, or has been, credited with
the amount of a PAD;

(r)

"Payee Letter of Undertaking" means in the case of a Business PAD, Cash Management

PAD or Personal PAD, a Written agreement between a Payee and its Sponsoring
Member which outlines the Payee's responsibilities and agreement to comply with this
Rule and contains the mandatory information set out at Appendix l;

(m)

"Payor" means a person whose account at a Member is to be, or has been, debited with
the amount of a PAD;

(n)

"Payor's PAD Agreement" means a continuing but revocable Written or otherwise
Recorded authority that has been signed or otherwise Authorized containing the
mandatory provisions set out in Appendix ll, given by a Payor to a Payee that provides an
Authorization for the Payee to issue PADs against the Payor's account at its Processing
Member,

(o)

"Personal PAD" means a PAD drawn on the account of a Payor for payments such as,
but not limited to, charitable donations, non-Member investment contributions, mortgage
installments, utility bills, insurance premiums, membership fees, property taxes, credit
card billings, lines of credit, loans and payment for other consumer goods or services but
not a Business PAD, a Cash Management PAD or a Funds Transfer PAD;

(p)

"Pre-Authorized Debit" or "PAD" means a pre-authorized debit Payment ltem issued by a
Payee or Member Payee that is drawn on an account of a Payor held by a Processing
Member;

(q)

"Pre-notification" means the required Written notice by the Payee or Member Payee to
the Payor of the amount or change in amount to a PAD and the date(s) of such debiting,
prior to the date of the actual PAD;

(r)

"Processing Member" means a Member that holds the account of a Payor;
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(s)

"Recorded" means any form of representation of information or of concepts in any
medium that is accessible so that it may be used for subsequent reference and can be
read or otherwise perceived by a person;

(t)

"Reimbursement Claim" means either (i) a duly completed and signed Written statement

of a Payor in the form set out in Appendix lll or (ii) a Wrltten or otherwise Recorded
communication from a Payor to its Processing Member by way of the lnternet, e-mail,
telephone or other electronic means that has been authenticated pursuant to the
Processing Member's customary security measures relattng to such means;
(u)

"Set lnterval" means occurring at specified, set or predictable periods or times or upon
the occurrence of such criteria and/or event(s) as may be set out in a Payor's PAD
Agreement;

(v)

"sponsoring Member" means

a

Member that holds the account of the Payee to be

credited with a PAD;
(w)

"sporadic" means occurring occasionally, irregularly, intermittently, infrequently,
periodically, and not at Set lntervals; and

(x)

"Written" means any form of representing or reproducing words in visible form, and
includes an electronic document, provided the electronic document is under the control of

the intended recipient, the information contained in the electronic document

is

substantially in the same form as a paper copy, and the information contained in the
document is accessible if requested.

General - Responsibility and Líability

6.

Each Member shall be responsible and liable for every PAD and every Payment ltem purporting
to be a PAD that it Exchanges for the purpose of Clearing and Settlement, and shall indemnify
the Association and its Members for any direct loss, costs or damages incurred by them as a
result of a PAD or a Payment ltem purporting to be a PAD that it has Exchanged for the purpose
of Clearing and Settlement, except where such loss, costs or damages resulted from erroneous
information provided or an error committed by a Processing Member.
Part

ll-

Payee Letter of Undertaking

Payee Letter of Undertaking - Personal PADs and Business PADs

T.

Where a Member agrees to act as a Sponsoring Member for a Payee that issues Personal PADs
or Business PADs, the Member shall:

(a)

obtain a Payee Letter of Undertaking from each Payee for whom it Exchanges Personal
PADs or Business PADs for the purpose of Clearing and Settlement that includes the
mandatory provisions set out in Appendix l;

(b)

indemnify the Association and its Members for any direct loss, costs or damages incurred
as a result of the fact that a Payee Letter of Underlaking deviated from the mandatory
provisions set out in Appendix I or the intent or effect of this Rule; and

(c)

require that each Payee must (i) accept and act on any notice of change of a Payor's
payment routing information that a Payee receives from its Sponsoring Member that was
provided to the Sponsoring Member by the Payor's Processing Member in relation to an
administrative change to that information by the Processing Member pursuant to Rule
F12 that does not involve the Payor changing his/her account to another Processing
Member and (ii) deem such notice of change to be the Payor's authorization to change its
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relevant payment routing information, provided that the Sponsoring Member shall be
responsible to the Payee for the accuracy of any such notice of change that it provides to

the Payee.
Payee Letter of Undertaking - Cash Management PADs
B

Where

a

Member agrees

to act as a

Sponsoring Member for

a Payee that issues

Cash

Management PADs, the Member shall:

(a)
(b)

a Payee Letter of Undertaking from
provisions set out in Appendix l; and

obtain

the Payee that includes the

mandatory

indemnify the Association and its Members for any direct loss, costs or damages incurred

as a result of the fact that a Payee Letter of Undertaking deviated from the mandatory
provisions set out in Appendix I or the intent or effect of this Rule.
Payee Letter of Undertaking - Exception

I

Where a Member decides to act as a Member Payee to issue Personal PADs or Business PADs
or decides to act as a Sponsoring Member for a Payee to issue Funds Transfer PADs, a Payee
Letter of Underlaking is not required but such Member shall obtain a Payor's PAD Agreement
from the applicable Payor in accordance with sections 10 and 1 1.
Part lll - Payor's PAD Agreement

Payor's PAD Agreement - Personal PADs and Business PADs

10.

A Member acting as a Sponsoring Member for a Payee that issues Personal PADs or Business
PADs shall:

(a)

upon the Payee first entering into a Payee Letter of Undertaking and, subsequently, upon
any material amendments to Rule H1, provide the Payee with full information on Rule H1
or those amendments, as may be applicable, including, in each case, the Payee's
responsibilities and obligations under Rule H1;

(b)

review the Payee's standard form(s) or process (e.9. telephone script) of Payor's PAD
Agreement prior to commencement of their use by the Payee, and any amendments
thereto, to ensure that the form(s) or process include(s) the mandatory provisions set out
in Appendix ll;

(c)

review the Payee's procedures for verifying a Payor's identity when entering into an
Electronic Agreement, to ensure that the Payee is using a Commercially Reasonable
method that the Sponsoring Member consents to; and,

(d)

indemnify the Association and its Members for any direct loss, costs or damages,
incurred as a result of:

i. a Payee's failure to correctly verify a Payor's identity using a Commercially
Reasonable method when entering into an Electronic Agreement;

ii.

a Payor's PAD Agreement deviating from the mandatory provisions set out in
Appendix ll or the intent or effect of this Rule; and,

i¡i.

a Payee's non-compliance with the provisions of this Rule
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Payor's PAD Agreement - Members

11.

Where a Member decides to act as a Member Payee to issue Personal PADs or Business PADs
or to issue Funds Transfer PADs on behalf of a Payee, the Member shall:

(a)

obtain

a

Payor's PAD Agreement that contains the mandatory elements set out

in

Appendix ll prior to the processing of any PADs;

(b)

assume responsibility to ensure that each Payor's PAD Agreement is duly Authorized by
a (the) valid signing authority(ies) for the account; and

(c)

indemnify the Association and its Members for any direct loss, costs or damages incurred
as a result of the fact that the Payor's PAD Agreement deviated from the mandatory
provisions set out in Appendix ll or the intent or effect of this Rule.

Payor's PAD Agreement - Request

12.

lf a Processing Member makes a request on reasonable grounds for a copy of a Payor's PAD
Agreement or evidence that a Payor provided Authorization for a PAD, as the case may be, such
as, but not limited to, when a Payor or a customer seeks reimbursement of a PAD, the
Sponsoring Member or Member Payee shall make every reasonable effort to obtain a copy of the
Payor's PAD Agreement or evidence that the Payor provided Authorization for a PAD and provide
it to the Processing Member within a reasonable time after receipt of the request. lf a Sponsoring
Member or Member Payee makes every reasonable effort to obtain a copy of any such Payor's
PAD Agreement or other evidence but is unable to provide such a copy to a Processing Member
within a reasonable time after receipt of the request, and the required record retention period set
out in subsection 1B(a) has expired, then such inability to provide a copy shall not, by itself,
constitute an act of non-compliance with these Rules.

Payor's PAD Agreement - Exemption

'13.

Payor's PAD Agreements Authorized and in effect prior to February 28,2010 shall be exempted
from the mandatory provisions of Appendix ll, subject to the provisions of this Rule applying
where there is a conflict between the provisions of an existing Payor's PAD Agreement and this
Rule.

Part IV - PAD Authorization

PAD Authorization - Payor's Approval Requirements Personal PAD, Business PAD and Funds
Transfer PADs, General, Timing, Sporadic Frequency, Amount, Top-ups or Adjustments, Cash
Management PADs

14. (a)

The following Payor approval requirements applyto Personal PADs, Business PADs and
Funds Transfer PADs for both Paper and Electronic Agreements:

(i)

all PADs shall be supported by a Payor's PAD Agreement that contains the
mandatory provisions set out in Appendix ll;

(ii)

the Payor's PAD Agreement shall set out the timing for the PADs which may
occur at Set lntervals or may be Sporadic;

(iii)

where the Payor's PAD Agreement provides for PADs that are Sporadic, the
Payee shall obtain an Authorization from the Payor for each and every PAD prior

to each PAD being Exchanged and Cleared, Such Authorization shall not
waived by the Payor;

be
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the Payor's PAD Agreement shall set out whether the PADs are for a fixed or
variable amount, or both, and any conditions that may apply to the amount;

(v)

(b)

where the Payor's PAD Agreement provides for fixed or variable amount PADs
recurring at Set lntervals, no Authorization shall be required for any change to
the amount of the PAD whether that change in amount is due to a change in any
applicable tax rate, top-up or other adjustment, provided that Pre-notification of
that change in amount is given in accordance with section 15 or section 16, as
may be applicable; and

the following approval requirements apply to Cash Management PADs:

a

(i)

each Cash Management PAD shall be supported by

(i¡)

where the Payee Letter of Undertaking provides for PADs that are Sporadic, the
Payee shall obtain an Authorization from the Payor for each and every PAD prior
to each PAD being Exchanged and Cleared.

Payee Letter of

Undertaking that contains the mandatory provisions set out in Appendix l; and

PAD Authorization - Paper Agreements: Pre-notification, Fixed Amount, Variable Amount,
Exception - Direct Action by Payor, Waiver of Pre'notification

15.

ln addition to the requirements set out in section 14, the following Pre-notification requirements
apply to all Business PADs or Personal PADs recurring at Set lntervals, as set out in Paper
Agreements:

(a)

where a Payor's PAD Agreement provides for fixed amount PADs recurring at Set
lntervals, the Payee or Member Payee shall provide to the Payor the following:

(i)

at least 10 calendar days before the due date of the first PAD, Written notice of the
amount to be debited and the date(s) of such debiting; and

(ii)

at least 10 calendar days before each and any change in the amount of a PAD
pursuant to section 1a(a)(v) or any change to the payment date(s) of a PAD,
Written notice of the change in amount or the change to such date(s);

(b)

where the Payor's PAD Agreement provides for variable amount PADs recurring at Set
lntervals, the Payee or Member Payee shall, provide to the Payor at least 10 calendar
days before the àue date of every such PAD a duly completed Written notice that such
PAD is to be debited and the date(s) of such debiting;

(c)

notwithstanding

the provisions of sections 15(a) or (b), no Pre-notification shall be
required for añy PAD where the amount of the PAD will decrease as a result of a
reduction in municipal, provincial or federal tax;

(d)

notwithstanding the provisions of sections 15(a)or (b), noWritten notice shall be required
for changes in the amount of fixed or variable amount PADs recurring at Set lntervals if
the applicable Payor's PAD Agreement specifically provides for the change in amount to
occur as a result of a direct action on the part of the Payor (such as, but not limited to, a

telephone instruction

or other remote means) requesting the Payee to change

the

amount of a PAD; and,

(e)

notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this section 15, the Payor and Payee or
Member Payee, where applicable, may mutually agree to specifically reduce or waive the

Pre-notification requirements of sections 15(a) and (b) either in the Payor's PAD
Agreement or by a separate waiver provided proper Authorization for the waiver is
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provided. lf a reduction or waiver clause is inserted into a Payor's PAD Agreement, such
reduction or waiver clause shall be displayed prominently (e.9. in bold print, highlighted or
underlined).

PAD Authorization - Electronic Agreements: Verification, Confirmation, Fixed Amount, Variable
Amount, Exception - Direct Action by Payor, Reduction of Notice Period

16.

ln addition to the requirements set out in section 14, the following requirements apply to

all

Business PADs or Personal PADs as set out in Electronic Agreements:

(a)

prior to taking the steps set out in the remainder of this section 16, upon the Authorization
of a Payor's PAD Agreement by a Payor, the Payee shall verify that the personal and/or
banking information set out in that Payor's PAD Agreement actually belongs to that Payor
using a Commercially Reasonable method of verification;

(b)

where a Payor's PAD Agreement provides for fixed amount PADs, the Payee or Member
Payee shall provide to the Payor the following:

(i)

at least 15 calendar days before the due date of the first PAD,

(ii)

for PADs recurring at Set lntervals, at least 10 calendar days before each and any
change in the amount of a PAD pursuant to section 1 (a)(v) or any change to the
payment date(s) of a PAD, Written notice of the change in amount or the change

Written

Confirmation of the Payor's PAD Agreement containing the mandatory elements
set out in Appendix lV; and

to such date(s);
(c)

where the Payor's PAD Agreement provides for variable amount PADs, the Payee or
Member Payee shall provide to the Payor the following:

(i)

at least 15 calendar days before the due date of the first PAD,

Written

Confirmation of the Payor's PAD Agreement containing the mandatory elements

set out in Appendix lV; and

(ii)

for PADs recurring at Set lntervals, at least'10 calendar days before the due date
of every subsequent PAD, a duly completed Written notice that such PAD is to be
debited;

(d)

notwithstanding the provisions of sections 16(bXii) or (c)(ii), no Pre-notification shall be

required for any PAD where the amount of the PAD will decrease as

a result of

a

reduction in municipal, provincial or federal tax;
(e)

notwithstanding the provisions of sections 16(bxii) or (c)(ii), no Written notice shall be
required for changes in the amount of fixed or variable amount PADs recurring at Set
lntervals if the applicable Payor's PAD Agreement specifically provides for the change in
amount to occur as a result of a direct action on the part of the Payor, (such as, but not
limited to, a telephone instruction or other remote means) requesting the Payee to
change the amount of a PAD;

(f)

if mutually agreed upon by a Payor and Payee, the 15 calendar day Confirmation period
in section 16(bxi) and (c)(i) may be reduced to a minimum of three (3) calendar days if
the Payee verifies the identity of the Payor by a Commercially Reasonable method of

verification that uses information known only
generally known to any other person;

to the Payor and the Payee but not
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notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this section 16, the Payor and Payee or
Member Payee, where applicable, may mutually agree to specifically reduce or waive the
Pre-notification requirements of sections 16(bxli) and (c)(ii) either in the Payor's PAD

or by separate waiver provided proper Authorization for the waiver is
provided. lf a reduction or waiver clause is inserted into a PAD Agreement, such
reduction or waiver shall be displayed prominently (e.9. in bold print, highlighted or

Agreement

underlined). lf a Payor's PAD Agreement is not Written, such waiver or reduction shall be
expressly communicated to the Payor by the Payee or Member Payee.

PartV-PADProcessing
PAD Processing - Coding, AFT PADs, Paper PADs

17.

PADs shall be Exchanged and processed as follows:

(a)

ln

accordance with the "F" Rules and Standard 005, PADs effected ihrough the

Automated Funds Transfer (AFT) system shall be identified in the "transaction type" field
as follows:

(i)
(i¡)
(i¡i)
(iv)

Business PADs, transaction type "700" to "749";
Cash Management PADs, transaction lype"420" or"717";
Funds Transfer PADs where no recourse provided other than pursuant to section
23, transaction type "650"; and

all other PADs including, without limitation, any commingled PADs (i.e. a PAD of
which any porlion includes a Personal PAD or Funds Transfer PAD as well as a

Business PAD or Cash Management PAD), transaction types "260" to "272",
"323" or "330" to "449" inclusive.

(b)

ln accordance with the "A" Rules and Standard 006, PADs issued on paper shall be
identified with the words "PAD" on the face of the item and identified in the "Transaction
Code" section of the MICR line as follows:

(i)
(¡i)
(iii)
(lv)

Business PADs, code "33";
Cash Management PADs, code "44";
Funds Transfer PADs where no recourse provided other than pursuant to section
23, code "B3"; and
all other paper PADs do not require a code.

Note: As of September 2, 2008, to be eligible for clearing, paper PADs must be created and
entered into the clearing system directly by a CPA member, either on its own behalf or on behalf
of a Payee.
PAD Processing

'18.

- Audit Trail

The following audit and record retention requirements apply to all PADs:

(a)

the Payee shall ensure that an audit trail, including the Payor's PAD Agreement and
evidence of Authorization, where applicable, and all information needed to retrieve or
trace a PAD is maintained for a minimum of 12 months following the last PAD processed
in accordance with that Payor's PAD Agreement;
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the above noted audit and record retention requirements are for the purpose of this Rule
and do not preclude Members, Member Payees or Payees from complying with any other
statutory or legal requirements they may be subject to for audit or record retention
purposes.

Part Vl - Dishonoured PADs

Dishonoured PADs - Time Limitation, Rule 44, Designation of Branch, lncorrect Account
lnformation, Representment, Branch of Return Other than Branch of Deposit

19.

The following procedures apply to dishonoured PADs:

(a)

subject to the recourse provisions under section 20, where a PAD is dishonoured for any
reason such as, but not limited to, "NSF", "stop payment" or "account closed", it shall be
returned in accordance with the time limitation set out in Rule A4 and the procedures set
out in Rule F5;

(b)

subject to section 19(d), a dishonoured PAD shall be returned to the Branch of the
Sponsoring Member or Member Payee, as the case may be, that originally Exchanged
the PAD for the purpose of Clearing and Settlement provrded; however, subject to section
4 of Rule F5, where the account information of the Payee is incorrect, the PAD shall be
returned to the Branch which originated the PAD within the time specified in Rule A4;

(c)

a PAD that has been

(d)

notwithstanding the foregoing provisions

dishonoured may only be re-presented in accordance with the
applicable provisions of Rules A4 and F5. ln addition, a PAD shall only be re-presented
for the same amount as the original PAD (i.e. shall not include additional charges);

of this section 19, where the Sponsoring

Member or Member Payee, as the case may be, has an agreement with another Member
by which that other Member has been desrgnated to receive dishonoured paper PADs,
the Sponsoring Member or Member Payee, as the case may be, may designate that any
dishonoured paper PAD is to be returned to a Branch other than the Branch of deposit,
specifically, to a different Branch of the Sponsoring Member or Member Payee, as the
case may be, or to a Branch of that other Member.
Part Vll - Reimbursement and Recourse

Reimbursement and Recourse - Personal PADs, Business PADs and Funds Transfer PADs, Time
Limit, Declared Conditions, Reimbursement Glaim, lnterest Claims, Recourse, Claim after Time

Limit

20.

Subject to

a Member opting out of recourse as set out in section 21, the following procedures
a Payor makes a claim for reimbursement in connection with a Personal PAD,

apply where

Business PAD or Funds Transfer PAD other than a Funds Transfer PAD coded "650" or "83":

(a)

where a Payor makes a claim under one of the declared conditions set out in section
20(b),
(i)

for a Personal PAD or Funds Transfer PAD regardless of whether that Personal
PAD or Funds Transfer PAD has been incorrectly coded as a Business PAD
pursuant to this Rule, up to and including 90 calendar days after the date on
which the disputed Personal PAD or Funds Transfer PAD was debited from the
Payor's account; or
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for a Business PAD, up to and including 10 Business Days after the date on
which the disputed Business PAD was debited from the Payor's account, the
Processing Member shall on a best efforts basis, immediately reimburse the
Payor for the amount of the claim;

(b)

the Processing Member shall accept a claim for reimbursement from a Payor whose
account has been debited with a PAD under the following declared conditions:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(c)

the PAD was not drawn in accordance with the Payor's PAD Agreement, or
the Payor's PAD Agreement was revoked; or
notice or Confirmation was not given in accordance with section '15, 16, 25 or 26
as may be applicable;

the Processing Member shall

(i)

with respect to a Personal PAD or a Funds Transfer PAD only, obtatn from the
Payor making the claim a duly completed and, as may be applicable, either
signed or otherwise Authorized Written or otherwise Recorded Reimbursement
Claim;

(ii)

with respect to a Business PAD only, obtain from the Payor making the claim

a

duly completed and signed Written Reimbursement Claim; and

(iii)
(d)

retain the duly completed Reimbursement Claim in accordance with Rule F5;

any interest claim associated with a PAD being returned under this section 20 shall be
resolved outside the Rules;

(e)

a Sponsoring Member or Member Payee, as the case may be, shall honour and provide
recourse for the amount of any PAD returned by a Processing Member in accordance
with this section and reimbursed by the Processing Member to a Payor;

(f)

every PAD being returned under this section shall be returned in accordance with Rule
F5; and

(g)

if a Payor makes a claim under this section 20 more than 90 calendar days for a Personal
PAD or 10 Business Days for a Business PAD following the date on which a PAD was
processed to the Payor's account, the claim shall be addressed by the Payor and the
Payee outside of the Rules and such PAD shall not be returned pursuant to the Rules.

Reimbursement and Recourse

21.

(a)

- Recourse Exception:

Funds Transfer PADs, No Reimbursement

Except pursuant to section 23, a Member that issues Funds Transfer PADs on behalf of a

Payee is not required to offer recourse as set out in section 20(e) to a Processing
Member for those PADs. Where a Member elects not to offer recourse for funds transfer
PADs, the Member shall code those PADs "650" or "83" and any dispute concerning a
Funds Transfer PAD coded "650" or "83" other than a dispute referenced in section 23
shall be addressed by the parties outside the Rules and such PAD shall not be returned
pursuant to the Rules; and
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where a Payor does not receive reimbursement from a Processing Member for a
disputed Funds Transfer PAD other than a dispute referenced in section 23, the
Processing Member shall provide the Payor with a duly completed statement containing
the mandatory provisions set out in Appendix V that can be presented to the Sponsoring
Member who issued the PAD.

Reimbursement and Recourse
22

- Recourse Exception:

Cash Management PADs

Any dispute by a Payor concerning a Cash Management PAD (i.e. code "420", "717" or "44")
other than pursuant to section 23 shall be addressed by the Payor or customer and Payee
outside the Rules and such PAD shall not be returned pursuant to the Rules.

Reimbursement and Recourse - Absence of Gontract, Reimbursement, Time Limit, Claim After
Time Limit, lnterest Claims, Application of Sections
23.

Notwithstanding sections 19,20,21 or 22 the following procedures apply where a claim is made

by a Payor or other customer of a Processing Member on the basis that no Payor's PAD
Agreement, Payee Letter of Undertaking or other agreement for a Cash Management PAD
existed between the Payor or customer and the person purporting to be the Payee in respect of
PAD or other debit erroneously processed to that Payor's or customer's account:

(a)

a

subject to section 23(b), ihe Processing Member holding the account of the Payor or
customer making a claim shall expeditiously reimburse that Payor or customer for the
amount of the claim and return the relevant PAD or debit;

(b)

any claim made under section 23(a) shall be made no later than 90 calendar days after
the posting date of the improperly processed PAD or debit as shown on the account
statement provided to the Payor or customer making the claim by the Processing
Member holding its account;

(c)

after the time limitation provided under section 23(b) has expired, any claim disputing the
existence of a contract (e.9. no Payor's PAD Agreement or Payee Letter of Undertaking)
shall be addressed by the parties outside the Rules;

(d)

any claim for interest shall be settled in accordance with Rule J10 and limited to interest
lost by and reimbursed to the Payor or customer by the Processing Member for a
returned PAD on the basis of this section, and any claim for interest shall be processed
separately from the returned PAD but include full particulars of the PAD; and

(e)

sections 20(c) and (e) apply, with such modifications as the circumstances require (such
as substituting "customer" for "Payor" where appropriate), to this section as lf the claim
was being made under a declared condition set out in section 20(b).

Reimbursement and Recourse
24

*

Payee or Member Payee Dispute

Where a Payee or Member Payee disputes the validity of a Payor's claim made under sections
20 or23 as set out in a dulycompleted Reimbursement Claim, the dispute shall be addressed by
the Payor or customer and Payee outside of the Rules.
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- Fundamental Changes
- Assignment of Payor's PAD Agreements and/or
Part Vll

Fundamental Changes
Undertaking - Changes to Payee Name

25.

Payee Letters of

No Payee Letter of Undertaking or Payor's PAD Agreement may be assigned by a Payee
whether directly or indirectly, by operation of law, change of control or otherwise to any person,
except:

(a)

with respect to the assignment of a Payee Letter of Underlaking, if the

Payee's

Sponsoring Member has provided its prior Written consent to such assignment; and
(b)

with respect to the assignment of a Paper Agreement:

i. if the Payee has prominently displayed

(e,9. in bold print, highlighted or

underlined) an assignment clause in the Payor's PAD Agreement and the Payee
has provided to the Payor Written notice of the full details of such assignment,
including the identity and contact information of the assignee; or

ii.

the Payee has provided to the Payor, prior Written notice of the full details of
such assignment, including the identity and contact information of the assignee, a
minimum of ten (10)days in advance of any PAD being issued in the assignee's
name; or,

(c)

with respect to the assignment of an Electronic Agreement:
if the Confirmation contains, in addition to the clauses on the mandatory form set
out in Appendix lV, an assignment clause that is prominently displayed (e'g' in
bold print, highlighted or underlined) and the Payee has provided to the Payor
Wrrtten notice of the full details of such assignment, including the identity and
contact information of the assignee; or,

ii.

the Payee has provided to the Payor, prior Written notice of the full details of
such assignment, including the identity and contact information of the assignee, a
minimum of ten ('10) days in advance of the next PAD being issued in the
assignee's name.

Changes to Payee Name

26.

With respect to a Payor's PAD Agreement, the Payee shall provide a minimum of ten (10) days
Written notice to the Payor in advance of the next PAD, where the Payee's name has changed.

Fundamental Changes

27.

-

Notice of Gancellation / Revocation

Subject to the expiry of any reasonable cancellation notice period not to exceed 30 days that has
been clearly set out in any agreement between a Payor and a Payee (including in a Payor's PAD
Agreement), upon receipt by a Payee either Written, or orally with proper Authorization to identify
the Payor, clearly instructing the Payee to cease issuing PADs or otherwise revoking a Payor's
PAD Agreement or an Authorization to issue PADs, the Payee shall use best efforts to cancel the
PAD in the next business, billing or processing cycle but shall within not more than 30 days from
the notice, cease to issue any new PADs against that Payor and not issue any further PADs
against that Payor unless and until that Payor provides the Payee with a new Payor's PAD

Agreement. For the purposes of this section 27, in order to cancel any PAD or revoke its
Authorization to issue any PAD, a Payor may but shall not be required to use a cancellation
notice in the form set out in Appendix Vl,
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Vlll-

H1

Coming lnto Force

lmplementation / Coming into Force

28.

This revised Rule H1 was approved by the CPA Board of Directors on February 21, 2008 and
comes into effect on June 20,2008, subject to a transition period whereby Members have until
February 28, 2010 to comply with the revised Rule and to ensure that their customer Payees
make the necessary changes to comply with the revised Rule.

Rule H1
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Pre-Authorized Debits (PADs) Rule H1
- Mandatory Elements

Payee Letter of Undertaking

lntroduction
This Appendix I sets out the mandatory elements which must be included in every Payee Letter of
Undertaking for the purposes of Rule H1 but does not preclude a Member from including other provisions,
using a different format or incorporating these provisions within another contract or document provided
that the mandatory elements are also included. For clarity, the mandatory elements set out in this
Appendix I are in addition to and do not replace any provisions of any other agreement between a Payee

and its Sponsoring Member, do not limit a Payee's obligations under Rule H1 and do not apply to a
Member Payee who issues Personal PADs or Business PADs, Capitalized terms used in this Appendix
have the meanings ascribed to those terms in Rule H1. Suggested language provided in this Appendix
I

I

is for illustration purposes only.

Each and every Payee Letter of Undertaking is subject to any and all applicable laws including, without
limitation, any and all applicable laws relating to consumer protection.

Legal, Binding and Enforceable Agreement

1.

Assuming that it has been signed by each of its parties, each Payee Letter of Undertaking shall

contain sufficient language

to be a legal and binding agreement of the Payee,

enforceable

against the Payee by each of its other parties in accordance with its provisions.

Payor Approval
2

ln each Payee Letter of Undertaking, the Payee shall (a)warrant and guarantee to its Sponsoring
Member that each of its Payors has given it a continuing but revocable authority to initiate PADs
which constitutes the sufficient authority for the Processing Member to debit that Payor's chosen
account for the amount of each PAD that is initiated by the Payee and (b) undertake to provide
evidence of such authority (i.e. the Payor's PAD Agreement or business agreement for Cash

Management PADs) on request to the Sponsoring Member, the Payor or an authorized
representative of the Payor (including the Payor's Processing Member) within a reasonable time

following request. For this purpose, suggested language is as follows:
"We warrant and guarantee to you that each Payor (i.e. customer) on whose behalf any
debit purpofts to have been drawn or direction purports to have been given shall have
signed or otherwise duly Authorized and delivered to us an authority instructing us fo lssue
debits and, where applicable, shail have given us a direction pursuant to such an authority
fo lssue a debit as though it were signed or otherwise duly Authorized by such Payor
instructing such direction to be acted upon as though it were a Written instruction signed
by such Payor.
We undertake to provide evidence of the authority of a Payor for whom we have issued or
caused fo be r,ssued any PAD within a reasonable time, upon the request of the Payor, an
authorized representative of the Payor (including the Payor's Processing Member) or you."

Valid Signing Authority
3

ln each Payee Letter of Undertaking, the Payee shall ensure that each Payor's PAD Agreement
or Payor's Authorization for Cash Management PADs is signed or otherwise duly Authorized by
the Payor in a form that constitutes proper authority for the Payor's Processing Member to debit
the Payor's designated account as may be set out in the Payor's account agreement with its
Processing Member.
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Payee Letter of Undertaking

Payor Acknowledgement Required for Cash Management PADs

4.

For Cash Management PADs only:

a)

where the Payor and the Payee are the same person, each Payee Letter of Undertaking shall
include the Payor's continuing but revocable Authorization to debit its designated account with
such Cash Management PADs in a form that constitutes proper authority for the Payor's
Processing Member to debit the Payor's designated account as may be set out in the Payor's
account agreement with its Processing Member;

b)

where the Payee and Payor are not one and the same entity, but are closely-affiliated
Businesses, in addition to the other requirements of this Appendix l, the Payor shall sign or
otherwise duly Authorize the Payee Letter of Undertaking related to that Cash Management
PAD in a form that constitutes proper authority for the Payor's Processing Member to debit the
Payor's designated account as may be set out in the Payor's account agreement with its
Processing Member prior to any Cash Management PADs being issued against the Payor's
account; and

c)

each Payee Letter of Undertaking for

a Cash

Management PAD shall incorporate any

applicable provision from Appendix ll to Rule H1, making such changes as may be necessary
and appropriate in the circumstances.

Sporadic PADs

5.

Where a Payee intends to issue Sporadic PADs against a Payor, the Payee shall agree and
undertake in its Payee Letter of Undertaking to obtain due Authorization from the Payor in
accordance with Rule H1 for each and every Sporadic PAD that it issues'

General lndemnity

6.

ln each Payee Letter of Undertaking, the Payee shall indemnify and agree to hold harmless its
Sponsoring Member and each applicable Processing Member from and against any and all
losses, costs, fees, damages, expenses, liabilities, claims, suits and demands whatsoever that its
Sponsoring Member or any such Processing Member may suffer, incur or be under or that might
be made or brought against it in respect of the drawing or issuing of any PAD, except where such

loss, costs, fees, damages, expenses, liabilities, claims, suits or demands resulted from
erroneous information provided or an error committed by its Sponsoring Member or any
Processing Member. For this purpose, suggested language is as follows:
"We undertake and agree to indemnify and hold harmless you and any applicable
Processrng Member from and against any and a// /osses, cosfs, fees, damages, expenses,
tiabitities, c/aims, sulfs and demands whatsoever that you or any applicable Processing

Member may suffer, incur or be under or that may be made or brought against you or any
such Processing Member by reason of or in any way arising out of the action in drawing
and issuing any debit issued Þy us, except where such /oss, cosfs fees, damages,
expenses, tiabilities, claÌms, suifs or demands result from erroneous information provided
or an error committed by you or any Processtng Member ".

Liability for Accuracy

7.

ln each Payee Letter of Undertaking, the Payee shall assume liability for the accuracy of all PADs
drawn according to its instructions. For this purpose, suggested language is as follows:
"We shall be solely responsible for the acÇuracy and completeness of all information
furnished to you and you shall not be responsible in any way for errors resulting from the
inaccuracy or incompleteness of any information furnished to you by us or any other
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Payee Letter of Undertaking
officer, employee or agent of ours.

We undertake and agree to indemnify you for all amounts that may be erroneously paid by
you and/or any Processing Member in respect of any PAD erroneously credited or debited

by you and/or any Processing Member pursuant to any such direction from

us

whatsoever".

Force Majeure
ln each Payee Letter of Undertaking, the Payee shall waive any and all liability of its Sponsoring
Member that is due to delays or non-performance and arises as a result of circumstances beyond
the control of the Sponsoring Member. For this purpose, suggested language is as follows:
'You sha// not be liable to us and/or to any other person who may claim through us for any
delay, damage, penalty, cosf, expense or inconvenience to us or any other such person
resulting from failure on your paft to perform any of the services herein contemplated by
reason of any cause beyond your control."

Change of Sponsoring Member / Termination

9.

Each Payee Letter of Underlaking shall provide for the situation where a Payee changes
Sponsoring Member or ceases to use the PAD facility between the time a PAD is issued and the
time of a claim or return of that PAD for non-payment. For this purpose, suggested language is as
follows:
"We undertake and agree to reimburse you and/or any Processing Member for payment of
any claim made by a Payor in accordance with the CPA Rules Manual.

This undertaking may be terminated by us or you provided that Written notice of such
termination is given by the terminating parly to the other pafty not /ess fhan (number) days
prior to the day upon which such termination is to take effect.
Notwithstanding any such termination, the provisions of Rule H1 and the indemnification
provisions of this Payee Letter of Undeftaking shall continue to remain in full force and
effect with respecf to any PAD drawn and issued or any other obligation of a Sponsoring
Member in accordance with the provisions of this Payee Letter of Undertaking prior to the
day upon which such termination takes effect."

lnterest Claim

10.

ln each Payee Letter of Underlaking, the Payee shall accept liability for any interest

claim

associated with the return of a PAD for the reason that no Payor's PAD Agreement existed
between that Payee and the Payor with respect to the returned PAD.

Assignment, Payee Name Changes, Etc.

11.

Each Payee Letter of Undertaking shall state that it may not be assigned by the Payee, whether
directly or indirectly, by operation of law, change of control or otherwise, without the prior Written
consent of the Payee's Sponsoring Member.
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Payee Letter of UndeÉaking

Each Payee Letter of Undertaking shall state that no Payor's PAD Agreement entered into by the
Payee may be assigned by the Payee whether directly or indirectly, by operation of law, change
of control or otherwise except:

12

(a)

with respect to the assignment of a Paper Agreement:

i. if the Payee has prominently displayed
ii.

(b)

(e.9. in bold print, highlighted or

underlined) an assignment clause in the Payor's PAD Agreement and the Payee
has provided to the Payor Written notice of the full details of such assignment,
including the identity and contact information of the assignee; or,
the Payee has provided to the Payor, prior Written notice of the full details of
such assignment, including the identity and contact information of the assignee, a
minimum of ten (10)days in advance of any PAD being issued in the assignee's
name; or,

with respeci to the assignment of an Electronic Agreement:

i.

ii.

if the Confirmation contains, in addition to the clauses on the mandatory form set

out in Appendix lV, an assignmeni clause that is prominently displayed (e.9. in
bold print, highlighted or underlined) and the Payee has provided to the Payor
Written notice of the full details of such assignment, including the identity and
contact information of the assignee; or,

the Payee has provided to the Payor, prior Written notice of the full details of
such assignment, including the identity and contact information of the assignee,

a

minimum of ten (10) days in advance of the next PAD being issued in the
assignee's name;
'13

Each Payee Letter of Undertaking shall state that the Payee will provide a minimum of ten (10)
days Written notice to the Payor in advance of the next PAD, where the Payee's name has
changed.

Time Limitation for Reimbursement

14.

Each Payee Letter of Undertaking shall set out the applicable time limitation for reimbursement
claims. For this purpose, suggested language is as follows:
"We agree to reimburse you for any claim paid by you as a result of a Reimþursement
Claim filed by a Payor or other person alleging that a PAD was not drawn in accordance
with its Payofs PAD Agreement, a Payols PAD Agreement was revoked, any required
Pre-notification was not given at least 10 calendar days before the date a related PAD
was processed to the account of a Payor, Confirmation was not provided in accordance
with section 16 of Rule H1 or no Payor's PAD Agreement existed between the person
making the claim and ourselves with respect to a particular PAD".

G

PA Ru les / Confirmation/Pre-notification

15.

ln each Payee Letter of Undertaking, the Payee shall agree to adhere to the provisions of the
Canadian Payments Act and all related By-laws, Rules and Standards as they apply to PADs
including, without limitation, the Confirmation/Pre-notification requirements or waiver of Prenotification requirements and cancellation requirements set out in Rule H1. For this purpose,
suggested language is as follows:
"We agree to be bound by, comply with, respect and apply all relevant provisions of the Canadian
Payments Act and all related by-laws, rules and standards in force from time to time as they apply
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Payee Letter of Undertaking

to PADs including, without limitation, the Confirmation/Pre-notification requirements or waiver of
Pre-notification requirements and cancellation requiremenfs as sef out in Rule H1".

Cancellation

16.

Without limiting the generality of section 15, in each Payee Letter of Undertaking the Payee shall
agree that, subject to the expiry of any reasonable cancellation notice period, not to exceed 30
days, that has been clearly set out in any agreement between the Payor and a Payee (including

in a Payor's PAD Agreement), upon receipt by the Payee of any Written or otherwise oral

communication from a Payor clearly instructing the Payee to cease issuing PADs or otherwise
revoking a Payor's PAD Agreement or an Authorization to issue PADs, the Payee shall use best
efforts to cancelthe PAD in the next business, billing or processing cycle but shallwithin not more
than 30 days from the notice cease to issue any new PADs against that Payor and not issue any
further PADs against that Payor unless and until that Payor provides the Payee with a new
Payor's PAD Agreement.

Notices of Ghange

17.

ln each Payee Letter of Undertaking, the Payee shall undertake and agree to (a) accept and act
on any notice of change of a Payor's payment routing information that it receives from its
Sponsoring Member that was provided to the Sponsoring Member by the Payor's Processing
Member in relation to an administrative change to that information by the Processing Member
pursuant to Rule F12 and (b) deem such notice of change to be that Payor's authorization to
change its relevant payment routing information, provided that the Payee's Sponsoring Member
shall be responsible to the Payee only for the accuracy of information provided in any such notice
of change that it provides to the Payee.

Re-presentment

18.

Each Payee Letter of Undertaking shall provide that upon the return of a PAD for reason of "NonSufficient Funds" or "Funds Not Cleared", the Payee may re-present the PAD electronically on a
one-time only basis for the same amount as the original debit and such item may only be represented within 30 days, The Payee Letter of Undertaking shall specifically state that a representment shall not contain interest, NSF charges or any other charges in addition to the
original PAD amount.

Other Obligations

19.

ln each Payee Letter of Undertaking, the Payee shall (a) undertake to make the terms and
conditions of the Payor's PAD Agreement available to the Payor and (b) where possible, provide
a copy of the Payor's PAD Agreement signed by the Payor to the Payor. For this purpose,
suggested language is as follows:
"We agree that we will, make the terms and conditions of the Payor's PAD Agreement
available to the Payor. Where possible, we will provide each Payor with a copy of the
authorization signed by that Payof'.
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lntroduction
This Appendix ll sets out the mandatory elements which musf be included in every Payor's PAD
Agreement for the purposes of Rule H'1 and certain supplemental elements which may be included in a
Payor's PAD Agreement for the purposes of Rule H'1. The Payee is not precluded from including other
provisions, using a different format or incorporating the provisions within a contract for goods or services
provided or another document provided that the mandatory elements are also included. For clarity, the
mandatory elements set out in this Appendix ll are in addition to and do not replace any provisions of any
other agreement between a Payor and a Payee and do not limit a Payee's obligations under Rule H1.
Capitalized terms used in this Appendix ll have the meanings ascribed to those terms in Rule H1.
Each and every Payor's PAD Agreement is subject to any and all applicable laws including, without
limitation, any and all applicable laws relating to consumer protection.
Mandatory Elements
Mandatorv Element
Date and Signature

Authority to Debit
Account
PAD Category

Amount, Timing or
Specified Event/Action

Cancellation of
Agreement

Description of Mandatory Element

A date field wherein the execution date of the Payor's PAD Agreement can be
recorded. For Paper Agreements, a signature field wherein the Payor can sign
the agreement.
A statement by the Payor that must be duly Authorized in accordance with its
account agreement with its Processing Member, clearly and unambiguously
authorizing the Payee to debit an account specified by the Payor.
A statement that is either pre-printed on the Payor's PAD Agreement or clearly
indìcated by the Payor as to whether the PADs are Personal PADs (e.9. for
mortgage payments, utility payments, charity donations, etc.), Business PADs
(e.9. for supplies, lease payments, etc,) or Funds Transfer PADs (e.9. for
registered retirement savings plan payments, mutual funds payments, etc,).
A statement that is either pre-printed on the Payor's PAD Agreement or clearly
indicated by the Payor as to the amount (i.e. whether fixed or variable) and
timing (i.e. weekly, bi-weekly, semi-monthly, monthly, bi-monthly, annual, on
set dates or otherwise) of the PAD or whether each PAD is to be triggered by
a specified act, event or other criteria or whether each PAD is to be Sporadic
and, if each PAD is to be triggered by a specified act, event or other criteria,
then an unambiguous description of that act, event or other criteria.
A Payor's PAD Agreement shall include cancellation information to the effect
that the Payor may revoke their Authorization at any time, subject to providing
notice (Payee shall set out the notice period which shall not exceed 30 days).

A Payor's PAD Agreement shall also advise that the Payor may obtain

a

sample cancellation form, orfurther information on their right to cancel a PAD
Agreement, at their financial institution or by visiting www.cdnpa)/.ca.
Contact lnformation

A

Payor's PAD Agreement shall include reasonable and accurate contact
information of the Payee so that a Payor may contact the Payee by any
method of communication used by the Payee (e.9. postal address, fax

number, telephone number, email address)

to

make inquiries,

obtain

information or seek recourse with respect to any PAD issued by the Payee.
Recourse/
Reimbursement
Statement

Except

for Fund Transfer PADs coded "650" or "83", each Payor's

PAD

Agreement must contain the following statement in its entirety:
"You for I/We, depending on the context] have certain recourse rights if any
debit does not comply with this agreement. For example , you fl/wel have the
right to receive reimbursement for any debit that is not authorized or is not
consistent with this PAD Agreement. To obtain more information on your
lmy/ourl recourse righls, fl/we maylconlactyour [my/ourlfinancial institution or
visit www.cdnpav.ca."
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Supplementary Elements (not limited to the following):
Supplemental Element
Pre-notification

Description of Supplemental Element
A Payor's PAD Agreement that provides for Personal PADs or Business PADs
to be issued at Set lntervals may state that the Payor is entitled to receive Prenotification in the manner and at the time(s) set out in Rule H1.

Waiver/Modification of

A Payor's PAD Agreement that provides for Personal PADs or Business PADs
to be issued at Set lntervals may permit the Payor and Payee to mutually
waive Pre-notification or modify the Pre-notification/Confirmation requirements
of Rule H1 provided the Payor specifically indicates its acceptance of the

Pre-notification/
Confirmation periods

waiver or modification in the Payor's PAD Agreement or oiherwise by way of a
separate Authorization. Any such clause to reduce or waive the standard prenotification periods must be prominently displayed (e.9. bold, highlighted or
underlined).

Sporadic PADs

A Payor's PAD Agreement that authorizes Sporadic PADs must specify that
the Payee is required to obtain due Authorization from the Payor in
accordance with Rule H'l for each Sporadic PAD that the Payee issues
against the Payor.

Validation by
Processing Member
Contract for Goods
and Services

A

Payor's PAD Agreemeni may state that the Processing Member is not

responsible for validating the terms of the Payor's PAD Agreement in respect
of a PAD issued under that agreement
A Payor's PAD Agreement may state that it only applies to the method of
payment between the Payor and the Payee and that the agreement and any

termination
Payor's Rights of
Dispute: Personal
PADs, Business PADs
and Funds Transfer
PADs

of the agreement does not have any effect whatsoever with

respect to any contract for goods or services between the Payor and Payee.
A Payor's PAD Agreement that provides for Personal PADs, Business PADs
or Funds Transfer PADs forwhich Rule H1 provides the Payorwith the rightto
make a claim for reimbursement under one of the declared conditions set out
in subsection 20(b) of Rule H1 subject to completing a Reimbursement Claim,
may include language relating to how a claim for reimbursement may be
made.

Funds Transfer PADs
Coded "650" or "83"

Change of Account
lnformation
Notice of use of a
Payment Service
Provider

Where a Funds Transfer PAD is coded "650" or "83", the CPA Member
initiating the Funds Transfer must advise that the Payor will not have recourse
within the CPA Rules.
A Payor's PAD Agreement may require that the Payor must give Written notice
to the Payee of any change vyith respect to the account against which it has
designated PADs to be drawn.
Where a Payee intends to use a payment service provider to administer a
PAD, the Payor's PAD Agreement shall include a statement that a third party
will be administering the PAD and further set out the name of the third party
administrator. Where a Payor's PAD Agreement is entered into by way of
Electronic Agreement, the Confirmation shall include a statement that a third
party will be administering the PAD and further set out the name of the third
party administrator.
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SAMPLB A
Pre-authorized Debit (PAD) Agreement

Date:

ABC Charity

I want to support IABC Charity or ínsert descríption oJ'the activity] through
monthly donations.
Please debit my bank account: (attach VOID cheque)

$50

$25

$75 Other

Amount

(specifv)

Tnã-AuU¡t witt be prorussed to your account on the I8'h day of each tnonth or the next business day.

-

Signature:

-

-

l)onor Nalne:
Address/Contact lnformation:

This donation is made on behalf of:

an

Individual

a Business

I ¡ray revoke my a¡thorization at any time, subject to providing notice of(Payee to inselt pcliod - not to excced

obtain a sample cancellation form, or for more information on my right to cancel a PAD Agreelnent, I
may contact my f,rnancial instittrti on or visit wr'vw.cclnpav.ca

dayq). fo

ABC Chat'ity
1234 Main Street
City, Province, Postal Code

Tel: 1-800-999-9999
E-mail

:

departrnentnamclg)abccharitv. org

I have cer.tain recoul'se lights if any debit does not cornply with this agreetxent. lìor exaurple, I have the right to
receive reirnbursernent for any <Jebit that is not authorized or is not consistent with this PAD Agreenent. To
obtain rnore information on my l'ecourse rights, I may contact my financial institution or visit wrvlv.çdnpay ca.
LBGENI)

o
o
o
o

Date and Signature

Authorization to Debit Specific Account
PAD Category (personal, business, ftlnds
tlansfer)

Amount/Timing

o
o
o

Cancellation of Agreetnent
Contact Inforllation
Recourse Staternent

30
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SAMPLE B
ABC Utilities Inc.
Please

the Pre-Authorized Debit

ment below.

Plan

ABCUtiliticswillploviclel0dayswlittennoticeoftheatllountofeachlegulardebit,
my/our.specifiedaccountonthe5'r'clayolcachuronth.
AIIC Utìlities wilì obtain nry/oul autholization lor any othet orre-titlc ol sporadio dcbits,
notification ulust be leccivccl at least ten (10) business clays before the next debit is schcd¡.rled at the address plovided below. VWe may obtaìu a
santple cancellaLion form, or nrole iltfornration on rry/our right to canoel a PAD Agl'cement ât n'ry/ot¡r financial institution or by visiting
wwrv. ctl npay, oa.

ploviding at least I0 days priot wtitteu notice to nìe/us.
any PAD that is not authot'ized or ìs not consistent with this PAD Agreement. To obtain a foul lol a Iìeitlbursenient Claim, or for tlrote
inforntation on my/onl recoulse lights, I/we lnay contaot my/oul fìnancial institution or visit wrvw.cdnpay.oa

DATE

PLEASE PIìINT

ABC Utilities Inc. Account Nnmber:

Name(s)

Type of Service: Personal

_

Bnsiness

_

Address:

Citv/'l'own

Postal Code

Province
(Res.)

Phone Number: (Bus.)

l.'inancial Institution (FI):
FI Transit Number:

FI Account Number:

(branch -5 digit.s;

FI

Addless

City/Town

Postal Code

Province

Autholizcd Signatute(s)
ABC Utilities Inc.
Attention: Custotuer Billing Depat'tment
987 Fit'st Avenue

City, Province, Postal Code

Tel: (999)-999-9999

ext 222

E-mail: billine(¿¿abcutilities.com

o
o
o
o

LEGEND
Date and Signature

Antholization to Debit Specific Acconnt
PAD Category (personal, business, ftlnds
transfer)
Ar.nount/Tirning

o
o
o

Cancellation of Agreement
Contact Infolmation
Recourse Statement

3 digits)
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SAMPLE C

l. Cttsto¡ncr Inforrltatiou

(Please Print

clearly)

Name:

rll.l

illlfl

XYZ Telecom¡nunicarions
Account Nurnber:
Street Add¡ess:

Postal Code:

P.ovince:

City:
Telephone Nurìberl

2. B¿rnk Account Intbrnratio¡r

]

DepositAccount
Nunìber:

.

I

rI
i.

1

I
:

Fin¿ncial lnstitution

Nunrber:

F¡nanciallnsrirulion:

_ì ChequingAccount , :

Brânch Addressi

3. Ple-Authorizcd Debit

(läD)

Details

You, the Payor, authorize XYZTelecommunications
i

o
e
I

I

0
0

SavingsAccount

Nalne:

o
i

I

Br¡nch Transìt

thc 30th of every month or rhe next business

one) I

Thcsc services arc tor (checl<

to debit the bank account iden¡ifìed above for $50 on

day.

Pe.sonal

I

b

Business Usc

your author¡zation at any t¡me (Poyee to ¡nsert Þrocess - e.g. ¡n writing or by phone),
subject to providing notice of (Poyee to insert Þeriod - oot to exceed 30 doys). To obtain a sample cancellation
form, or for more informatìon on your right to cancel a PAD Agreement, contact your financial inst¡tut¡on
You, the Payo¡ may revoke

ot vis\t www,cdnÞoy.cd.
Signâture

ofAccounr

Holcler:

ofjoinlAccount Holder (if aPPlìcable)l

Signa¡ure

Nanle;
il(.,.r't,.j{,

l¡'-r ¡/',,

Date:

Datc:

Name:

You have cerrain recourse righrs if any debit does nor comply w¡th rhis agreement. For example, you have
rhe right to rece¡ye reimbursement for any debir rhar is nor authorized or ¡s not consis[ent with this PAD
Agreement.To obtain more information on youT recourse rights, contâct your financial ins[itutìon or visit

www.cdnÞay,co,
Wlìen $e lorm

¡s

cgoìplctc, maiì or fax to:

XY Z

Te

I e

co m mu n

I

cot I o ns

P.O, Box 123

ToÌonlo, Ontorlo M, M 2M2
Tel¡ l-888-888-8888 Foxt (888t t71-777f
E-msrl; customers uÞ po t t@xy zte l, co m

Q
@
O
@

Date and Signature
Authorization to Deblt SpecifìcAccount
PAD Category (personal, business, funds transfer)

Amount/Timing

O Cancellation ofAgreernenr
@ Payee Contacr lnformation
@ Recourse Statement

-l

o

o
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Pre-Authorized Debits (PADs) Rule H1
Sample Reimbursement Claim for PADs

lntroduction
This Appendix lll sets out the mandatory form of Reimbursement Claim for the purposes of Rule H1 but in
the case of Personal PADs only, does not preclude the elements of the form from being formatted to
permit a Reimbursement Claim to be Authorized by lnternet, e-mail, telephone or other electronic means
and/or a Payor from deleting one or more of the paragraphs which are not relevant to a particular claim
for reimbursement. For clarity, the elements set out in this Appendix lll are in addition to and do not
replace any provisions of any other agreement between the Payor and its Processing Member and do not
limit a Payor's obligations under any agreement with a Payee that comply with the applicable provisions
of Rule H1. Capitalized terms used in this Appendix lll have the meanings ascribed to those terms in Rule
H1.
Note: A claim for reìmbursement by a customer for a disputed PAD must be made within the following t¡meframes:

PAD TYPE APPLICABLE

REASON
1 - PAD not drawn in
accordance with the terms
of an otherwise duly
Authorized Payor's PAD
Agreement

Personal PAD
Business PAD
Funds Transfer PAD1

TIMEFRAME FOR RETURN
sfer PADs coded
Personal P
other than "650" or'83" - 90 calendar days after
date on which the PAD was processed to the

Payols account.
Business PAD - 1 0 business days after date on
which the PAD was processed to the Payois
account.

2 - otherwise duly

Personal PAD
Business PAD
Funds Transfer PADl

Authorized Payor's PAD
Agreement revoked prior to
due date

Personal PA and Funds Transfer PADs
other than "650" or "83" - 90 calendar days after date
on which the PAD was processed to the Payor's
account.

Business PAD - 10 business days after date on
which the PAD was processed to the Payor's
a

3 - Pre-

notification/Confirmation not
received by Payor

4 - Absence of Payor's PAD

Agreement

Personal PAD
Business PAD
Funds Transfer PADI

Personal PAD
Business PAD
Funds Transfer PAD
Cash Manaqement PAD

and Funds Transfer PADs
Perso
other than "650" or'83" - 90 calendar days after date
on which the PAD was processed to the Payois
account,

Business PAD - 1 0 business days after date on
whìch the PAD was processed to the Payor's
account.
90 calendar days after date on which the PAD was
processed to the Payor's or customer's account.

Notes:

1.
2.

Funds Transfer PADs bearing transaction type "650" or "83" may only be returned through thê clear¡ng for reason 4 (Absence
of Payor's PAD Agreement). Refer to Section 23 of Rule H1 for more information.
,'persônal pADs"lnclude any Personal PAD that has been commingled with a Business PAD, Funds Transfer PAD and/or
Cash Management PAD, and any Personal PAD that has been miscoded as a Business PAD.

Sample Reimbursement Claim
Reimbursement Claim

lMe, (Payor name) declare, with reference to a pre-authorized debit (PAD) of $(AnpAü) drawn in
favour of (Epype_n_qAd (the PAYEE) on my/our account number (account number) on (dafe) that was
made

1.
2.

for

(personal/business reasons) (the PAD) that:

E fne PAD was not processed in accordance with my/our Payor's PAD Agreement; OR
and notice of such
|-l wy/our Payor's PAD Agreement was cance lled/revoked
prior
date of the PAD;
cancellation/revocation was provided to the PAYEE

days

to the due

Rule H1
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Pre-Authorized Debits (PADs) Rule H1
Sample Reimbursement Claim for PADs
OR
J

Pre-notification/Confirmation: (Confirmation is the mandatory Written notice from the Payee to
the Payor prior to the first PAD wherein the details agreed to by the Payor in setting up an
Electronic Agreement with the Payee are confirmed):

(c)
(d)

[

Pre-notification of the PAD was not received in accordance with my/our Payor's
PAD Agreement and l/we had not waived the requirement for such Pre-notification;
OR

[

Confirmation of the electronic Payor's PAD Agreement was not received within
the time frame agreed to by the Payee and Payor (which shall not be less than 3
days before the first PAD); OR

4.

f

tnrue have no Payor's PAD Agreement or other agreement
never authorized the PAYEE to draw the PAD.

for PADs with the PAYEE

and

l/We have not received any reimbursement from the Payee for the PAD.
l/We permit (Pavor's Processinq Member name) to provide this form of Reimbursement Claim to
the PAYEE and to the financial institution acting on behalf of the PAYEE for their records.

Signed

Payor/Valid Signing Authority(ies)
Where the Payor's account agreement w¡th its Processing Member requires the signature
Authorizations by all such persons are required for the purposes of fhis Reimbursement Claim.

Date

of two or more signing

authorities,

Processing Member Representative

Rule H1
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Pre-Authorized Debits (PADs)
Mandatory Elements of Confirmation
(Electronic Agreements)

lntroduction
This Appendix lV sets out the mandatory elements of a Confirmation form of an Electronic Agreement for
the purposes of Canadian Payments Association Rule H1 - Pre-Authorized Debits (PADs), but does not

preclude

a

Payee from including additional provisions or using

a

different format provided that the

mandatory elements below are included. Capitalized terms used in this Appendix lV have the meanings
ascribed to those terms in Rule H1.

Form of Confirmation:
ITO BE PLACED ON PAYEE LETTERHEAD]
To

Daie

lPavor namel
lPavor addressl
Re: Confirmation of Pre-Authorized Debit (PAD) Sign-up

Thank you for signing up for Pre-Authorized Debits from lPavee nameì. We have accepted your
PAD Agreement and are writing to confirm the following details:

1.

Account Name:

2.

Financial lnstitution (Name & Transit #)

J.

Account Number:

4.

Amount of Payment:

J.

E

Frequency of Payment:

o.

Payment Staft Date:

7.

Type of Pre-Authorized Debit;

o,

Statement with regard to Pre-notification

BUSINESS

PERSONAL

Examples:
For fixed-amount PADs
ln the event that the amount of this PAD changes, we will send you a written notice identifying the new
amount at least'10 days before the first PAD for thai amount, with the exception of a reduction in the
amount due to a change in tax rate.
For variable PADs:
We will send you a notice identifying the amount of each PAD at least 10 days before each debit.
lf Pavee has aqreed to reduce or waive standard pre-notification period:

You have agreed that we may reduce the standard period of pre-notification for variable amount
PADs. We wif I send you notice of the amount of each PAD five days before the PAD is due.

Rule H1
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Pre-Authorízed Debits (PADs)
Mandatory Elements of Confirmation
(Electronic Agreements)
OR

You have waived your right to receive pre'notification of the amount of the PAD and agreed that
you do not require advance notice of the amount of PADs before the debit is processed.
Your Payor's PAD Agreement may be cancelled provided notice is received [Payee to insert
- not to exceed thirty (30) daysl before the next scheduled PAD. lf any of the above
details are incorrect, please contact us immediately at [insert contact information]. lf the details are
correct, you do not need to do anything further and your Pre-Authorized Debits will be processed and
start on the Payment Start Date indicated above.
agreed upon period

You have certain recourse rights if any debit does not comply with these terms. For example, you
have the right to receive a reimbursement for any PAD that is not authorized or is not consistent with this
PAD Agreement. To obtain more information on your recourse rights, contact your financial institution or
visit www.cdnpav.ca." (Exception: tf a Funds Transfer PAD and coded "650" or '83", CPA Member
initiating the Funds Transfer must advise that the Payor will not have recourse within the CPA Ru/es/.
Thank you,
Payee Name
Payee Contact information

Rule H'l
Appendix V
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Pre-Authorized Debits (PADs) Rule H1
Sample "No Reimbursement" Form for Funds Transfer PADs

lntroduction
This Appendix V sets out the mandatory form of "No Reimbursement" notice for the purposes of
Canadian Payments Association Rule H1 - Pre-Authorized Debits (PADs), but does not preclude a
Processing Member from including additional provisions or using a different format provided that the
mandatory provisions below are included. Capitalized terms used in this Appendix V have the meanings
ascribed to those terms in Rule H1.

a disputed Funds Transfer PAD is coded "650" or "83", indicating that no recourse shall be
provided for that PAD through the clearing system and such PAD is not to be returned to the applicable
Sponsoring Member except where the Payor claims that no Payor's PAD Agreement or Payee Letter of
Undertaking, as may be applicable, exists, the Payor should be referred to the applicable Sponsoring
Member for reimbursement and the form below shall be completed by the Payor's Processing Member
and provided to the Payor to indicate the Processing Member has not provided any reimbursement to the

Where

Payor.

Sample "No Reimbursement" Form

We, (Processinq Member name),

ranch name (transit number), declare that, with reference to the
funds transfer pre-authorized debit (PAD) drawn in favour of (Pavee name), (Sponsorinq Member name),
bran
name , (transit number), in the amount of $(amount) drawn on the account of (Pavor name),
account number (eçcou¡!¡_Umþq), on (date), no reimbursement was provided for such PAD
Signed

Processing Member Representative

Date

Rule H1
Appendix Vl
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Pre-Authorized Debits (PADs)
Sample Cancellation Notice for PADs

lntroduction
This Appendix Vl sets out a sample form of Cancellation Notice for the purposes of Canadian Payments
- Pre-Authorized Debits (PADs), but does not preclude a Payor from using any
communication in Writing or otherwise that clearly instructs a Payee to cease issuing PADs or otherwise
revoking a Payor's PAD Agreement or Authorization to issue PADs. The provisions set forth below are in
addition to and not in replacement of any or all provisions of any other agreement between a Payee and a
Payor and do not limit a Payor's obligaiions under any agreement with a Payee that comply with the
provisions of Rule H1. Capitalized terms used in this Appendix Vl have the meanings ascribed to those
terms in Rule H1.

Association Rule H1

Form of Sample Gancellation Notice
CANCELLATION NOTICE
TO:
DATE:

(Pavee name\
(date\
ltuVe, Pa

name

cancel my/our authorization to issue (Personal, Business, Funds Transfer or

Cash Mqnaqement\ pre-authorized debits in the amounl of (amount) against my/our account number
(account number\ effective on (dafe). lA/Ve acknowledge that this cancellation does not terminate any
other obligation that l/we may have with the Payee.

Signed

Payor/Valid

Note

Si

gning Authority(ies)

Subject to the terms of any agreement between a Payor and Payee including their Payor's PAD

Agreement,

a

Cancellation Notice may be provided

to a Payee by way of registered mail,

telephone, lnternet, e-mail, fax or prepaid courier and must be provided in compliance with the
notice requirements for cancellations, if any, set out in the applicable Payor's PAD Agreement.

The Law of
Bankitg and Payrnent

in Canada

Bradley Crawford, Q.C.
B. Com., LL.B. (B.C), LL.M. (London)
Volume

1

CANADA LAW BOOK.
õcto6ãr 20-ia

CHAPTERlS

RECURRING DEBIT AND CREDIT
TRANSFERS
$15:10

INTRODUCTION

$15:10.10

Editorial Note on Classification of Systems

$15 : 10.10

(1)

Debit Tlansfers versus Credit Tþansfers

A credit transfer is a payment initiated by a debtor giving instructions to his
bankers to make funds available to a designated payee - usually by depositing
the funds to the payee's credit with the payee's own bankers' The term is useful
chiefly to distinguish this type of payment system fi'om its opposite, a debit
transfer. Credit transfers "push" value through a payment system to the
payee. In debit transfers, the payee "pulls" the value through the system by
òoilecting funds from the payor's bank account upon some form of
atthorization of warranty of authorization. There is no authoritative
definition of either term. When new payment systems were just starting to
evolve, John Clark, General Counsel of the Federal Reserve Bank of New

York at the time,

suggested that:1

A "debit transfer" is one in which an item containing a request or order for the
payment of money is received by the banking system from a depositor who is to
ieieive payment if the item is honoured by lhe drawee after receipt; and a "credit
transfei" is one in which the f,rrst impact on the banking system is the receipt by
the paying bank from its depositor of an order to pay money, to the debit of his
accôunt, ãnd to lhe credit oi an identified account in the same or another bank,
which is also idenlified.2

The best-known iorm oidebit transfer is the cheque. The best-known lorm
of automated debit transfer is the pre-authorized debit, by which a customer of
a mortgage or life insurance company or other trusted creditor gives the

creditor a standing authotizatíon, addressed to the customer's banker, to

I

2

t09
See Clark, "The Payment SYstem " (May 1970),52 Fed. Res. Bank ol N.Y. Mo. Rev
(Lo ndou:
See also Goode, Pcrytnent Obligations in Commercictl cntd Fittcmcíal Tran.ractions

& Maxwell, 1983) at pp.l}l.ff -; United Nations Commission on lnternational Trade
Law, Legttl Guide on Electronic Futtds Transfers,U.N. Doc. A/CN.9/SER.B/1 (1987) at p. 6;
and Law Relorm Cominission of Canada' Commercíal Latv; Pctynrcnt by Credit Transfer
(Working Paper No.2l) (Ottawa: 1978). All use the terms iu the sense here proposed, which I
have brought lorward from Crawford and Falcon bridge, Banlring md Bills oJ Exchange,Sth,
ed. (Aurora: Canada Law Book lnc.' 1986)' $3905

Sweet
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deduct a specified .sum from his account each month and to pay it to the
creditor.
The best known-form of automated credit transfer is probably the payment
of wages by employers into employees' bank accounts'
I will discuss in the four main parts of this chapter the various types of debit
and credit transfer that were typically offered by the Canadian payment
system at the time of writing.

Recurring versus Single InstanceTransfers
It will be seen fi'om the discussion in this chapter that my reason for
grouping recurring payments together3 is that they follow a common
órganízational pattern: a payol who anticipates making payments at fairly
regular intervals and in failly similar sums to the same payee enters into a
written agreement with another party to provide that service. In the case of
pre-authorized credits, the agreement is with the payor's own depositary
financial institution; in the case of pre-authorized debits, it is with the payee,
directly. In either case, the payor provides standing instructions authorizing
specihc recurring payments to be made at specific intervals until further
notice. Each month or quarter (ol whatever interval is specified) that a

$15:10.10(2)

payment is coming due, the payor's bank (in the case of credit transfers) or the
puy".'r bank (in the case of debit transfers) debits the account to be charged
with the payment and forwards the payment message to the CPA member
financial institution that is involved on behalf of the other party ' The payment
items are prepared in advance and forwarded to the other party's bank a few
days befoie the clay on which they are due under the terms of the underlying
obiigation. When the payment is a salary or pension, the precise amount of
which is known or ascertained by the payor, the credit form of transfer is
appropriate; for payments such as mortgage instalments or insurance
piô*iu-r, monthly electricity charges or municipal taxes, the liability for
which is acknowledged by the payor, but the precise amount of which is known
or ascertainable only by the payee, the debit form of transfer is the more
appropriate. In effect, in the debit form of transfer, it is the payee who creates
ttt" puy-ent instrument and presents it to the payor's bank or other
ciepoiitary, which ihe payor has previousiy authorizeci to honour such items
wilhout referral or question. Obviously, such a payment System must be
sensitive to, and ready to ptocess, complaints by the payor concerning the
professed authority or the sum paid. Accordingly, the rules of such systems
coniunlike those for single-instance, on-line, real-time paymentsa which
parties)
by
both
iemplate a simultaneous and irrevocable exchange of value
typically include provisions for returns or adjustments'
This form of electronic payment service evolved earlier than the singleinstance payments that are now made over the Internet, or at some point of
The Canadian Payrnents Association ("CPA") does not group them in this waY, or at all.
Each distinct type ol payrnent service has its own ACSS Rule'
4

See

Chaptel

16.

www.canadalawbook.ca
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RECU RRTNG DEI]ITAND CREDIT TRANSFERS

service, such as an ATM or a merchant's terminal. The recurring nature of the
payments macle them peculiarly suited to recording and transfer on the early
i"ctrtricutmedia of magnetic tapes or computer cartridges (portable drives). It
be
also made the cost of such preparatory procedures feasible, since they could

amortized over the life of the recurring payment cycle. It may now appear
slightly anomalous to treat them se parately from the more fully evolved singleinstance payments, since the normal method of delivering them for exchange
has become electronic transmission. Magnetic tapes and cartridges are used
only when communications facilities for transmission are unavailable.
Noiwithstanding that technical developmont, the common element that
is
continues to distinguish recurring payments from single-instance payments
or
days
the fact of prior auihorization and the exctrange of the payment items
weeks in advance of the value date on which the account of the payee will
actually be credited with the sum paid.
$15:20
$15:20.10

PRE-AUTHORIZED DEBITS

Overview and GlossarY

Pre-authorizationis a method by which recurring payments may be made
on behalf of a debtor to a single creditor, under the authority of a standing
order, from an account with a bank.s In Canada, such payments are made
possible through the operation of Rule H16 and the supporting documents
provided by the debtor customer and the creditor payee'
$15:20.10(1) Versions of the Rule

pre-author tzatíon of debits was one of the first innovative services offered
by the Canadian banks, being introduced in about 1973 in a paper-based
vársion prepared by my then-senior partner, John clarry, with my assistance
in a project sponsored by The Canadian Bankers' Association, which operated
service
the national payment system atthattime. The early applications of the
sophistication
The
intervals.
were limited to specific sums to be paid at regular
of the permissible varieties of pre-authorized debits has gradually increased
over thà intervening years. The rnosr' recent','ersicn cf Rule H 1 came into effect
on Februar y 28, 201,0 .7 It supersedes a version of the Rule which had been in
|

effect since April tS,ZOOZ.7
The procesi of transition from the old Rule and the new is complicated and
confused, and the period of potential duplication is uncertain' Section 2 of the
new Rule Hl states:
s. l64olthe Bills of Exchange Act'
Payments Association: see
Canadian
of
the
member
every
R.S.C. 1985, c. B-4, which includes

In this chapter I use the term "bank " in tiresensedefìned in
6
7
7.1

$21:20.30.

banadian Payments Association, ACSS Rutes, Rule

Hl -

Pre-Authorized Debits' 2008'

available online at www.cdnpay.ca (accessed June 9, 2010)'
ACSS Rule Hl, s. 2.
ACSS Rule Hl, "lmplementation and Revisions"'
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All plovisions of this revised Rule Hl are in effect as of .lune 20,2008; however,
this revised Rule will not be enforced until the expiry of a glace period which shall
end on February 28, 20i0. Payor's PAD Agreements in effect and Authorized
before February 28,2010 need not be updated or revised.

Despite the clear intention expressed in the opening sentence of that
remarkable passage, I think that the effect of the new Rule is uneven; it binds
members to some of its provisions but not others. Specifically, the new version
of the Rule became binding on member financial institutions immediately
upon the effective date in all respects, except for the requirements for Payor's
PAD Agreements. New Payol PAD Agreements must conform to the new
requirements; existing Payor PAD Agreements in force on or before February
28, Z0l0 need not. But other documents called for in the Rule must be
2
amended within a reasonable time to conform to the new requirements.T
If I am correct in my interpretation of the transitional provision, my
discussion of the service rules must continue to refer to both the old and the
new versions of Rule H1, even though the text of the old version is no longer
available on the Canadian Payments Association's Web site. Presumably, at
some point the Association will repeal the old version for all purposes. For the
present, the dual citation seems to be an unavoidable complication, however
undesirable.
This poses a difficult problem for my commentary, which I propose to
address in part only, by referring to the provisions of the old Rule H1 for most
issues, and adding a short comment on the new Rule Hl only where it seems
necessary or desirable to do so in order to explain the authority for some new
requirement, practice or procedure. References to "Rule Hl" should,

therefore, be understood as being to the pre-June 2008 version, but may
include a provision of the new Rule where there has been no material change.
Where it appears necessary to distinguish the two, references to the old version
alone are the "Old Rule H1" and those to the new version alone are to "New
Rule H1".
$15:20.10(2)

1}p" of PADs

There are four types of PAD. They all operate in basically the same way; the
reason for distinguishing them is that the Rule imposes different cloeitmentary
requirements for some forms.
There are: (i) PADs for personal debts, such as household accounts,
mortgages, insurance premiums, charitable contributions and the like;8 (ii)
PADS for business debis, such as suppliers'accounts for small businesses;e (iii)
cash management PADs, in which the funds are moved from an account of the
payor at one member financial institution to an account at another member
financial institution that is held either in the name of the payor, or in the name
'7'2

8
o

See the

(presumably) official comment "PAD Deadline Rapidly Approaching" in Canadian

Payrnents Association,/b rurn, vol.25, no.3 (Fall 2009), p. 8, available ou the Association's
Web site at www.cdnpay.ca (accessed June 11, 2010).

Rule Hl, s.5(o).
ACSS Rule Hl, s.5(c).

www.canadalawbook.ca
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of some closely affiliated entity, such as a pzrrent corpot'ation;r0 ancl (iv) funds
transfer PADs in which the payor and the payee are the same and the funds are
moved between accounts held in the same name but at different member
f,rnancial institutions for a purpose such as retirement savings plan, mutual
funds purchases, and so on.ll
I believe that I am correct in observing that only PADs that are not "on-us"
are governed by the Rule. That is, where the account from which the funds are
drawn and the account into which they are transferred are held by the same
member financial institution, the rights of other member hnancial institutions
are not affected in any way and, therefore, the transfer may be documented in
any way that is agreed between the payor and their bankers'
$15:20.10(3) Glossary

In the simplest form of PAD, the customer, called the "payor" in the sygt^em
r.ut.r,iili pt""i¿.r written evidence of her grant of authority to the payee'l 'to
debit her account with her bank (calledihe "processing member").1'3 The
authorization may take any form, but must include the material particulars
l2
prescribed by Rule H I . The payor is usually requested to provide a specimen
unsigned chéque form and instructed to mark it clearly as void. The cheque is
n"u.i frll.d up for any amount, negotiated, or presented for payment. This is
merely a convenient method of obtaining the correct identifying numbers for
the payor's bank, branch and account that are to be charged with the preauthoiized payment debits. Authorizations may be for fixed or variable
amounts, reòurring regularly or at irregular intervals. The payor's authorization is lodged with the creditor to whom the authorizedpayments will be made
(called thã "payee"¡.\Z't Once the authoúzation is in place, and while it
continues unrevoked, debits are prepared by the payee or someone on behalf
of the payee, and forwarded to the payee's bank (called the "sponsoring
clearing.l3These debits are now
-"r,.b"i"j'tí fo, entry into the cAD Debit
usually tiansmitted as f,rles within the AFT system,la the older media of
magnetic tape or even paper having been almost completely superseded. The
debits are se*"tled for in t"he clearing by the payor's bank, whieh reimburses
itself from the funds in the payor's account. For most PADs, the ACSS Rules
require that the payee notify the payor, in advance and in writing, of the date
and amount of the debit that will be charged to the account. 't The payor may
fevoke the authori zationatany time and may challenge duplicate, mistaken or

ro
rr
rr

r

tr2
tr 3

ACSS
ACSS
ACSS
ACSS
ACSS
ACSS

Rule

Hl,

s, 5(d).

Rule H I , s. 5(h).
Rule Hl, s. 5(m).
Rule Hl, s. 5(k).
Rule Hl, s. 5(r).
Rule Hl, Part llI, ss.

t2
ll
r''t Suprn,lootnote I 1.2.
r' ACSS Rule H l, s. 5(v).
'
't14 S..$11:20.70(2XaXi).
g15:30, r'ny'a..
It See
ACSS RuleHl, ss. l5 and 16.

and l4 and App.
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$15:20.20

fraudulent debits.'6 The payee provides a letter of undertaking to the
sponsoring institution, taking responsibility for all challenged debits.lT
$15:20.20 Systern
$15

:

Description and Terrns of Participation

20.20(1) Rules Based

The current PAD plans that operate in canada have a hybrid legal
foundation. Since the basic rules of the system, including the rights and
responsibilities of the processing and the sponsoring institutions, arc set out in
the CPA Rules,ts the system has a quasi-statutory foundation. The CPA Rules
are generally considered to be binding upon CPA members by virtue of the
provisions of the Canaclian Payments Act.te Since it is also generally
consideled that the Rules do not bind members of the public in all but
exceptional circumstances,20 the Rules governing PADs have continued the
approach of the original Canadian Bankers'Association plan in requiring that
a written authorization be obtained from cach payor, and a written letter of
undertaking be obtained from each payee. These documents may take any
form approved by the participants, but they must contain certain elements
specihed in appendices to Rule H1.2r
The documents are misleadingly described by the CPA's designations.
What the CPA calls the "Payee's Letter of Undertaking" is, in fact, a legal
agreement in the terms I describe in $15:20.20(3), infra. The Payor's PAD
22
is not required to take the form of a legal
Agreement, on the other hand,
agreement or contract. In the specimen provided in the appendix to Rule H 1,
the document is clearly only a revocable authorization to the payee to prepare

and present debits to be paid from the account of the payor with the named

"processing member". It is a puzzle why such inappropriate and actually
misleading designations were approved by the CPA.
The following appear to be the significant features of the legal documen[s as
they relate to the rights and duties of the individual participants.
$15:20.20(2) Duties

of Sponsoring Financial trnstitution

The originator of an individual PAD plan is the sponsoring CPA member,
which usually markets the plan to its business customers under affade name as
a convenient method of receiving repetitive payments from customers'
Regardless of the differences in marketing, PAD plans are all based on the
same legal foundations: ACSS Rule

l6
t7

l8
t9
2t)

2t
22

Hl.

ACSS Rule Hl, s. 18, App. Il, p. 5, s. l6, "Cancellation"
ACSS Rule H1, s. 7(a) and App. I, s. 6.
Rule H1.
R.S.C. 1985, c. C-21. See $l I :50.10.
See {il l:50.20.
Rule Hl, App. I and II.
See $1 5:20.20( 5), infi'a.
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(a)(iii)

Payee
$15:20.20(2)(a) Where There Is an Independent
Where the funds transferred for investment are to be paid to, or the debts to
be
be collected by a personal or business PAD are owed by the payor and to
paid to, u puy.. that is inclependent of the sponsoring member, the sponsor has

impoltant operational and legal responsibilities'
$15

:20.20 (2) (a)

(i) Documentøtion

As already notecl, Rule H I imposes two important dulies on sponsors with
pàyee
respect to the proper documentation of PADs: (i) to obtain from each

for which it enters PADs for collection, a "Letter of Undertaking"

substantially in the form set out in Appendix I to the Rule and discussed in
payee obtains from each payor
$15:20.10(2), supra;and (ii) to ensure that each
I "Puyor;, PAD Agreement" conforming in substance to the mandatory
prouisiorrs specified for such documents in Appendix II to the Rule and
that:
àiscussed in $t S:ZO.ZO (5),rrrt'o.The function of the two duties is to ensure
(i) every puyl. binds itself in substantially the same terms to comply with the
i"quir"*"rrts of the CPA's legal documents for the operation of the preatihorization payment service; and (ii) every payee obtains the authorization
of each payor to ihe operation of the pre-authorizationservice in substantially
private
the samè terms. In this way, the authority of the Rule is transmitted by
provisions'
its
by
bound
contracts to persons who would not otherwise be
Without assurance of, and uniformity on, the rights and duties of all payors
and payees, the pre-authorization payment service could not function
effectively.
$15 : 20. 20 (2) (a)

(ii)

O p er

ational

r

e

sp o ns

íbilitie

s

Rule Hl requires the sponsor to coach each payee as to the requirements of
the Rule, fromìime to time, and to review each payee's forms, procedures, and
processes [o ensure that those requirements aie being observed.23 Additiondata
utty, eA.o debits are usually prepared for the payee by the sponsor with
payees
supplied from the payee's accounts with its customers, although some
technology
inf'ormation
or their own
-uk. ur" of other service buleaux, the
debits are prepaled by it or not, the
Whether
sert'ice.
this
fcr
departments
,pãrrro, certainly enters them into the ACSS for exchange and clearing with,

and receives settlement for them from, the various member financial
institutions named as [he banks of deposit by the payofs in their
authorizations.'o
$15

:

20.20(2) (a)

(iii) Legøl liabilitv for

PA Ds

Finally, Rule H I imposes upon sponsoring members primary liability to all
other members of the CPA for "any direct loss, costs or damages incurred by
it
them as a result of a PAD, or a Payment Item purporting to be a PAD that

23
24

ACSS Rule Hl, s. lo
See $l l:20.70(2Xa).
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has Exchanged fol the purpose of Clearing and Settlement"'2s Where the
payee is an independent business entity, sponsoring members then protect
themselves against ultimate liability under that rule by exacting a matching
indemnity from each payee with respect to the PADs it instructs the sponsor to
prepare and collect on its behalf.
$15:20.20(2)(b) Where Sponsor and Payee Sarne

Hl

also permits member f,rnancial institutions to provide PADs to its
own customels. Such services may clearly include personal and business
PADs, since those are specifically addressed by the Rule.26 For some reason,
the Rule creates a doubt as to whether a member may also act as payee of cash

Rule

management and funds transfer PADs. The doubt arises from the omission of
Rule H l, s. 9 to include the latter two types of PADs in the section authorizing
members to act as a member payee. In the case of cash management PADs, the
reason may be that such sel'vices are offered to groups of relatecl corporations
only when a1l accounts of all members of the group are held with a single
financial institution. In such a case, all the transfers would be "on-us" and
outside the scope of application of Rule Hl and of the CPA entirely. But in the
case of funds transfer PADs, there does not appear to be any logical or
operational reason why a member could not act as both sponsor and payee
where the conditions of successful operation exist.
Where the member does act in both capacities, the Rule obviously does not
require the sponsoring member to obtain aletter of undertaking from itself as
payee;z] but it must still comply with the balance of the Rule's provisions,
including the indemnity of all other member financial institutions.

$15:20.20(3)

Undertaking by Payee

$15:20.20(3)(a) Legal Agteement
Rule H I requires each sponsoring member to obtain from each payee of a
personal or business PAD a "letter of undertaking" in the terms of App. I to
the Rule, or in terms to like effect.28 Although called an "undertaking" this is,
in fact, alegal agreement, at least as between the sponsor and the payee,'e It
performs two important functions: (i) it binds the payee to comply with the
legal requirements of the CPA's rules for the operation of the pre-authorization payment service; and (ii) it exacts alegal indemnity from each payee. The
former does not appear to have been problematic; the latter may prove to be.

2s
26

2'7

2a
2e

Rule
Rule

Hl, s. 6.
Hl, s.9.

lbid.
Rule H l, s. 7(a).
The requirements ancl approved specimen in the Appendix contemplate that this will enure
lor the benefit ol all members of the CPA directly, but as it is unusual lor any member other
than the sponsor to be an executing palty, there could be dilficulties ofenforcement lor third
party benefìciaries.

www.canadalawbook.ca
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$15:20.20(3 )(c)(i)

Rules and
$15:20.20(3)(b) Adherence to CPA Act, By-Laws,
Standards

without doubt, the most important provision of the standard form of

payee's agreement is the covenant by which each independent payee must bind
its
itself to conform to all legal requirements of the CPA's rules with respect to
own obligations as payee as well as the terms on which it deals with persons
making payments to it. As I try to explain in $1 1:50.20, there is a question as to
whether the Association's rules and other legal documents are binding upon
payee as a
the public and, if so, to what extent. The covenant required of each
is
payments
PAD
of
precedent of being permitted to take advantage

"onãition
that it agràe to be bound by all the legal requirements imposed by the CPA's
legal doluments in connection with the service.3O Equally importantly, in
giving this covenant to comply, the payee agrees to conform the terms of its
ãgreÃents with its debtor payors to the requirements of the Rule' In this
,ri-unn"r, the legal requirements imposed by the Rule are radiated down
through the link of related contracts, with two important results: (i) they
become legally binding upon all the participants in the pre-authorization
payment system; and (ii) perhaps more importantly, they all contain the same
payee
åssential terms and conditions, regardless of the identity of the sponsor,
or payof . The standard provisions of the payees' agreements with sponsors
(i)
Inuy, îo, convenience, be divided into two groups or classes of provisions:
those controlling the relations of the payee with the payor; and (ii) those
controlling the relations of the sponsof and the payee' I shall address them
briefly in that order.
$15:20.20(3)(c) Relations

with Payor

is a condition precedent of each payee's ability to access the preauthorization puyrn"nt system that it give a legally binding promise to its
of
sponsor to comply with ail the legal documents comprising the foundation

It

tire cPA's authority to operate it. specifically, Rule H I requires each sponsor
of
to obtain the undertaking of each payee with respect to the following aspects

the relationship between them.
$15: 20.20(3) (c)

(i)

Pøy

or øuthorization

The sponsor is under a duty imposed by Rule Hl to ensure that each payee
for whom it collects PADs obtains a "continuing but revocable authority" to
initiate debits from each payor,3r and understands that it is legally obligated to
provide proof óf that authorization on request from the sporrsor'l'
part of the payee's duty is to ensure that the signature is valid and sufficient
will
to bind all perions having an interest in the account from which the funds
of
form
in
the
be taken.33'The payee may obtain the necessary authorizations

30 ACSS Rule H I, App. I, s. 6.
3r Rule Hl, s.7(a).
32 Rule Hl, App. I, s. 2.
33 Rule Hl, App. I, s. 3.
15-9
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conventional paper-based agreements,34 or by use of electronic communicaI
tions,la and documentation.
$15:20.20(3)(c)(ii) Electronic authorízøtions and commercially
r e øs onøb le v eriJicøtion
Rule H I adds some signif,rcant new provisions in contemplation of the use
of electronic communications by payees to obtain authorizations from some

or all of their payols.3s For this purpose it distinguishes between "paper

agreements" and "electronic agreements". The fot'mer are defined as being
o¡iginally engrossed physically and either delivered to the payee by the payof
personuily, or.exchanged by mail, courier, fax or e-mail.36 The latter are not
physically engrossed or executed by the payor, but rather, formed entirely
through the use of electronic media, including "telephone, Internet, e-mail and

other electronic means".37
The sanctioning of new media of communicating with payees gives new
significance to a provision of Rule H1, to the effect that the sponsoring
member has an obligation to other members to coach all payees^in the
requirements of the rules, as they may change from time to time.38 This
obligation extends to ensuring the conformity with Rule Hl of each payee's
standard forms for paper agreements with payors and, in a remarkable
development, its scripts for telephone contacts with payors to obtain oral
authorizations in electronic agreements.3e
The sponsor is effectively a guarantor of the commercial reasonableness of
the methods that the payee proposes to use to confirm the identity of each
payor that authorizes the presentment of PADs to their account.aO The
sponsor must satisfy itself that each payee is using only "commercially
reasonable" methods to verify the payor's identity and the authority of the
person consenting to the PAD to bind allthe account holders.al
I hnd this to be an interesting, but ultimately disappointing, development in
the recognition of the legal equivalence of electronic media of communication
in commercial affairs. The concept of "commercial reasonableness" has been
invoked in the (Jnifornt Commercial Code ("UCC") for almost two decadesa2
and has found its way fi'om there into other uniform statutesa3 without ever
having been defined. Similarly, uniform provincial legislation in Canada has

34 ACSS Rule Hl, ss. 14 and 15.
14 r
Acss Rulc I-l 1, s. 16.
35 Old Rule H1, App. II, s. 6 contained
36
3't
18
3e
40
4t
42
43

some very general provisions contemplating the use ol
passwords or "secret codes" to be used by the payor to confit'm.authorization ofsporadic
Þenr Uy electronic commuuications, but the idea was not lully developed'
ACSS Rule H t, s. 5(i).
ACSS Rule Hl, s. 5(g).
ACSS Rulc H l, s. lo.
ACSS Rule Hl, s. lo(b).
ACSS Rule Hl, s. lo(d)(i).
ACSS Rule Hl, s. lo(c).
American Law Institute and National Conlerence of Commissioners for Uniform State Law,
uniform Comntercitl Code, (bereaîter "UCC"), s' 4A-202.
Sei, e.e.,a¡t. 5(2Xa) of the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law, Model

www. canacla arvbook. ca
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(ii)

expressly invoked the concept of "commercially reasonable" action in several
contexts4 without defining it. The Canadian courts administeled these tests
without defining the concept either, except to the extent of finding a specihc

practice to be commercially reasonable ol not in the circumstances of
individual cases.ot Now, for the first time I think, we h¿rve an attempt at an
authoritative definition of the term in the context of the adequacy of virtually
any commercial entity's security procedures to verify the identity of a person
with whom they are not dealing face to face.
New Rule H I takes the apploach that the issue is ultimately one of fact for a
court to determine, and that in doing so the court should consider the
following factors:
(Ð the nature of the particular business;
(ii) the sum involved in the particular transaction;
(iii) the volume of the PADs initiated by the payee;
(iv) the sophistication of the parties;
iv) the availability of alternative procedures offered and rejected by
either partY;
(vi) the cost of alternative procedures;
(vii) the procedures in general use by similar businesses for similar
transactions; and
(viii) whether the parties are linked in a business relationship!
In my opinion, the test is disappointing and unlikely to be effective in
practice. ln tne first place, since it expressly contemplates a judicial
ãetermination, it will be of virtually no assistance in negotiations to establish
standards or resolve disputes except in the context of litigation, which will
seldom be practicable. Secondly, in referring the issue to the courts, the rule
ignores the probability that it will be virtually impossible for parties to adduce
evidence on some of the criteria; what testimony or documents would
establish, for example, "the sophistication of the parties"? How is the rule to
be applied if one party is thought to be sophistioated, and the other not?
Thiràiy, the rule gives no indication of how the tests are to be interpreted' For
one iS "the payee's voiurrre oî payrnenis". Are we to undersiand that
"ru-pi",
the requirements of commercially reasonable verification procedures increase
9,
Low on International Credit Trutsfers (1992), adopted by the General Assembly, FebruarY

44

4s

1993, A/RES/47134, iten 13t.
in Onturio uloné, ré., e.g., Persoruil Property Security lc¡, R.S.O.

1990, c. P'10' ss. 16 and

6l(2);lnrernationtatln¡eìis:tsin Mobite Equipnlent AcÍ (AircraJ't Equipmøtt),2002,5.O-2002,
.. ì4,'S"tt. B, ari. 8, para. 3; Securities Tran'sfer Act,2006, S'O' 2006, c' 8, s' 103(4)'
S'C.J.)' at
i.", Lg , Mit,'osn i.^ Hottorroy Holdíngs Ltd. (2005),30 C.C.L.T. (3d) 245 (ont. (2001),
139
paíu. it, pq ClarkJ.; Infinìte'Maintenà.nce Systenxs Lt(l. v. O RC Møtag,emenÍ Ltcl.
b.a.c. ¡¡ I (c.a.), atpara.l3, per Weiler J.A. per cur.,leave to appeal to S.c.c. relused 153
O.A.C. 198n. Olmor.e^interest ii the decision of the Alberta court in Cuse Credit Ltd. v' Burttt
46 and 50, rejecting the.
Rìver Agri services Ltd. (2004), 36 Alta. L. R. (4th) 238 (Q.8.), at palas.
in National
lormulated
creditor
a
secured
by
sale"
"cornmeicially
reasonable
a
of
definitio¡
Bank of Canttda v. Marquis Furs Ltd. (unreported, December 3, 1987, Ont. H.C.J., Docket
purposes of the
t to. Z8"O/S6¡: "a role somewhat akin to that of an agent, or fiduciary lor the
sale".
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with the volume of payments? Or with "the nature of the
business"? Or with the availability ol rejected alternative procedures?

or

decrease

Fourthly, the test seems ill-suited for application in the context in which the
rule seeks to apply it: that is, when payees are seeking authorization from tens
of thousancls of individual payors for personal and business PADs in future. Is
it really contemplated that the payee will adjust its test to reflect fine
distinctions between individual payors? It is probably significant that when
the payee is a member of the CPA (as when the PAD is for funds transfer'), the
"commefcially reasonable" test is not applied by Rule H1.46 Either the banks
are satisfied that all their oustomer identification procedures would satisfy the
test, or they do not want to risk having a court find to the contrary!
It gets wolse. The rule provides five "examples" of commercially reasonable methods of verif,rcation in the abstract, without attempting to match them
to particular volumes or values of payments, the relative sophistication of the
parties and so on, as apparently required by the rule. One such is "sending the

Payor a specific piece of information to an independently verified address
either on-line or off-line and subsequently requiring the Payor to verify that
information". But of what use can such an example be? Having passed to the
courts the task of determining whether any particular form of verification is
commercially reasonable in any given application, it is unclear to me what
power the rule-makers retained to give legitimacy to their examples. Surely, a
court would be free to determine that the use of one or more of the exemplary
procedures was less than what was required of "commercial reasonableness"
in the particular circumstances of an individual case? If so, the examples are
not a reliable guicle either to the courts or to persons negotiating specific
verihcation requirements in particular business relationships.
What ought the rule to have provided? I think that the best approach would
have been to impose the requirement of a commercially reasonable verification procedure simpliciter, without definition, and to supplement that by a
provision giving the parties the freedom to contract for its specific content in
each case. That is how the term is dealt with in the not-dissimilar context of art.
4A-202 of the UCC. ii has a huge advantage over the CPA's approach by
enabling the parties to determine the meaning of the term with certainty, and
to act in reliance, knowing that it is not within the power of the court to reject it
in lavour of some other stand ard post hoc. If concerns over the protection of
the payors requires some standard to be referred to, then the single test in
clause 5(e)(vii) of the rule would appear to be preferable to the confusion of the
actual rule'. viz. "the procedures in general use for similar types of business and
payment appli'cations". If it was thought to be necessary to protect the content
of the term "commercially reasonable" against a general laxity in procedures
in future, some further appeal to provisions reasonably protective of the
privacy of the payor's financial infot'mation and the security of the payment
process would surely have been sufficient.
46

ACSS Rule H l, s. 9
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(3) (c)

(iii)

P r e -notiJic atio

n und fr

e s

h

o'u t ho

t'

(c)(iii)

izøtion

The requirements of Rule H I with respect to a new Authorization ancl PreNotification when the Payee proposes a change in either the sum payable or
the time of payment vary accor<ling to the type of PAD involved, and the
medium in which the Payor's PAD Agreement is expressed. They are set out in
three separate sections of the Rule, as follows:
Section 14. For all PADs, except those for Cash Management,aT the
original agreement must specify that PADs will be^presented for payment

.

4't

49

50

sl
52

53
s4
ss
5s r

either at set intervals,a8 oi at sporadic intervals.ae The agreements must
also specify whether the sum of each PAD is to be f,txed, or one that may
uury,io or either on occasion, in which case the agreement must set out lhe
conditions in accordance with which the sum to be demanded will be
determined.sl If PADs may be presented at spofadic intervals, the payee
must notify the payor in advance, and obtain a fresh authorization for
à""ft pÀp.t'This obligation may not be waived by the payor.s'On the
other hand, if the agreement provides for PADs at set inlervals' no fresh
authorization is required even if the sum payable may vary on occasion,
provided that the payee notif,res the payor of the sum that will be
ãemanded by the next PAD. The time at which the notification must be
sent varies according to whether the original Payor's PA-D Agreement was
engrossed on pup.r, or concluded in electronic media'54
Section 15. When the Payor's PAD Agreement is in paper form and has
been duly authorized, the pre-notif,rcation obligations of the payee differ
according to whether the PADs were agreed-to be for fìxed sums at set
intervals, or for variable sums at set intervals.55 In the first case, the payee
must send a notice of the time and date of presentment of the hrst PAD
and of each PAD thereafter if either the date or the sum payable varies
from what was originally agreed.st't Noticet must be in writing and
receivedss'2 by the payor at least 10 calendar days before the PAD is
3
presented for payment.s5 In the case of the latter type of PAD, in which
A íresh
Separate rules lor Cash Management PADs are set out ìn ACSS Ruie ä 1 , s' la(b).
payments.
lor
sporadic
calls
Agreement
authorization is required only if the PAD
':
n I, S- )(u.l
Def'r ned as "specifi eci, set or preciictabie Periods or timesl ¡qUSS Kule
i
nterrnittentlY
, inlrequently [or?] periodicallY
Defined as occurring "occasionally , irregularly,
ttol read
and [sic] not at set intervals": ACSS Rule Hl , s. 5(w). tl the five adjectives are
disjuncti vely, the payments will be sporadic indeecll
ACSS Rule Hl, s. l4(a)(iv)'
rbid.
obtain such
ÁCSS not. Hl, s. la(a)(iíi). There is no minimum time by which the payee-must
ur,ihorirution, p.ouià"î túat it is obtained belore the PAD is exchanged for clearing and
settlement.

lbìd.

ACSS Rule Hl, s. l4(a)(v).
PADs payable at variable itltervals are governed by s' 14, supru'
ACSS Rule H l. s. l5(a).
ss.z 1¡ir lr [y aeOuction'iíom the requirement ol the Rule that the notice be "provided to the
payor" within l0 days.
ss.3 Jbid.
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the interval is set br-rt the sum may vary, the payee must notify the payor of
the payment date at least l0 calendar days beforehand. These notification
requirements may be varied in three circumstances. Most dramatically, if
the Payor's PAD Agreement sets out appropriate contractual terms in a
a
obligations of the

suitably conspicuouS manner,ss the pre-notification
payee may be reduced or totally eliminated.s5's Less dramatically, the
payee need not notify the payor of a change in the sum of a forthcoming
PAD if the sum payable wí17 decreas¿ due to a change in the applicable
municipal, provincial or federal tax,ss'6 or where the sum payable differs
7
as a result of some direct action by the payor requesting the change.ss
The rule is not clear whether the latter exception applies only to actual
requests for a change, or would include (for example) requests by the
payor for additional goods or services to be provided by the payee.
Section /6. When the Payor's PAD Agreement is of a type that may be
8
concluded by electronic communicationsss and the payee has appliecl a
commercially reasonable method of authentication to confirm the
validity of the payor's authorizatioû,5t'e the pre-notification obligations
of the payee differ according to whether the PADs were agreed to be for
fixed or variable sums.ss'r0If the agreement is for PADs of f,rxed amounts,
the payee must provide the payoi with a confirmation in writingtt'l.-?!
leasi 15 calendai days before the first PAD is presented for payment.ss'r2
If a PAD will be for a different amount, or presented on a different day,
the payee must confirm the proposed changès b-y notice in writingss'r3 to
lo
the payor at least 10 calendar days in advance.5s The same notífication
obligations arise if the sums of PADs may vary under the terms of the
l5
agreement.55 And the same exceptions and exemptions are provided as
for paper-based Payor PAD Agreements under s. 15.
Default by Payee. The detail of the notification provisions of Rule Hl
seems to reflect an appreciation by members of the CPA that payors might
rvell have claims against payees and or one of the f,rnancial institutions
involved in executing a PAD if the payment is removed from the payor's
account in a sum larger, or on a date earlier than that which was

55

o

t5

e Acss Rule H1, s. 16(a).

ACSS Rule H l, s. 1 5(e) requires such clauses to be "displayed prominently - e.8., in bold
print, highlighLed or underlined".
tt-_ t_ ll)id.
t5 6
ACSS Rule H1, s. 15(c).
s5 7
ACSS Rule H1, s. l5(d).
s5 8
1.e., a personal or business PAD; funds transfer and cash management PADs are not expressly
authorized lor electronic communications lor no apparent reason'
5s

l0

Once again, the theory of the Rule is that agreements for PADs at sporadic intervals require a
lresh notification and authorization lor each PAD.
5s rr
Containing the mandatory elements set out in Appendix IV to the Rule55 r2
ACSS Rule Hl, s. 16(bXi). But note that "writing" is dehned in s. 5(x) to include electronic

cornmunicatious producing visible inlormation.
Supru, lootnote 55.I l.
s5 14
ACSS Rule Hl, s. ló(bXii).
55 r5
ACss Rule H I , s. 16(c).
ss ts
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the
agreed.ss'r6 A payor who had carefully scheduled PADs for dates after
have
not
might
such,
reieipt of a payfoll deposit oI some

aãticipated
a
sufficient funds in their account if the PAD were to be paid earlier, or in
larger sum, than he had authorized. Section 6 of Rule H1 makes each
member of the CPA who collects a PAD liable to "indemnify the [CPA]
them as
and its Members for any direct loss, costs or damages incurred by
payee
for
the
by
imposed
a result of a PAD". So, if a payor incurs a fee
they
dishonouring a PAD that is presented early or in an excessive sum,
a
have aclaim against the payee's hnancial institution for indemnity' In
the
to
paid
due
wofse case, if a premium on a policy of insurance is not
unjustifred deplåtion of the payor's account, the liability of the payee's
coverage
f,rnancial institution might be considerably greater if the payor's
financial
was lost or diminished ás a result. The liability of the sponsoring
institution would probably be primary only. Agreements with payees in
the form required by Rule Hl would contain a right in favour of the
sponsor to indemnity from the payee'ss'17
$15:20.20(3)(c)

(iv) Change of bønking

protection'
Rule H1 has two new provisions to increaSe the level of payor
which it
payee
for
each
fi'om
The f,rrst is a requirement ihat each sponsor exact
routing
collects PADs, a covenant to accept and act upon any change of
information that it receives with respect to its payors' PADs. In the normal
which
course, this type of information would originate with the payor's bank,
that
way
would notify ih" ,ponror if the payor changes her account in any
affects the routing information, but not the identity of the processing
by the terms
member.s6 The sponsor then informs the payee, who is obligated
of its agreement with the sponsor to accept and act on the new information,
althoufh there is no requiråment that the payee act within any particular time
limit, nor even a general obligation to use best efforts to effect the changes
proáptly, as there is for cancellations. As aptactícal matter, if the payee does
not make the changes reasonably promptly, the PADs produced will be
adverse
returned unccllectible after the ror:ting change takes effect' Any
the PAD would
consequences to the payor as a result of the non-payment of
in routing
change
the
payee
where
upp.ui to be for the account of' the
infbrmation was not acted upon within a reasonable time.
$15 : 2 0. 20 (3)

(.) (") C anc elløtion of

aut hor ízation

A second payor-protection measure in Appendix I is a requirement that the
sponsof exact a covenant from each payee that it will cancel the PAD
payor and use its
arrangement upon no mofe than 30 days' notification from a
,,best efforts" to ensure that no further PADs are issued against a cancelling
smaller,
is less easy to conceive of an actionable wroug artstug from a sum

ss 16

It

5s r?

than authorized in a PAD.
ACSS Rule Hl, App. I, s. 14. see$15:20.20(3XdXiii)' i¡ll¡a'
ACSS Rule Hl, App. I, s. 17.

s6
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PART.
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C]ENEIì.A.L_P URPOSE PAYMENT SYSTEM

S

payo..tt Where a PAD is presented and paid by the payor's bank after the
cancellation of the authorization, the payee is liable to reimburse the sponsor
in full.58 Those funds are then available to the sponsor to pay to the payor's
bank for credit to the payor's account. The payee must then take alternative
measures to collect the debt (if any) not discharged by the cancelled and
reversed PAD.
$15:20.20(3)(d) Relations

with Sponsor

There ale at least f,rve important covenants required of payees in favour

of

their sponsol's as conditions precedent to their being permitted to avail
themselves of the CPA's pre-authorized payment service. The Rule expresses
this as a duty upon the sponsor to obtain such an agreement from each payee
for which it collects pre-authorized debits.se The payee is, of course, not bound

by the Rule, but becomes obligated in the standard terms by force of the legal
agreement that it enters into with its sponsor.
$15:20.20(3)(d)(i) Accuracy of PADs

The sponsor must ensure that each payee expressly undertakes legal
liability for the accuracy of each personal or business PAD that it creates and
causes to be collected.60 This is fair enough, since the PADs are produced

from

the information in the payee's accounts as to the banking information for each
payor and the amount of each payor's liability to it for goods or services in the
account period. The liability takes the form of an indemnity to the sponsor and
to the processing financial institution for sums "erroneously paid" in reliance
upon a flawed PAD. I have already commented on the dubious enforceability

of the covenant by third party beneficiaries.6l
$15:20.20(3)(d)(ii) Litnited rights with respect to NSF PADs
The form of payee agreement mandated by Rule Hl limits payees to one rbpresentment of any PAD that is returned dishonoured for insuffìcient funds by
the drawee financial institution.62 Furthermore, the Rule requires that such
PADs musi be presented within 3Û days and oniy íor the originai sum: the

payee is not permitted to add any charge for interest, late payment or
dishonour. Apparently, under previous versions of Rule Hl, such charges
could be added if the payee's agreement with thepayor provided for them, and
if the payee complies with the notification requirements with respect to the
new and larger sum debited.63

s'|

58
se
60

6t

62
63

ACSS Rule Hl, App. I, s. 16.
ACSS Rule Hl, App. I, s. 14.
Rule Hl, s. 7, and App. l.
ACSS Rule Hl, App. I, s. 7.
See gl 5:20.20(2)(a), suprtt.
ACSS Rule Hl, App. I, s. 18.
This is an inlerence by rne: old folms of Rule H1 dicl not acldress the issue.
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$15:20.20(3) (d)(v)

$15:20.20(3)(d)(iii) Reimbursement of chullenged PADs
Rule Hl requires that sponsors obtain the agreement of payees to
reimburse them for sums they become obligated to lefund to payors who
challenge the authority of the payee to debit their account.ou Such challenges
or" *uJ. by what the Rule calls "reimbursement claims", which I deal with in
to the authority of the payee to
$15:20.20(5),infra,and may include a challenge
áebit at ali, or to its failure to observe the conditions of its pl'oper exercise of an
admitted authority on one or more particular occasions. The agreements may
time of
also require the payee to agree to pay interest on such sums between the
puyee'ut
the
by
payment
demand by the sponsor ur,,1 tft. actual
$15:20.20(3)(d)

(iv) Payee's indemnity

Rule Hl requires66 each payee of a PAD to provide an indemnity to the
sponsoring member and every processing member against losses, damages,
costs, fees suffered, or claims or demands brought against it "in
"*p"nr"r,
was
respect of the drawing or issuing of any PAD" except where the cause
*rå.rg information provided by the sponsor or any other member of the CPA,
committed by one of them. The intent is clear, but the wording of
o. u.,
"..o.
the indemnity will require a liberal interpretation to be effective to impose
liability on a payee. As PADs are debit transfer instruments, it is not
The
unreasonable to refer to the creation of a PAD as the "dlawing" of it'
was
usage reflects the history of debit transfers, in which a draft on a drawee
the model. But to describe the electronic delivery of PAD messages into the
ACSS as the "issue" of them introduces a new meaning to an established term
of payment law, which is arguably inappropriate in the new context. The
,,issue" of a debit item is normally the first delivery of it to a person who takes it
process of
as the holder.67 Those concepts are completely inapplicable to the
collecting a PAD in the modern ACSS, in which the item is entered into the
exchangã in electronic form for transmission to the Payor's financial
instituti-on.68 I think that the wording chosen by the rule-makers could well fail
have
to provide the protection that they very likely intended' The problem could
by
us
created
"PADs
as
precedent
beån avoided simply by expressing the condition
by
the
ACSS
or on our behalf and entered into the er.change and clea-ring ploeess of
the sponsor".
$15:20.20(3)(d)(v) Exculpøtion of sponsor

A fifth mandatory condition of a payee being permitted to use the pre-

authorized payment service is that it release its sponsoring member from any
liability arising from delay or non-performance of its responsibilities under the
64
65

66

ACSS Rule Hl, App. I, s. 14.
ACSS Rule Hl, App. I, s. 10.
ACSS Rule H1,.App. t, s. 6.

6'7

See $21 :20.70.

68

See $l

l:20.70(2).
Footnotes 69-70 omitted.
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agreement by reason of any cause beyond the control of the sponsor.t' The
release is expressed as a waivet, fot no apparent leason, and extends to any
person who "claims through" the payee. It should be noted that the release
does not extend to the payor's bank from which the pre-authorized payment
will be withdrawn. The reason for that is that there is no privity or lien de droit
between the payee and the drawee of a PAD and, therefore, no possibility of a
claim by the payee for olnission or delay in executing the ple-authorized
payment.

$15:20.20(3)(d)(vi) Miscelløneous matters
The required forms of payees' agleements also make provision for various
administrative provisions: such as a covenant by the payee not to assign the
benefits or burdens of the agreement without the prior written consent of the
sponsor,T2 not to change the sponsor or terminate the serviceT3 and so on.
$15:20.20(4) Duties

of Processing Financial Institution

$15:20.20(4)(a) Accept and Pay PADs

In the parlance of Rule H1, the "processing member" is the CPA member
financial institution that holds the account from which the payor's PADs are
to be paid.Ta Accordingly, it has a statutory duty76 to accept properly payable
PADsTs that are directed to it by other members of the CPA, and to settle for
the cleared net net balance including them each banking duy." If a PAD is to
be dishonoured by the processing member, it must be returned within the time
limit established by Rule 44,78 and in the manner established by the
procedures set out in Rule F5.7e That usually means returning it to the branch
ãf tn. sponsoring member that introduced the item into the clealing.s0
$15

:

20.20(4) (b)

Dishonour

In one respect, PADs are no different from any other uncertified debit
instruction that is given by a customer to a bank. The order to pay is not
binding on the processing member and may be refused fol insuff,rcient funds,
account close<l, and the like.sr While the payor's authoúzation remains in
71
'72

7l
't4

lo

'75
'77

1A
'79

80

8l

Rule Hl, App. I, s.8.
Rule H I, App. I, s. I t.
Rule H I, App. t, s. 9.
Rule Hl, s. 5.5(¡).
Ctmuclictn Payments Act, s.29;see $ I I : 10.20. A Canadian bank that relused to pay a PAD for
rìo reason would be in violation of its statÌltory duty. The rules olthe bankingsystem àppe'àr
to be somewhat more lax in the UK, since banks there may refuse to honour a PAD if they fear
that the customer's account will soon be depleted ancl unable to repay the customer's loans to
the bank: Mercecles-Benz Finance Ltd. v. Clydesdule Bank plc (1996), Times, l6 September
(Scot.).
1.¿., those lor which it has a duty to pay, and no teason not to pay.
See $$1 I : 10.30 and I l:10.40.
ACSS Rule Hl, s. I9. See $l l:10.10(2XbXi) and $l 1:20.70(2Xd).
ACSS Rule H1, s. l7(a).
See $l 1:20.70(2).
Rule Hl, s. l9(a).

ACSS
ACSS
ACSS
ACSS
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$ 15:20.20(4)(c)

eflect the processing membet' cannot reject a PAD for lack of the account
holder's signature, obviously.
The ACSS Rules provide that dishonoLrred PADs may be returned through
the CAD Clearing, and apply the normal time limits to such retul'ns, except
where the reason for return is a dispute raised by the payor.tt Items to be
clishonoured for the usual t'easons may be returned for full credit in the
exchanges up to the day following original receipt of them at the branch or
other offirce of the processing member that has the authority to make the
decision whether to pay them or not.
The Finâncial Concluct Authority of the United Kingdom has identified a
problem with PADs in its systems: the banks often process these items early on
the payment due date, before all incoming deposits to customers' accounts
have been received and processed.82.' According to the FCA, this often results
in the PAD being dishonoured for insuff,rcient funds, and costing customers
something in the neighbourhoo<l of ÈZOO million per year. The agreed solution
is lor the banks to "re-try" later in the day any debit so dishonoured. There is
no such requirement on Canadian banks in the governing ACSS Rule Hl ' But
neither is there any evidence that such a practice with PADs is a problem for
Canadian bank customers.
$15

:

20.20(a) (c)

Error Correction

Where a payor makes a claim against its processing institution that a PAD
was unauthorized or paid in an unauthorized amount,83 the ACSS Rules
provide a fairly simple procedure to reverse the payment, provided the payor'
iras complained within the time limit.sa If the claim is made within 90 clear days
of the date on which the debit was processed to the account of the

complainantss (or within l0 business days in the case of a Business PAD),
the processing institution obtains a formal written, signed and witnessed
declaration from the payor in a form provided in App. III of Rule H l.86It then
reimburses the payor's account in full87 and claims reimbursement from the
sponsoring member. Reimbursement is by entry of a debit into the CAD
Clearing by the pâyoi''s authoiization, which the R.ules make bin<ling upon,
and payable by, the sponsoring member.88 Claims made out of time must be
resolved outside the clearing system,s') where they will probably receive much
It2.

fJl

fi4
fJ5

ll(¡
8'7

88

I

See

Rule 44, ss. 3(bXii) ancl 5, ancl $ll:20.70(2XaXi)

See

www.lca.or.g.rik/news/fìr'ms/comrnitment-high-street-banks-retry-systetn

(accessed

J

uue

r0,20r3).
Vi:. a cíairn by the payor that the PAD was not drawu iu accot'dauce with the payor's
authorizatio¡, ih. puyor'r autholization was revoked, or there was l1o (or insulficient) pt'enotihcation, as requit'ecl by the Rules.
ACSS Rule H I, s. 20(a).

Where the co¡rplaint is that thel'e was uo payor's autholization whatsoever, the periocl lor'
cornplai¡t {oes not begin to lun until the challengecl debit hlst appears olì alt accoullt
statemelìt: Rtrle H l, s. 21.
ACSS Rule H l, s. 20(cXi).
Clairns f'or i¡terest are not acldlessecl, except to provide that stlch clailns are to be settled
outside the clealing systerlì: ACSS Rule H l, s. 20(d).
ACSS Rule H t, s. 20(b).
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morc critical scrutiny than is provicleri by the benign rules of the CPA'e0
Plcsumably, a lalse tleclaration by the payor would re-expose the declarant to
liability for the <Jcbt that the PAD was intended to discharge which woulii
revive il'the PAD were reversed.el A false declaration might also attl'act
crinlinal prosccution ¿ìs an âttempt to defraud, but such questions are beyond
thc scopc of this tlcittisc.
The Rulc tnakcs an exception to the foregoing provisions for some lunds
tr¿rnsfel' PADs, which are usecl mainly for funds to be invested. Specifìcally,
whcrc the sponsor chooses to code its funds transfer PADs with a unique
idcntifìel', it rnay relievc itself of the liability under the normal rule to
rcimbulse the processing membet'in the event of a clairn by the payor.'2 When
that option has been chosen by the sponsor, the processing member does not
reimburse thc payor, but relers them directly to the sponsor lol resolution of
the <1ispute. There is no explanation of why this special procedule is provided,
bLrt I suspcct that it must be because the funds initially received by the sponsor
will usually have been investecl in some malketable security before the
challenge to the PAD is received flom the payor. Automatic t'eimbursement by
the proccssing membcl would not always be an applopliate resolution of the
payor's complaint, especially where the investment had fallen in value, or
coulcl not be rcdcemed ou demand.
s\15:20.20(4)(d) Default by Processing Member

PADs are clearecl and settled as a part of the Automated Funds Transler
Systenr (the "AFTS"),')a which is a stre¿tm in the ACSS.e5 As such, there is a
possibility that a direct clearer or an indirect cleat'er that is liable to pay a PAD
may fail lo settlc. Default by a member of the CPA is a very complex and
intiicate issue, which I cliscuss in 5sl1:20.100. Fot' present purposes, ít is
suprcient to note that Rule L le6 provi<1es that AFTS debits and credits that are
cleliverccl to a lailcd dil'ect clearer for payment that day are to be "unwound"
cithcr by a reversing electronic entry through the AFTS or, if in paper lorrn, in
a returne¡velope, in accorclance with the elaborate procedures in the Rules for
such mattel's.

¡i9

ACSS l{trlc H l. s. 20(g).

90

See, c..q.. the cour.t's rcJcction

ol'the clef'enclant's claim that adjustrnents to its lease paylllellts

by lrÀ'D hircl ¡st bcen propelly notif-ieil or authot'izcd í¡ Triuthlon Leusittg ltk. r' Nust¿tr
'llruL.l¡litta.t Lrd. (l()95).iO Þ.p.'S.n.C. (2d) 253, s¡pp. reasorìs l0 I'.P.S.4.C. (2d) at p.269
(B.C.S.C.).

9l

9l
el
9-l
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As in'['r
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ACSS Rulc H l. s. 22.
I-ootnote ontittcd.
See

.s

I

5:10.
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$l I :20.70(2XaXii).
ACSS llule Ll. s. l2(bXiii), items 3 antl
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Rule H

I

$ t5:20.20(5)(a)(i)

Authorization by Payor
20 (5)

(a) Mandatory Tertns

requires that the sponsor ensure that the payee obtains a folm

of

authorization to debit from each payor that contains all the mandatory
elements set out lot'such lorms in Appenclix

II

to the Rule.eT I do not intend to

comment on all the mandatory oI optional provisions specif-red in the Rule,
but there are some important diflerences between the two forms of appendices,
to which I would like to draw attention.
$15:20.20(5)(a)(i) Contuct or authoriztttion

lolm under the old Rule H I (which remained in lorce until
February 28, 2010)e8 took the form of a contract, in which the payor
The mandatory

(Tln' rrc.rt page is l5-21)

,)1
er'i

ACSS Rule H l, s. 7(a) and App. l. s. 2.
See 5\ [5¡ 10. l0( I ), .sa2r.rr.
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$15:20.20(5 )(a)(i)

acknowledges receipt of consideration from the sponsor, in the following
terms:
In considelation of the sponsoring member agreeing to collect PADs issued by

(named payee), and in coñsideration of other financial institutions (referred to as
;,pro".rôing members") agreeing, through rules
the Canadian Payments
-of
customers, we agree as
their
of
on
accounts
drawn
Association, to accept PADs

lollows:

There seem to be at least two technical diffrculties with this theoretical
approach. In the first place, neither the sponsor nor the payor's bank is apàrty
to the dooument - only the payee may be, and even then, is not always so.
Therefore, neither of the so-called "considerations" is given by a party and
cannot serve to support the document as a legal contract. Secondly, as neither
the sponsor nor any processing member is a party, any benef,lts purportedly
creaùd in the document in their favour are of questionable enforceability, at
least in the common law provinces, where the legal rights of third party
beneficiaries are not usually recognized.
That approach is changed somewhat in the current Rule H1, with uneven
results. Aìihough still called an "agreement", the document evidencing the
payor's authorization of the proposed debits to her account is no longer
iequired to recite any consideration, and none of the three specimen or model
foims provided in the new Appendix II purports to be a binding legal
agreemènt. It seems now to take the form of a "continuing but revocable
*ritt.n or etherwise recorded authority",ee which the payor may revoke at
any time in accordance with the terms of the particular document' This
coirects the technical defect of the deficient consideration in the old version of
the form, but introduces a new problem. The required form of payor
authorization purports to impose an obligation upon the payor to give the
payee as much as 30 days' notice of cancellation. But as the form is not an
to0
ägi""-"rrt, it is at least doubtful that the obligation is binding upon payors'
There would seem to be no feason why the payor's authorízatíon could not
take the form and legal effect of an agreement, and some advantage to system
participants in making it so. The payee's undertaking to create the payment
ãrders and to present them is clearly capable of constituting a consideration in
point oiiaw, ,ì.t"" it reiieves the payor oithe task o[making some other fortrr
àf puy-"rrt. A reasonable period of notice would be of assistance to all
participants in the system, as an aid to orderly termination. But, for the
pr"r"ni, the standard form required by the Rule falls short. The payee has only
and
à bur. authorization, terminable without notice, and the sponsor
o'agreement"
processing bank receive no enforceable benef rts from the payor's
Lt *. They do, however, have the assurance of the sponsor that each debit is
authorized with the payof's consent, and the indemnity qllh. sponsor if that
authorization shoulà turn out to be deficient or missing'l0t

ee

t*

ACSS Rule

Hl,

s. 5(n).

S,zô.zO(iXaXvi), infra. the probability that the payor must give a "reasonable
notice prior to cancellation.

iìãir¿, i"
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$15:20.20(5)(a)(ii) Cøpøcity ønd aathority
As the old version of the Rule invokes the principles of the law of contract,
all the usual issues of contract lormation arise when the validity of such an

agreement is challenged. For example, rn Pacific National Leasing Corp.
( Rec'eiver oJ') v. Marina Travel Agency Ltd.,L02 an employee of the defendant
corpolation fraudulently induced the plaintiff leasing company to provide
lease f,rnancing for equipment that the corporation had not ordered and had
not received, signing the payor's authorizations purportedly validating the
Business PADs that the lessor planned on using to collect lease payments
owing. He had no such authority: the scheme was merely a different way of
embezzling funds fi'om the employer, Action on behalf of the leasing company
to enforce payment of its PADs failed at the threshold since there was no
evidence of any express or implied representation of the employee's signing
authority by the employer.l03 The result must be the same in any case in which
it is shown lhat Lhe person putpofting to authorize the PADs did not have the
authority of all persons interested in the account to do so. The same issues
concerning the authority of the pelson signing as the payol to bind all persons
interested in the aocount arise under the new version of Rule H l, as well.
In adclition, there could be questions concerning the contractual capacity of
the payor. The payor's PAD agreement could fail to take effect as a binding
contract if the payor lacked capacity to contract under her provincial law. In
eaflier editions of this treatise I expressed the view that ss. 437 and 516 of the
Banlc Acttoa cured any incapacity that a depositor might have under provincial
law, but I now see a defect in that reasoning. The federal law authorizes banks
to pay "all or any part of the principal on deposit . . . to or to the order of . . . the
depositor, whether or not the person is qualifìed by law to enter into
contracts". That clearly covers the case of a cheque written by the depositor,
but does not so clearly cover a pre-authorized payment. In effect, the
aùthorization given by the payor, whether under the old or the new versions of
Rule H1, is a power of attorney in favour of the payee, in accordance with
which the payee is authorized to issue payment orders on behalf of the payor'
It is an authority given to the payee , not an order given to the bank of deposit.
That is a separate contract from fhe one constituting the debit order itself, and
is one remove from being a payment order in its own right. As such, it is
probably governed by the proper law of the authorization or appointment,
whether it takes the form ol a contract or merely power of attorney granting
the authority to dlaw debits. That would, in turn, suggest that if a PAD
authorization is taken by a payee from a person who lacks the contractual

ror Seegl5:20.20(2),supru.
toz
ç1996¡, r I O.T.C. 24 (Gen. Div.), alfd 86 A.C.W.S.

(3d) 6 (ont. c.A.).
Ifth"delendantcorporationhadclairnedreimbursementofthefundsalreadypaidonthe
'03
unauthorize<l PAD it, presumably, would have succeeded unless the processing member

'04

could have invoked s. l9 of the Ontario Business Corporations
the lacts lelative to its relations with the payor.
s.C. 1991, c. 46. see $9:10.30(1Xb).
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capacity under the applicable provincial law to appoint an agent or attorney
foi th" purpose ol auihorizing debits to their bank account, the "authorization" is ,roì binding upon them by virtue of federal law, and may not be
very
binding on them undei the applicable provincial 1aw, either. This is a
437
ss'
of
scope
given
the
inconvénient conclusion, but it seems inescapable,
scope
that
and 516 of the Bank Act.The solution would appear to be to enlarge
order of a
the
pay
on
to
banks
the
by an amendment to the Act authorizing
or
contract
by
p.rron acting on behalf of the depositor, whether appointed
to fall on
not. While the law remains as I have described it, the risk of loss seems
H 1,
Rule
to
apPendix
the
of
the payee. under both the old and new versions
l0s
payor's
or "ensules",106 that the
the payee "aSSumeS responSibility" for,
A failure in that would appear to
debit.
authoiization is "proper authority" to
form of
trigger liability ofìhe payee to the sponsor under the payee's standard
indemnity.roT
$15:20.20(5)(a)(iii) Accarøcy of øccount døtø

requires the payor to certify the accuracy of all the
be
information provided by her about the account from which debits will
the
in
paid, and to notify the payee of any change.lOs That has been changed
is
new version of the Appendix, such that the original account information
is
no
changes
of
merely "specified" bythe payor, and the obligation to notify
long"i mándatory bút permissible. Probably these changes are not as radical
payees elicit
u, tîr"y appear on fìrst impression. The usual method by which
marked
form,
account iìiormation frompayors is to request a blank cheque
,,void", from which the payee's staff may collect the routing information from
the accuracy
the MIôR line.tOe fne ot¿ form of requiring the payor to certify
in the
changes
of that encoding was questionable from the beginning. As for
that are
information, it appeari that processing members simply return PADs
depositary'
another
to
drawn on accounts that havábeen closed or transferred
In that manner, the payee learns of the change from its sponsor, rather than
than in
from the payor und, probubly, after the due date for the payment rather
advance.Butonly-t-herela-t.ionsofthepayorandpayeeareaffectedbythe
of
payor's failure to advise in advance and to provide some alternative method
of
puyitrg the debt, and any dispute may be resolved without the intervention
members of the PaYment sYstem.

old Rule Hl

ChangingtheaccountonwhichaPADisdrawnappearstoworkasan

but it
implied cancellation. This is not expressly provided for in Rule Hl,rl0
II
the
where
appears from the case of Kimmel Estate v. Royal Banlc of Canada,l
rot old

Rule Hl, App. I, s. 3.
106 ACSS Rule H1, App. I, s. 3.
r07 See 5:20.30(3Xd)(iv), infra.
$1
ro8 old Rule H l, App. I, s. 12.
See $l 1:20.70(lXbXi).
'oe
by
r ro
til1i.r ¡l .un ùé ìÁpii.a from the obligation of the payol to designate a specific account

rrr

name or uumber.
(1996), 177 A.R.253 (Q.8.).
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ô15:20.20(5 )(a)(iv)

insured had effectively cancelled a PAD plan by changing the account on
which the PADs were being paid, and then failed to keep the premiums in good
standing with cheques. The fact that the bank continued (inexplicably) to
honour PADs from another, unrelated creditor, was held to be insufhcient to
charge the bank with damages for negligence, which were claimed in the face
amount of the policy for failure to keep the policy alive .
$15:20.20(5)(a)(iv) NotiJícøtion of sam payable und timing of payments

I

address these issues in $15:20.20(3)(c)(iii), supra.

$15:20.20(5)(a)(v) Dispate resolution ønd reimbursement

The approach to advising payors of their rights to dispute PADs and to
claim reimbursement has changed in the new version of the model form of
authorization. Under the old form, sponsors were obligated to make payees
list in the form the reasons for which a payor could dispute a PAD and claim
la
immediate reimbursement to their account for the sum paid.l Under the new
vefsion, sponsofs need only ensule that payees include a two-sentence notice
to payors that they:
. . . have certain recourse rights if any debit does not comply with these terms. For
example, you have the right to receive reimbursement for any debit that is not
authorized or is not consistent with this PAD Agreement.
The form also directs payors who wish to have more information about
recourse or reimbursement rights to contact their own bank or to "visit
www.cdnpay.ca"- the Canadian Payments Association's Web site' The time
limits for reimbursement claims are no longer specified, but are shown on the
website to be 90 days, provided the payor can f,tnd the information under the
cryptic heading "FAQ"!
$15

:

20.20 (5) (a)

(vi)

T er mínution

There has been a change in the treatment of termination procedure. Under
the old version of the model form, the payor was to be advised that she might
terminate the arrangement at any time, for any (or no) reason, by notice to the
payee.tls If the payee demanded notice a specific number of days before the
next payment, the form had to indicate that, and the notice period, but there
was no limit imposed by the Rule. Under the new form of authorization the
payor is still to be advised of her right to cancel, but the payee's rights are
curbed. Specifically, the payee may not demand more than 30 days' prior
notice,tl6 while at the same time emphasizing that the payor may use any form

*

Footnotes 1 l2- I l3 omitted.

rr4 old Rule Hl, App. l,

I

ls

s. 15.

S¡cl Old Rule H l, App. I, s. 7 ctearly attempts to alter, by contract, the common law rule that

would normally empowel the payor to terminate by notice to the drawee bank (the
"processingmember"). Quaerewhethertheprovisionmerelyaddsaprocedure,orsupersedes
or even nullifies the common law power.

"o

ACSS Rule H

l,

s. 27.
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$15:20.20( 5)(a)(vi)

ECURRING DEBITAND CREDI'1- TRAN SFEI\S

of written communicationllT that clearly instrttcts the payee to stop debitíng
the account.
Where no period of ptior notification is prescribed by a particular payee's

form of authorization, notice by the payol revoking a PAD must allow a
reasonable time prior to taking effect.tls A similar concept operaled to the

'

advantage of the payor in the decision of Bolton Estate v. Allstate htsurance
Co. of Canad.o,"' in which a pe rson insured under a life insurance policy on
which premiums were paid monthly by PAD wrote to the insurer requesting
cancellation of the policy and the return of any unearned premium. He was
accidentally killed on the day after the letter was mailed, but before it was
received bythe payee insurer. The court ruled that the policy was in full force at
the time of death and remained so until midnight on the day the request for
cancellation was actually received by the payee. In the ordinary case, a,notice
of cancellation by the payor takes eifect when received by the insurer."eI
It has been decided that processing members may require precise details of
the items to be revoked in order to stop payment effectively.r20 Auxier J', of the
Provincial Court of British Columbia, found that the drawee was under no

duty to clarify incomplete or inaccurate particulars of the items to

be

dishonoured as countermanded. The decision confirms (without citing) the
earlier ruling in H & M Chan's Enterprises Ltd. v. Banlc of Montreal,tzt which
found that a drawee was not negligent in paying PADs that had not been
clearly identified in the payor's countetmand instructions'
The measurement of a reasonable period of notice to stop future PADs is,
of course, a question of fact. In determining that in any given case, the court
should be cognizant of the operational circumstances that make last-minute
attempts to cancel or revoke impracticable. A sponsoring member will create a
frle containing all the PADs to be transmitted that day (or in that processing
cycle, if there is more than one) to each other direct clearer. It would be
operationally impossible for either the sponsoring or the processing member
to edit those files after delivery in order to remove a single PAD entry. A notice
revoking a PAD probably comes too late if it is received after preparation of

il7

This would include electronic comtnunications, given
"Writing" in the Rule, s. 5(x).

,tt

the

breadih of the defínition of

S.. Conádia,,Encyclopedtc'D,igest; Onttu'io,3rded.(Agincourt: Carswell LegalPublications),
lootnote 94, citing, inteìl cilia, Helcor Enterprises Ltd' v M 9919 ( J,ames Food Services
$279,
"Ud.:Llgg¡ls
(1979),10 Alta. L.R. (2d) 49
W.W.R.

SSO

(t\4an. Q.B.) at p. 603; Pierce v. Kt'alut

(S.i.i; Hydt.o-Electric Power Coitmission of Ontario v. Coníagus Recluctiott Co., [1933]

rre
tro

3

D.L.R.337 (P.C.).

o.R. (3d) 407 (Gen. Div.).
, 11995¡,23
iroughton v. pròviclent Life and Accident Insurance

t2o

Izt

rzz

Co. (1996),180 A.R. 7l (Alta. Q.B.).
BCPC22l
Banh,2004
v.
Laurentian
Sussex Insurance
(1999), 183 Sask. R. 84 (Q.8.).
'Delbreuck
& Cr¡. v. Manufttctw'ers Hanover Trust Co.,609 F.2d 1047
tn. sáme point arose in
revocation ola large wire transfer was said to have come
(2nd Cir., ì979;, *h.r" un attempted
-beflore
the end ol the CH IPS (Clearing House lor Interbank
minutes
ãnly
six
ioo late, teing
paymerits Incl) cyóle, such that it was operationally impossible for the bank to withdraw any
paiticular item fiom the batch ofitems scheduled to be processed at the deadline.
.
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the file transmission by the sponsoring membeÍ, and it is certainly too late if
is received after transmission of the f,rle to the processing member.l22
$15

:

it

20.20(5) (b) Optional Terms

New Rule H 1 specifically authorizes payees to include a number of terms in
addition to those mandated.l23 While such an approach is unobjectionable,
this particular version of the appendix is somewhat confusing, for two reasons'
It includes at least one mandatory provision - that sporadic PADs must be
individually authorized, ancl characterizes reimbursement rights as both
mandatory and optional. Also, since some of the provisions now optional used
to be mandatory, it seems to be a regressive development, likely to result in less
information being provided to payors than under the old Rule.
$15

:

20.20(6) Payment Conditional Only

An important feature of the payors' authorizations used to be an express
acknowledgment that the PAD is merely a payment method, and is a separate
and distinct contt'act from any underlying contract that gives rise to the
payor's obligation to make the payments. In particular, the form attempted to
inform payors that revocation of the PAD does not terminate the underlying
contract or indeed "have any bearing" on it.tto The warning seems to be given
out of an abundance of caution. The public appears to be aware of the
distinction. Certainly the deceased in the Kimmel Estate caset2t showed his
appreciation that the termination of the PAD arrangement did not relieve him
of the duty of making monthly payments. There are indications from other
cases as well that the public recognizes that terminating a PAD arrangement
that acreditor has established is simply a method of withholding payment of
126
the underlying obligations.
In the ordinary course, payment by pre-authorized debit is not hnal until at
least the expiration of time permitted under the ACSS Rules for repudiation
by the payor (see $l 5:20.20(4)(c), supra) and possibly even after that, if the
payor initiates litigation to challenge the debit outside the time limit. Also, in
the extraordinary event of the payor bank's failure on the very day that it
processed a pre-authorized debit, the debit would be subject to being reversed

in accordance with the CPA's rules for containing the risks o[ default by a
member in the ACSS (see {il l:20.100).

l"

ACSS Rule H1. s. 10(b) requires the sponsor to ensure only that the mandatory provisions
Appendix II are included in each payee's form olauthorization.
t24 Old Rule Hl, App. lI, s. 14, now repealed.
t" Suprrt, îootnote I I l.

ol

'20 S's,r.g.,TriathlottLeasinglnc.v.NustarTrucklinesLtd.(1995), l0P.P.S.A.C.(2d)253,supp.

reasons l0 P.P.s.A.c. (2d) at p. 269 (B.C.S.C.); Volvo Canada Ltd. v. Fox(1979),29 N.B.R.

t27

(2d) r (Q.8.).
Rule

Hl,

s. 19.

www.canadalawbook.ca
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$15:20.30

20.20(7) Cancellation

In one respect, PADs are no <lifferent lrom any other uncertified debit

instruction that is given by a customer of a bank. The order to pay is not
binding on the processing institution and may be refused for insuffrcient funds'
all payor
closed ãccount, and the like.127 The table of mandatory elements of
by
authorizations provided in Appendix II to Rule Hl acknowledges this
the
cancel
requiring all forms used by puy".r to advise payors that they may
authorization at any time by up to 30 days' notice to the payee' or by
contacting their financial institution. Notice to the payee effectively nullifies
period of not
the authorizationpreviously given, as amatter of law. The notice
to make
less than 30 days provides the payor with a reasonable opportunity
And,
payor.
that
for
the necessary changes to its procedures to delete the PAD
is
on ordinary principles of thà law of banking, the drawee financial institution
by its
obligated tã iefusepayment of any d.ebit for which it has been instructed
2*
be
retumed
customer not to puy.t The rules provide that dishonoured PADs may
that
through the clearing, and apply theìormal deadline upon such retutn'r30 Items
and
limit'
time
the
of
a proã"ssing institution wisñes to return after the expiration

ins.titution as a
any disputeihat arises between the payee and the payor or processing
result of such a return, must be deãtt wltn outside ihe clearing system.r3r

Settlernent
$15:20.20(8) Exchange, Clearing and
discuss the exchange of PADs in $11:20.70(2)(a)(i) and clearing and
settlement generally in $$1 1 :20.80 and I I :20.90 respectively.

I

$15:20.30 Other I-egal Issues

From the foregoing, it may be appfeciated that the fundamental legal
relations of the financial institution participants are based upon their
The
membership in the cPA and the binding force of the ACSS Rules.
on
based
fundamentàt tegat relations between the payee and the payol are

to
their respective contracts, supplemented by the Rules, by which they agree
establishing
in
clear
are
be bounà. Where neither the Rules nor the contracts
plans, there is
all the legal incidents of the relations created by the various PAD
of
an obvious source cf supplementary principles to be found in the laws
are
following
The
banking,l32 of agency,l33 and of payment,r3a generally.
examples of the courts' application of those principles'

r'8

See $9:40.40.

r2e Footnote omitted.

rro 1¡uilr,

rrr

rr2
r33

r3a

t15

debit at the
clearing by the end of the banking day next lollowing receipt olthe
l:20.70(2XaXii)'
see
account:
branch of
$l
Rule Hl, s. 18(g).
1n the

See 99:20.

payee create and
basic document is the payor's authorization, which mandates that the
with that
comply
to
payee
the
by
failure
s.2..4
Hl,
puyttt.nt,'nute
lor
present PADs
agent'
negligent
the
against
principal
the
in
authorization would appear to give rise to rights
general
application'
of
principles
on

1¡"

See

gl:30.

¡p921 I w.L.R.938 (c.4.)-
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Availability of Set-Off

An illustration of such problem-solving by courts having recouLse to

general principles of payment is provided by the decision of the English CourI
ãf Rppeat in Esso Petroleunt Co. Ltct. v. Mtlton.'3s In that case, the defendant

Milton was a service station ownel who purchased fuel from the plaintiff
under what we would classify as a Business PAD. A number of disputes arose

concerning various points in the distributorship agreement, and Milton
cancelled the PAD by instructions to his bank. Before notice of the
cancellation reached the plaintiff, it had delivered a tanker-load of fuel into
Milton's storage tanks. Milton refused to pay the invoice price, claiming a
right of set-off for his various complaints under the distributorship agreement.
The court ruled that no set-off was possible because of the close analogy
between cash sales and sales on PADs. In other words, the court reasoned that
there was considerable security for sellers who bargained for cash in exchange

(The next page is 15-21)
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DlsclanunR
This publication is nxeant as an ínþrmational resource.

It

outlines risks associated wÌth using or

parlicipating in CPA-owned and operated payment systems. The CPA, however, does not guarantee the
accurocy, adequacy or completeness of any ínf'orruation. In addition, some of the inþrmation contained

in this publication may become outdated with the passage of time. Moreover, the materials in this
publication do not constitute legal, risk management or other professional advice. If the reader requires
the services

ofan attorney, risk manager or other professional, the reader should seek the assistance ofa

professional in the appropriate fie

ld.

Cc¡nditions of use are wíthin the control of individual users. There

is no warranft, expressed or implied, in connection with making this publication available.
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OvnRvInw or Rtsx

The issue of risk, as it relates to payments systems in Canada, has been raised increasingly by financial
institutions (FIs) over the years. Discussions have focussed on the ways in which financial institutions
can identify, manage and mitigate payments system risks, as well as the role the Canadian Payments
Association (CPA) should play in this regard. Given that Canadians have come to rely on their national
payments system to handle many of their basic financial needs, they need to have confidence and
assurauce that their cheques and electronic payments

will

be handled securely and efficiently.

The Oxford dictionary defines the word "risk" as "the possibility of something bad happening at
sometime in the future; a situation that could be dangerous or have a bad result." In the payments
environment, the result is often a financial loss. By identifying lisks and implementing an action plan to
address thern, pafticipants in the payments environment can not only protect their own financial stability,
but also their ability to provide products and services to the public. Because risk is irherent in most

productive activities, even the most conscientious efforts

of

participants cannot eliminate

all

risk.

Participants can, however, help to avoid or reduce the impact of risk on their operations. Accordingly, the
CPA, in its role as the principal "facilitator" of the exchange, clearing and settlement of payments, has an
irnplicit responsibility to protect the system, where practicable, fi'om potential risk exposures.

Ilowever, it is important for all entities directly or indirectly involved in the business of payments to
include risk management ìn their strategic planning process in order to ensure that the payments network
is operating in a prudential and effective manner. Al1 parlicipants are responsible for maintaining the
integrity of the system and understanding the implications of risk in the payments system. This
publication is a positive firct step in achieving this goal. A more long-term goal may involve establishing
procedures that financial institutions might use to manage and reduce their overall exposure to risk.
Before exploring the risks related to using or participating in systems owned and operated by the CPA, it
is important for institutions to recognize fhe key components for assessing their internal risk exposures.
In conducting their assessments, the risks should be viewed in light of three fundamental factors, namely:'

o
o
o

I.2

the frequency of the loss (e.g., how often the loss occurs);
the consequences of the loss (e.g., how large or severe might the loss be); and
the perception of the loss (e.g., how the risk is viewed by stakeholders).

PuRposn AND SCOPE

The purpose of this publication is three-fold:

with using or participating in CPA-

a

to define, identify and generally explain risks

a

to illustrate various risk scenarios within the payments system, while identif,ing a number of

associated

owned and operated systems;

I Canadian

Standards Association, Risk Management Guideline

for Decision Malcers, National

Standard of Canada, 1997 , p.

1

A Guide to Rislc in Payment Systems Owned and Operated by the CPA

a

suggested practices2 for managing and reducing the exposure to these types ofrisks; and
to encourage financial institutions, including current and future CPA members, to implement their
own risk management program for using or palticipating in CPA-owned and operated systems.

'l'his publication will also provide a general overview of the payments systems owned and operated by the
CPA, namely:
a

Automated Clearing Settlement System (ACSS): The ACSS encompasses the set of rules and
procedures that guide the clearing and exchange of different types of payments (i.e., cheques,
direct deposits, point-of-service, etc,) and the mechanism for effecting settlement. There are
several different payment streams in the ACSS, which, for the purpose of this Guide, will be
conrbined into two categodes based on payment medium and clearing rules'. paper items (e.9.,
cheques, paper remittances) and electronic ítems (e.g., automated funds transfers, EDI payments,
point-of-service payments). On-line payments are also considered within this Guide, The CPA
has created two new streams in the ACSS to facilitate the clearing of on-line payments and online payment returns/refunds.

a

Large Value Transfer System (LVTS): The LVTS ìs a funds transfer system by which
parlicipants electronically exchange payment messages, The receipt by parlicipants of such
payment messages creates payment obligations that are settled on a multilateral net basis directly
on the books of the Bank of Canada. The payments are supported by collateral pledged to the
Bank of Canada as security fol any advances to ensure participants are able to settle their
multilateral net position.

Moreover', this Guide
follows:3

o
o
o
.
¡

will identifr the key

payments system risks, which have been categorized

Settlement Risk

o
o

Credit Risk

Liquidiry Risk
Operational Risk
Reputational Risk
SecuriW Risk
Legal/RegulatoryRisk

2'lhematerialsinthispublicationdonotconstitutelegal,riskmanagenentolotherplofessional
services

as

of an atlorney, risk

manager

advice. Ifthereaderrequiresthe

or other profèssional, the reader should seek the assistance of a professional in

the

appropliate field.

3 Cornrnitlee on Payment and Scttlernent Systems, Core Principles
lor S)tstemically Important Pal,msn¡ Systems, Ilank f'or
Inteniational Settlernents, Switzerland, July 2000, p. 5. l'he Payments System in Canada; An Overview of Concepts and
Strrrctures, Bank of'Canada and Departrnent of Finance, February 1997, pp.24-26. Risk Management Handbook: A
Comprehensive Guide to ACII |ìisk Issues and Control Procedures, NACHA, 1994, p,3.
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1.2.1

Orsanization and IIse of Publication

This Guide is intended to provide ahigh-level analysis of the risks in participating in Canada's payments

CPA, Its primary audience is inclusive to both
current and potential CPA members. Financial institution personnel using this publication may include
executives, cash managers, risk managers, operations offtcers, credit officers and compliance officers,
among others. This document is also intended to benefit other significant users of the system.
system, as it relates to systems owned and operated by the

Given each reader's unique knowledge and experience of the payments system, this Guide is arranged in
sections that can be used to suit the needs of the individual reader. Readers are encouraged to consider
the issues outlined in each chapter when implementing their own risk management objectives. Risk is
inherent in many, if not all aspects of the payments process, and this publication is intended to provide
some guidance to the participants involved in the business of payments on how to identif, and mitigate
these risks. The Guide is organized in sections, as follows:
o

Chapter One: Introduction
Chafter One provides a brief overview of risk and focuses on the role of the CPA and the related
public policy objectives of the parlicipants within the payments systems. Readers who want to
learn more about the role of the CPA may wish to begin with this chapter and refer to our website
at www,cdnpay.ca

o

Chapter Two: Payments System Risk
Chapter Two defines the main risks in the payments systems and their attributes.

a

Chapter Three: Automated Clearing Settlement System (ACSS)
Chapter Three provides information on Canada's primary retail payments network, including an
overview of the systern and the clearing and settlement cycle. The roles and responsibilities of its
parlicipants are also explored in this chapter.

Chapter Four: Risk Exposures in the ACSS
Chapter Four provides an overview of the risks common in the retail payments network. More
specifically, the ilsks identified in this chapter relate to the four main payment instruments within
the ACSS, namely: paper items, AFT (Automated Funds Transfels) payments, EDI (Electronic
Data Interchange) payments and POS (Pointof-Service) payments.
a

Chapter Five: Large Value Transfer System (LVTS)
Chapter Five provides an introduction to Canada's Large Value Transfer System (LVTS). Given
that the LVTS has effectively mitigated credit risk and systemic risk for wire payments, the
intention of this chapter is to describe the risk proofing measures that are inherent to its structure,

a

Chapter Six: Case Studies
Chapter Six is a collection of case studies from financial institutions that plovides potential reallife payments risk scenarios relating to the payments network, The case studies involve situations
in the ACSS and LVTS that could result in either a financial exposure or loss. In addition to the
description of the scenal'io, an outline of the possible preventative measures that could be used for
any or all of the rbks is illustrated.
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Chapter Seven: Risk in the Evolving Payments Landscape
Chapter Seven outlines the risk issues inherent in open communications networks (e.g., Intemet).
The risks identifred in this section cover both current and anticipated future advances in
technology, as they pertain to payments.
a

Chapter Eight: Summary of "Tips" for Mitigating Risk
Chapter Eight outlines a summary of tips for controlling risk in the payments system. The
summary provides a series of helpful tools that could b considered by pafticipants in the
payments system. The summary includes issues such as personnel practices, security,
contingency arrangements and communication policies.

1.3

ROLE oF THE CPA

Canada's national payments systems encompass the set of procedures, agreements, arrangements and
rules that guide the exchange, clearing and settlement of the different types of payment instruments (e.g.,
cheques, direct deposits, debit card tl'ansactions), and provide the mechanism for effecting settlement.
Canada's clearing and settlement systems operate behind the scenes, supporling financial transactions of
virlually every business, organization and individual in the country. The organization that operates these
systems is the Canadian Payments Association (CPA).
The CPA is a not-for-profit organization created by an Act of Parliament in 1980. Prior to this date, the
clearing activity fell within the purview of the Canadian Bankers Association (CBA). lhe CPA's
rnandate, as amended through lhe Canadian Payments (CP) Act in 2001, is as follows:
D

ii)

establish and operate national systems for the clearing and settlement of payments and other
arrangements for the making or exchange of payments;
facilitate the interaction of its clearing and settlement systems and related arrangements with
other systems or arrangements involved in the exchange, clearing or settlement of payments;
and

iii)

facilitate the development of new payment methods and technologies.

In practice, the exchange and reconciliation of cheques and cerlain forms of electronic payments are
pelformed by CPA members,a in accordance with the by-laws, rules and standalds established by the
CPA. Other payment systems, such as electronic networks for debit card transactions (e.g., Interac), have
developed their own network rules, including membership criteria. I-lowever, transactions generated from
these networks must comply with CPA rules and standards to be eligible for clearing and seltlement in the
ACSS.
Due to technological advancements, new payment networks, parlicularly in the on-line environment, have
been developed and are increasingly interfacing with CPA-owned and operated systems (e.g., ACSS,
LVTS). Although in many ways the CPA's payments systems remain ubiquitous, other payment
networks have evolved outside of its direct authority. For example, the rules and standards for cheque

4'I'he CPA is comprisecl of nrember financial institutions (i.e.,
banks - required to be members and tl'ust companies, cledit union
centrals, federations of caisses populaires, provincial savings offìces, life insurancc cornpanies, securities dealers and nroney
urarket mutual funds * eligible for rnembership). A 16-rnember Board of Directors oversees the management of the CPA. 'lhe
Chail is au officer of the Bank of Canada. Twelve Directors are electecl amongst instilutions that are CPA melnbers, with the
rernaining thlee appointed by the Minister of Finance.
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clearing remain within CPA auspices, while in the ABM and POS environments, network(s) such
o'regulation" done at the network level.5
Interai,have developed with much of the

as

With respect to credit card payments, companies access settlement services through parlicipants in the
International (Canada),
provide their member institutions with authorization, confirmation, netting and messaging services for
credit card transactions, member institutions settle their net payment obligations via LVTS through a
participant. For example, Visa members net out their positions using a separate system and then each
membõr makes payments to/from the Bank of Nova Scotia using LVTS, as they are the settlement bank
for Visa in Canada.

LVTS. Although Visa Canada, through Visa International and MasterCard

Given that many of these payment networks interface with CPA's settlement systems, the CPA has a
broad interest iñ the propei functbning of payments systems operating in Canada today and how they
interface with CPA-owned and operated systems. Although subject to much debate, it can be argued that
the CPA has implicit interest in ensuring that appropriate measures are undeftaken to limit potential risk
exposures in the payments system, as a whole. In this respect, the CPA strives to ensure that any systetn,
network or arrangement operating for the purpose of exchange, reconciliation and/or settlement of
t¡ansactions arising from the use of any payment mechanisms should: (i) be secure, confidential,
efficient, accurate and reliable; (ii) recognize the interests of all participants and users of the payments
system; (iii) ensure that risks and liabilities are clearly allocated and properþ disclosed to all parties; and

(iv) encourage effective competition.

I,4

CPAPUBLIC POLICY ON¡NCTIVUS

The 2001 Canadian Payments Acf \dentifies public policy objectives for the CPA. It states that the
Association will promote the efficiency, safety und sountln¿ss of its clearing and settlement systems and
take into accounf the interests of users. A safe, sound and efficient payments system entails, on the part
of each pafticipant, a commitment to, and respect for, the fundamental attributes of the payments system
(e.g., reliability, privacy, security and confrdentiality), Moreover, the establishment of appropriate
meihanisms for such matters as risk control, default and insolvency, ceftainty and finality of settlement is
a key obligation of all payments system participants.

Given that the national payments systems have become highly automated and increasingly complex,
practices and procedules must meet the highest standards to instil confidence in the payments system as a
whole. Rapidly advancing technology is also facilitating the parlicipation of new players and increasing
network activity. Therefore, it is imporlant to ensure that the overall system is not compromised in terms
of fhe safety and confidentiality of transactions flowing from those networks into the national clearing
and settlement system. In this context, members and others engaged in providing payments system
services need to minimize lisk (frequency and sevedty of loss exposures) and establish appropriate risk
controls.
One of the fundamental elements of a sound payments system is the legal and regulatory framework (see
Appendix III) that governs it. Although fhe soundn¿ss of the payments system is often considered

5

CI>A Rules and Standards for Shared ABM and EFT/POS Transactiot'ts: Policy Issues and Recommendatiorts, CPA Payrnents
System Policy Working Group, May 4,1995, p,7 '
u'I'he 2001 Stqtute (Chapter 2l) sets out.the legal fiamework for the CPA, including its mandate, the types of organizations that
are eligible for.membership, the role of the Boarcl of'Directors and certain oversight responsibilities 1-or the Minister of Finance.
L1ncler-tlre Act, CI> A by -laws are subject to approval by the Governor-in-Council. In addition, the Minister of F'inance has the
authority to t'eview new CPA rules or amendments to existing rules'
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synonymous with the principle of safety,T it can be distinguished accordingly; while safety refers to the
mitigation of risks largely borne by individual parlicipants, soundness refers to risks impacting the overall
robustness of the system, or ones that are considered more '6systemic" in nature, It is imporlant tr
recognize that preserving the soundness of the payments system is not only a function of the CPA and its
members but also involves the cooldination among regulators and the Bank of Canada.

A recent test to the robustness and soundness of the Canadian payments system was the events following
the US terrorist attacks on September 11,2001, Subsequent to the events surrounding the tragedy, the
Bank of Canada was able to provide the necessary liquidity to flrnancial institutions to supporl the stability
of the Canadian financial system as a whole. Fuúher, the Bank of Canada, in conjunction with the US
Federal Reserve, agreed to temporarily augment (up to $10 billion US) its "swap facility" in order to
facilitate the settlement of US dollar transactions by Canadian banks.s To this end, the payments system
was able to withstand the economic impacts of that event and the subsequent fallout.

In regard to the principle of efficiency, the goals of risk contlol measures, generally, are to protect users
fi'om undue loss, maintain confidence in the payments system and ensure that the system operates in a
secure and efficient manner. The promotion of efficient and cost-effective payment methods in
facilitating an optimum level of service to the public at a reasonable cost is paramount to this end. These
gains in effrciency and cost-effectiveness can be realized not only in the development of new payment
systems ol pricing (both from a consumel'and provider perspective) for payment services but also through
improvements to existing systems, such as transmitting the information on cheques in electronic format
(i.e., cheque imaging) instead of physically exchanging the paper.
Subsequently, managing risk in the financial services sector, parlicularly in the payments system, is an
imporlant consideration for Canadian financial institutions, both domestically and intemationally. Effofts
are always under way to promote and maintain the safefy and soundness of the payments system and its
overall stability. Efficiency in the payments system is generally achieved through close cooperation
antongst participants. Their agreement to adhere to rules and procedures for the exchange of payment
items, together with the development and adoption of technical standards (such as those relating to
cornpatibility and inter-operability within, or across payments systems) contributes significantly to
efl'icicncy and cost-ellectiveness.

1

Paytnent System Review

8

Press I{eleases, September' 2001, www.bankofcanada.ca,

-

Discussion Paper,Departrnent ofFinance, July 1998, p. 4.
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IS PAYMENTS SYSTNM RTSX?

The payments system, as operated under the auspices of the CPA, can be defined as the infrastructure,
supported by a set of procedures, agreements, arrangements and rules governing the exchange for the
purpose of clearing and settlement between members. The exchange of funds can be effected through a
number of means, namely: cheque, debit card or on-line means. Throughout this process whereby funds
are transferred from one entity to another, there may be circumstances or conditions that create risk.
Although there may be risks at the consumer level (e.g., debit card fraud) that may impact a financial
institution on a number of levels (e.g., financial, reputational), the primary focus of this publication will
be how these risks may impact member financial institutions, in relation to the exchange, clearing and
settlement process in CPA-owned and operated systems. More specifrcally, this publication, as it
concerns payments system risk, refers to the circumstances or conditions that may result in potential
exposures over time at the financial institution level (e.g., institutional defaulQ.

'fhe risks addressed in gleater detail below, which comprise of payments system risk, are meant to

be

representative rather than exhaustive. Although settlement risk is by far the most monitored exposure for
financial institutions participating in the payments system, the other underlying risks (i.e., operational,
security, etc.) can also significantly impact the payments system on a number of levels.
Several risks may also be partial derivatives of others depending on the severity of the exposure. This can
be fufther explained in a couple of examples, namely: (i) reputational risk will irnpact a financial
institution if the severity of the loss due to security or operationalrisks is signifcant; and (ii) uncefiainties
in the law, or legal risk, may result in exposures to credit or liquidity risks for an institution if the legal
parameters are not clearly defined in the case of insolvency. In regard to the first example, reputational
risk is always a factor in the payments system, irrespective of payment items or processes. As such, the
risk analysis in the coming chapters, in particular, Chapter 4, will focus primarily on other risks (e.g.,
setllement, legal) that are more significant to each payment item and process.

2.2

DnFrNrNc Knv

lùsxs

2.2.1 Settlement Risk
Settlement risk is the risk that settlement in a payments system will not take place as expected (i.e,, a
parlicipant will not be able to settle its net obligations). Settlement risk includes both credit and liquidity
risks. If one party defaults on its clearing obligations to one or more counterpaflies, the risk that
transactions cannot be settled affects every item cleared in the payrnents system. One of the best ways of
mitigating settlement risk is a safe and efficient payments system, based on internationally accepted law,
standards and practices combined with the financial health (i.e., assets) of participating financial
institutions.
The most documented example of settlement risk (more specifically, foreign exchange settlement risk) is
fhe 1974 failure of the German bank, Bankhaus Herstatt. On June 26, 1974, the institution's banking
licence was withdrawn, and it was ordered into liquidation during the banking day, afterthe close of the
Gennan interbank payments system. Some of Herstatt Bank's counterpafties had irrevocably paid
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Deutschemarks to the bank during the day, before the banking licence was withdrawn. Subsequently,
Herstatt's New York correspondent bank suspended all outgoing US dollar payments fiom Herstatt's
account. This action left its counterpafties fully exposed to the value of the Deutschemarks they had paid
the German bank earlier in the day. This type of settlement risk, in which one party in a foreign exchange
trade pays out the currency it sold, but does not receive the currency it bought, is sometimes called
Herstatt risk. Herstatt risk also refers to any situation where one side of a transaction settles prior to the
other side settling. In other words, it is the risk resulting from a timing difference in settling both sides of
a transaction,e

2.2.1.1 Credit Risk

will not settle an obligation for full value, either when due or at
Payor enters into a transaction with the intention of paying,
fraud,
the
Unlike
any time thereafter,r0
problems,
the payment is not made and the Payee loses all ol part
insolvency
or'liquidity
however, due to
ACSS system, credit risk will be realized in case of
in
the
CPA
For
example,
of the principal amount.
a$
by
a Direct Clearer.r' Default is declared when a
Section
defauli (for further infonnation see
Direct
Clearer that precludes settlement after any
of
the
shortfall remains in the settlement account
advances have been made.''

Credit risk is the risk that a counterpafty

2.2.L.2 Liquidity Risk

Liquidity risk is the risk fhaf a patfi within the system will have insufficient funds to meet financial
obligations within the system as and when expected, although it may be able to do so at some time in the
future. It involves a loss or a strain onto the receiving parly (e.g,, financial institution), which must now
seek alternative and typically costly sources of funds to meet its payment obligations due on that date'
The distinction that can be made between credit and liquidity risk is that credit risk refers directly to the
possibility of a loss, while liquidity risk refem to a cash-flow shoftfall.

Liquidity risk arises in virtually every payments system risk scenario, either precipitating or as the
outcome of me of the other risks. Accordingly, in any potential settlement disruption, lack of liquidity
always appears to be one of the principalprecursors to and consequences of the inability of a parlicipant
to settle. Liquidity shortfalls can be costly to fînancial institutions, resulting in expensive borrowing,
defaults on contracts or bankruptcy.

2,2.2 OperationalRisk
Opelational risk is defined as the risk of loss resulting from inadequate or failed internal processes, people
and systems or from external events. Operational risk involves factors such as technical malfunctions or
human error, which will cause or exacerbate credit or liquidity risks, as well as natural events (i.e., force
majeure), Operational risk can be classified by the following broad categories: internal fraud; external
fi'aud; employment practices and workplace safety; clients, products and business practices; damage for

e www.contingencyanalysis.com/slossarysettlementrisk.htlr.

l0 A glossary of terurs used in paynlent and settlement systems, Corntnittee on Paynrent and Settlernent Systems, Bank f'or
International Settletnents, March 2003, www.bis.orq/publ/cpssO0b.pdf.
II See CPA llules.
t2
cPA Rule Ll; Procedures Pertaining to the Default of a Direct clearer, section 3(g) (1996).
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physical assets; business disruption and system failures; and execution, delivery and

process

management.l3

Given the expanding global payments marketplace, combined with intricately connected infi'astructures,
the demand for more prudent operational risk management is evident. Countries around the world have
convincingly argued the need for a strong framework for mitigating operational risk in their respective
payments systems, Moreover, the tabling of the new Basel II Capital Accord by the Bank of Intemational
Settlements (BIS) signalled a change in the way in which operational risk is viewed by financial
institutions.

2.2.3

ReputationalRisk

Reputational risk is the risk of significant negative public opinion that results in a critical loss of funding
or customers,'o This risk may involve actions that create a lasting negative public image of or loss of
public confidence in, the overall operations of a financial institution or the payments system. The loss of
confidence in the system, as a result of the incident, is often difficult to quantiff but may exceed the direct
associated financial loss. An example of reputational lisk may include unwanted publicity from a cyber
attack on a financial institution's on-line banking network, thus affecting the confidence of users of the
f,rnancial institution's payment service.

In recent years, institutions have become increasingly aware of the significance of reputational risk. Fol
example, in a recent study conducted by PriceWaterhouseCoopers (PWC), financial institutions lanked
leputational risk as the largest risk they face, preceding both credit and operational risk. However, almost
two thirds of those institutions surveyed failed to recognize the existence of a properly resourced
compliance function as a key mitigator of this risk.15 Accordingly, institutions should recognize the
impofiance of a well resourced and transparent compliance function in order to help reduce any
reputational impact.

2.2.4

Security Risk

Security risk, which is usually included as paft of operational risk, relates to intentional acts, such as
fi'aud, where a payment transaction is initiated or altered in an attempt to misdirect or misappropriate
funds. This type of risk may also include other malicious acts or sabotage, such as hacking or denial of
service attacks, which can leave a pafty subject to financial loss. There is also a risk to privacyr6 when a
third parly illegally gains access to financial information.
Seculity issues pose significant risks to the payments systems. Payments systems must incur the expense
of maintaining and building the proper resources (i.e., softwale) to detect and prevent security threats. As
a result, preventing, investigating, mitigating and recovering from security violations increase the cost to
the payments system generally.

ì3
Basel Conrmittee on Banking Supervision, Sound Practicesfor the Management and Supervision of Operatiottal lìisk,Bank
for International Settlernents, Irebruary 2003, p. 2, www.bis,org/nubl/bcbs96.pdf.
ta
llisk Managernent for Electronic Banking and Electronic Money Activities, Bank f'or International Settlernents, March 1998, p.

7, www.bis.org/publ/bcbs3 5.pdf.
r5
PliceWaterhouseCoopers in conjunction with the Econornist Intelligence lJnit, Contpliance: A Gap in the Heart of ll.isk
Management, June 2003, p. 8.
r6
Applicable privacy legislation, such asthe Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act, should be reviewed
to determine whether there has been a breach ofcertain provisions as a result ofsecurity risks.
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2,2.5

Lesal/Resulator-y Risk

This type of risk refers to the unceftainties or gaps in the legal/r'egulatory framework for payments
systems that can impose credit ol liquidity risks on its participants. Gaps, and a lack of clarity in public
laws and/or private arrangements, can lead to unceftainty about, and misinterpretations of, the legal
enforceability of pafties' r'ights and obligations, especially with regard to finality.
For example, if payment items are secured by assets owned or managed by a non-CPA member, not
subject to statutory and regulatory requirements compat'able to those applicable to CPA members,
unce(ainty is introduced into the payments system (e.g., payable-through arrangements). The uncerlainty
pertaining to the corporate entity's creditworlhiness, in the absence of a strict regulatory regime, and the
legal rights and obligations in respect of payment items, creates additional risk for CPA members and
payments system users, generally.

2.2.6

Other Risks

Both liquidity and credit risk may create what is known as systemic r¡blr. The CPA's LVTS (see Chapter
5), which has been designated as a systemically important payments system by the Bank of Canada, is
primarily responsible for managing this type of risk.rT Systemic risk is risk that affects the safety,
soundness and efficiency of the payments system as a whole. For example, it involves the potential for a
payments system participant (e.g., financial institution) to fail in meeting its payment obligation in a
timely rranner, thereby causing other participants to fail in meeting their payment obligations, As a
result, this "domino effect" could potentially create solvency problems for numerous institutions in the
payments system at the same time.
TÍme Gøp Rísk, adimension of credit risk, has been defined as "the risk of loss that arises from the lack
of timing synchronization of key milestones in the settlement pl'ocess".r8 ln other words, there may be a
crucial tirne gap between the execution of the transaction and the frnal settlement between financial
institutions. For example, in the event of default of an Indirect Clearer (for more information on default
see Section 4.3), atime gap risk may exist between the time its Clearing Agent is made aware that default
lras occurred and time at which the Clearing Agent will settle for the Indirect Clearer's payment items in
rhe ACSS. Subsequently, this time gap risk can potentially create credit risk and liquidity risk if the
Clearing Agent is unable to recover losses associated with the settlement of the Indilect Clearer's
payment items due to legal procedures concerning solvency of an institution. Correspondingly, an
Inclirect Clearer may be subject to time gap risk, as it relates to the misalignment of the timing of various
payment processes of its Clealing Agent.

t1 'l-he Payntents Systetn in Canada; An Overview of Concepts and Stt'uctures - Discussion Paper,llank of Canada, February
I 997, www. bankofcanada.calpdfTosac 1.pd1'.
r8
Paynrents Risk Cornmittee and the Securities Set'tlenrent Sub-Comrnittee New Yolk, A lì.eport on Cross Border llisks,Iìederal
Reserve Ilalk of New York, March 1995.
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- AUToMATED CLBanrNc SnrrlruBNr Svsrnu (ACSS)

HrsroRv

Prior to the creation of the CPA in 1980, the Canadian Bankers Association (CBA) established the rules
and operated Canada's manual clearing and settlement system. At that time, the institutions permitted to
parlicipate in the clearing system of the day were banks. The Bank of Canada was the central settlement
institution. It, along with the financial institutions involved in clearing, maintained nine regional centres
across Canada. Each Bank of Canada regional centre, telegtaphed its net clearing positions to the Bank
of Canada headquarters in Ottawa, and settlement occurred by debiting and crediting the reset've account
held by each bank.re
Developments in the latter years of the 20'r' century led to the eventual creation of the CPA, which would
assume the responsibility over Canada's clearing and settlement system. Two key factors which led to
the creation of the CPA were: (i) the release of the 1964 Royal Commission on Banking and Finance
Report (Porter Commission Reporl); and (ii) the impact of automation in the early 1970s. The release of
fhe Porter Commission Report began the movement to allow all deposit-taking financial institutions to
participate directly in the clearing and settlement of payments and made the recommendation that "an
association be created" to take over the management of the clearing system from the CBA. The advent of
automation in the early 1970s also began to have a major impact on financial institutions, as payments
system parlicipants reiognized the neeã to make improvements to the settlement structure.2o

In 1980, the CPA was created and it facilitated the next phase in the evolution of the payments
environment. One of its fir'st priorities, with respect to evolving the payments environment, was to
modernize the manual clearing and settlement process. This was completed in 1984 with the
inrplementation of the ACSS, which effectively remains in place today.2'

3.2

OvpRvrnw oF THE SvsrnN.{

The ACSS is composed of two key facets, namely; an operational functionality and an underlying
procedural framework. The core of the ACSS, from an operational perspective, is an information
system22 used to track the volume and value (Figure 3.24) of payments exchanged between CPA
members (see Section 3.4) and determine the balances due to and from each Direct Clearer. Although
both debit and credit payments are initiated and exchanged among financial institutions, the ACSS
operates on a "debit pull" basis. Put differently, following the payment exchange of either debits or
credits, the Direct Clearer that is owed money enters the value/volume lÌgures in the ACSS for settlement.
This can be illustrated as follows: (i) in the case of cheques or other debit instruments, the delivering FI
enters the value in the ACSS against the receiving FI; and (ii) in the case of AFT credits, it is the
receiving FI that enters the value against the delivering FI.

te 'fhe Pctyntents System in Canada: An Overview of Concepts and Struclures - Discussion Paper, I)ank of Canada and
Departnlent olFinance, ìrebrLrary I 997.
1980-2002, Bank ofCanada,2003,
'0 Jarrres lr. Dingle, I'lanning and Evolution: The Story ofthe Canadian Payntents Association

pp.l-3.
2t

ACSS/(JSBE (tser Guide, CPA, April 2001, Section 1.0.
The information systern is comprised of over 130 PC workstations, which are linked to a CPA host computer. Each PC
workstation is used to send and receive ACSS information to and from the CPA host computer, where it is held and consolidated
to provide an infornration base for the enquiries received frotn participants.
22
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Frcunn

3.24: ANi,lu¡t ACSS ValurYVoluun
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As the second key facet, fi'om a procedural viewpoint, the ACSS is comprised of a framework of rules
and standards which details the processes that apply to the exchange, clearing and settlement of the
various categol'ies, or "strealrs", of payment items between members. These rules and standards are
developecl by CPA staff and member representatives who participate in committees and working groups.
Both paper and electronic payments are cleared and settled through the ACSS. Automation and enhanced
efficiénóies to the ACSS have the overall effect of reducing the risk and costs in the clearing system by
speeding up the process (e.g., recording of entries) and making it rnore accurate and reliable, The system
enables Direct Clearers to enter the volume and value of payment items they clear, via computer
terminals, at their own data centres at Regional Exchange Points across the country. The volume and
value of payment items entered into the ACSS are segregated and categorized by "streams". Each stream
falls into one of two broad categories - paper or electronic-based payments.
The ACSS "streams" are identified as follows (illustrated in Figure 3.28):

a)

Paper-Based Payments

For the most paú, paper-based payment items that settle in the ACSS are defìned in the CPA's Payment
Itents and ACSS ByJaw, and they include cheques, drafts, settlement vouchers, money orders, receiver
general warrants, remittances and traveller's cheques,'3
Iror the pulpose of entry into the ACSS, the various types of paper-based payment items are segregated
into five streams according to the type of item being processed. These streams are described below:

D
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(.:l',4 Rule

,E'

Stream: Quati/ìed Uruler $50,000

-

Paper-based debit items that are magnetic ink

character recognition (MICR) encoded, excluding items $50,000 and over. Examples include
small value cheques, tlavellers' cheques, gift cerlificates and money orders.

Al;

General llules Pertaining to Itents Acceptablefor Clearing, Part

Il, p. 5
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F Stream: Remittunces

ii)

-

Paper

bill payment remittances cleared by the Payor's financial

institution, which are credit items representing ralue when entered into the clearing. They
are composed of all paper bill payment remittances (i.e., paid at a teller or deposited at an
ABM), that are MlCR-encoded with a Corporate Creditor Identifrcation Number (CCIN) for
credit to a corporate entity. Stream F volume and value totals are entered into the ACSS, but
the underlying value is extracted and settled for via LVTS payments between members,
i

- Large paper items, including cheques and other paper items,
between $50,000 and $25,000,000 including retumed items of $50,000 and over but less than

L Streøm: 850,000 ønd Over

ii)

$25,000,000.

iv)

(J Stream: UnquuliJied - Items valued at less than $50,000 which are not encoded with
MICR in transit and amount fields such as counter cheques, as well as mutilated items that
cannot be processed in an automated fashion.

v)

Z Streum: Computer Rejects

b)

* Payment items with individual values of less than $50,000
(e.g.,
flaw/tear
in the MICR line, not properly MlCR-encoded), and
that ale unrecognizable
rejected by the reader/sofier.

Electronic-BasedPayments

"lhe electronic items acceptable for settlement in the ACSS include the following:

i)

A Stream: ABM Adjustments

-

Adjustments to correct errors from shared ABM network

transactions.

ii)

Stremt: AFT Crerlifs - Credit items exchanged via transmission in a standard 005 format
as defined in CPA Standard 005. These automated credit transactions are most commonly
C

used for dilect deposit.

iii)

D Streøm: AFT Debits- Debit items exchanged via trarsmission in a standard 005 format as
defined in CPA Standard 005. These automated debit transactions are most commonly used
for moftgages, utility payments as well as recurring corporate payments,

iv)

J Streum: On-líne

Credít Payments

-

On-line payments are govemed by CPA Rule E2.

These payments are initiated by a Payor over an open communication network such as the

Internet (e.g., a consumer purchases goods or services from a merchant's website) and
supported by on-line real-time authentication and authorization of the Payor by the Payor FI.
v)

K Streant: On-line Payment Refunds - On-line payment refunds (CPA Rule E2) are credits
initiated by a merchant to reimburse/refund a consumer for a previously honoured on-line
payment (i.e., a relund of an on-line payment described above).

vi)

N Streum: Shared Network - Electronic point-of-service payment items (i.e., cash only),
including ABM cash withdrawals. These are payment items arising from debit transactions
initiated af a card-activated device, involv ing a withdrawal of funds from an ABM other than
that of the cardholder's financial institution. A debit card and PIN are used to order and
authorize the transaction.

24

CI>A Rule

El;

2a

shared Electronic Point-of-Service Paltment Items, 1998, p. I
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vii)

Point-of-Service payment items such as debit card
transactions initiated for the purchase ofgoods or services, excluding cash or cul'rency,

P Stream: Point-of-Snle Debits

viii) Q Stream:

-

Point-of-Sale Cretlits

-

Credit point-of-service payment items relating

speciflrcally to P Stream reversals, excluding cash or cunency (e.g., point-of-sale reversals).

ix)

X Stream: Electroníc Dutø Interchønge (EDI)

x)

- Payment items arising from bill payment remittance processing2t
are
exchanged and settled as credit tl'ansfers between fìnancial
wherein remittances
institutions. They include items arising from all automated bill payments items (i.e.,

- Corporate-to-corporate credit payments
(exclucling electronic remittances) by means of an electronic exchange of data in a structured
computer message format that has standard recognizable data elements'
Y Streum: Remittances

telephone banking, PC banking and ABM transactions).

Fr<;unt

3.28: PnvuIiNr Stnnarrls CuRRot'ltl,v

ENTERED INTo 1'IIB ACSS

ACSS

Electronic Streams

Paner Streams
E: Qualified Under $50,000
F: Remittances

L: $50,000 and over
U:Unqualif,red
Z: Computer Rejects

A:ABM

Adjustments

C: AFT Credits

D: AFT Debits

J:

On-line Credit Payments

K: On-line Payment Refunds
N: Shared Network
P: Point-of-Sale Debits
Q: Point-of-Sale Credits
X: Electronic Data Intelchange
Y: Remittances

A Corporate Creclitor Identification Nur¡ber (CCIN) is issued by the CPA to uniquely identify each corporate creditor fol the
purposes of bill paynrent remittance processing.
25
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3.3

THN CINNRTNG AND SBTTI¡VIUNT CYCLE

Within the ACSS, 11 CPA member institutions26 referred to as Direct Clearers, in addition to the Bank of
Canada, handle the clearing and settlement of payment items2T for their own customers, eligible nonmernbers, as well as for financial institutions, known as Indirect Clearers, that maintain settlement
accounts with Direct Clearers. Direct Clearers must maintain settlement accounts at the Bank of Canada.

As payrnent itemst* (e.g., paper and electronic) are exchanged throughout the day between Direct

Clearers, the data is entered into the ACSS to track the total volume and value of items in each stream.
As previously described in Section 3.2, these entries are made by the Direct Clearer that is owed money.
At the enil of the daily exchange process, these entries are used to determine the multilateral net positions
of the Direct Clearers. It is imporlant to note that fi'om the point in time that the items are exchanged, to
the time that settlement is effected on the books of the Bank of Canada, financial institutions are exposed
to settlement risk This settlement risk exposure between the time of exchange and settlement can be
quite extensive, pafiicularly if the exchange occurs before a long weekend. The extent of this exposure is

further illustrated in Table 3.34.

The entries for paper-based payment items are made at the six Regional Exchange Points (REP)
physically
fVancouver, Calgary, Winnipeg, To-ronto, Montreal and Halifax] where these items are
éxchanged between Direct Clearers.'e Correspondingly, electronic items are entered through a separate
viÍual exchange region known as the National Electronic Settlement Region (NESR).

throughoutthe day (as early as 1:00 p.m. or as late as 5:00 a.m. the next day), Direct
Clearers create entries for the volume and values of their payment "stream" exchanges to the ACSS. The
total amount of debits or credits to each of the Direct Clearers is recorded. Around 9:30 a,m. the "next
business day" (Transaction date + l), a preliminary net clearing balance is calculated by the ACSS and by
I l:00 a.m. the final balances are struck.3r
As a general

ru1e,30

Moreover, between 9:30 - 11:30 a,m. (T+1) Ottawa Time, the Bank of Canada adjusts the financial
positions of the individual Direct Clearers by transferring funds among their accounts to reflect the net
balances of the previous day's ACSS clearing. The Bank of Canada effects settlement for each Direct
Clearer by 12:00 noont'(T+1) and settlement is final. Correspondingly, Indirect Clearers generally
extinguish their payment obligations the same day with thei' respective Direct Clearer through settlement
accounts they maintain with theil Direct Clearer.

26

Curre¡tly, CPA Direct Clearers inclucle: Royal Bank of Canada, Bank of Montreal, Canadian hnperial Bank of Commerce,

'lD

Bank, Alberta Treasury Blanches, Bank o1'Nova Scotia, Credit Union Central of Carrada, FISBC Bank, Laurentian Bank of

Canada, National Bank of Canada, Caisse central Desjardins.
27
CPA Rule l1 establishes what types of payrnent items rnay be entered into the ACSS.
28
ltayrnent itenr means a bill of exchange drawn on a CPA member, and includes any other class

of itenrs approved by the CPA

by -law.
2t

Although there are six IìEPs where these items are physically exchanged, Direct Clearers are only required to participate in at

least one REP.
30

1'he clearing tirnes alcl the corresponding setllenrent fltries for other fpes of paynrent iteurs, such as direct deposits, preauthorizecl {ebits, electronic data interchange and point-of-service transactions, will differ from those described in this Guide.
The cut-offtirnes for the exchange of payment items are established by each REP by the Regional Clearing Associations (RCA).
'll^te CPA Rules Manual should be consulted for further details in this regard.
3r 'I'here
is a window of'tirne (l 1:00 - I l:30 a.m.) to input ACSS corre ctions f'or any additional clearing errors (such re-openings
o1'ACSS are on rnutual agreerrent between two Dilect Clearet's afflected). For lurlher information on reopenings see CPA Rule

ll2.

32'l'he closing time

of l2:00 noon

is not a lequirernent in the ACSS Rules, rather the current plactice of the Bank of Canada'
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